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,their religious character.

They

may

be

A)

: ‘' UNTO YOU, 0 MEN.”

is it required by the founders and wan-

demand in the church and there is room
| for their noblest exercise. Indeed, there

WASHINGTON LETTER.

and

at the age of 144 years. Many other Anstances of long life are given by Hufeland, ,
WASHINGTON,D. C., April 6, 188f.
but sufficient have been given to show that
' MAHONE, OF VIRGINIA.
:
human life may be prolonged to a great
One of Virginia’s citizens, in weight a trifie.
age.
5
Ta
over 90 1bs., has within a few weeks, created
anew factor in American politics, and intro~As to the means of profonging life we
duced into legislation an unparalled condiglean a few suggestions from Hufeland’s
work. The more & man follows nature tion of things. © The proceedings of the Upper

some, who strenuously believe in the re-

tra session, wherein this impetuous Va. Senator

regarded in this respect in particular as
an outgrowth of the church, inasmuch as
they were founded and endowed largely
by its individual members. And besides,
most of the instructors in them have been
and are professed Christians. Not only

4 a

BY

REV. G.5.

wpb

Cr

RICKER,

is no

manly

characteristic

that

is

not

Some opposers of the Christian religion greatly needed, and which may not find
are foolish enough to utter the reproach, the fittest field for its highest develop¢* pointed and barbed with sharpest wit,” ment, in the Christian church. The
that it is only fit for women and children, . Christian religion. was not given for any

the sentimental

and

the simple;

time, or clime, or race, or sex, or class;
and is obedient to her laws, the longer he
but it is adapted to all times and counshogld hebe Sadresse
addre d to Editor The Morning Star,
live; the farther he departs from
ligion
of
Jesus
Christ,
are
weak
enough
tries and races and classes. ¢ There
1
is |
should be daily worshiped, but that the
Dover,
JH
| these the shorter will be his existence.
to
be
troubled
by
this
contemptible
effort
|
&
neither
Jew
nor
Greek,
there
is
neither
essential principles
and
precepts of
Marriage is favorable to long life. All
per year, if paid stiletly
to turn ridicule into argument and thereerms :—$3.00
ro Ui pad Twithin the Christianity should in some form be in- | with to assault the Christian church. bond or free, there. i3 neither: male nor those who attained to very old age had
a
first thirty Ana, and 8: .50 if not.
female: for ye are all one in Christ
culcated. The result is obvious and what
been married and there is not an instance
:
was to be expected. God bas favored These cavilers are not worthy of a™mo- Jesus!”
of
a bachelor havicg attained to a. great
these institutions from time to time with ment's thought ; but for the sake of. those ~~ Not long since, a young man Tose in a Age. A Frenchman who lived to the age
| gracious outpourings of his spirit. Thou- who are * weak in the faith,” I propose public meeting and, with deep emotion, of 110 years had been married “to ‘ten
sands upon theusands of young men and briefly to consider, and answer this re- and manifest. sincerity, said,—¢ I have wives. The last one he married in his
unications designed for publication

>

agers-of these schools, that in

them

God-

293EFEsTVOEFeIA
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women connected with them. have -been
converted,
and gone forth to bless the
church and the world. There are not
wanting colleges and academies that have
been as highly favored in this respect as
the average churches in any denomination,

METRICAL VERSION OF PS. 137.
BY F. G.

By Babylon’s swift streams we low reclined,
And wept when Zion we recalled te mind.

We hang our harps upon the willows high,
Pp

When they that capture us to tempt us try;
Requesting mirth, and crowding near at hand

The songs of Ziob from our lips demand.
Oh, how shall we, with Zion’s wonted strains,
Here in a stranger's land her songs profane?

1f thee, Jerusalem, I cease to know,
may, my
quite,

speechless

tongue

be

BY PROF.J. J. BUTLER, D. D.

"Nor let one stouie there undisturbed be found.”
Daughter of Babylon, soon to sink in night,
Happy the man that shall thy deeds requite;
Happy the man that breaks thy children’s
bones,
.
:
strikes thy little ones against the stones,
ad

i

SOMETHING

a an SE

—T]

BY PROF. J. FULLONTON,

D.

D.

A noliceable, if not remarkable, feature
of American education is the fact, that
nearly all its institutions of learning
higher than the common school have from
time out of mind been established nnd
largely enduwed by private munificence.
One would have supposed, that a State

maintaining a system of common school

education as indispensable to its highest
welfare, if not to its very existence, would
have provided, at the public expense, at

least for the training and preparation of
teachers for these schools. And again, as
the enactment and execution of laws are
also indispensable to public security and
welfare, it would

seem

reasonable

that

schools should be provided for the education of lawyers and judges. And perhaps
the same may be said of other professions.

Bat

in

fact, with the exception of -occanal grants of land and money, together
sort of general encouragement,
ole work has been mainly entrustluntary corporations. And that
as been well done, the steady con-

Wee

fidence of the whole community in the in-

stitutions established

for so long a time,

abundantly attests,

«-

There are ‘advantages in

this state of

RL 6 etd

comalicoSER Te

things, which must be obvious to any
one giving attention to it. Among these
may be mentioned :
1. The freedom of these institutions
from the bane of political influence
and machinations,
which they would
hardly escape were they State institu$y, tiODS,
2. Economical management, as compared with public works, and institutions
carried on at the expense of the State.
The annual claims for appropriations to
supply deficits in the expenses of schools

hain: 55

established

and

run

sufficient

proof of

made.
3. In

all

our

by

the

the

State,

statement

colleges

and

is

here

higher

schools of learning, God is acknowledved

and religion as well as
‘cuicated. Not so for
schools. The sentiment
is encouraged where we
pect it, that the Bible,

morality are incertainin State
is common, and
should least ex—
prayer and all

religions instruction should be excluded

~

This doctrine, as held substantially by
the church from the beginning, is fully
revealed in the Scriptures.
Like other
subjects of profound import it had a of the caviler.
:
gradual development. The first verse
Now, it is well for us, at the outset, to
in the Bible has the divine name in the distinguish between sentiment and sentiplural with its verb in the singular, show- mentality, —between simplicity and siming that in one sense he is plural and in ‘pering folly. ¢* The word sentiment exancther singular.
Pronouns
and attributes applying to him have a similar

ABOUT COLLEGES:

The charac-

ter of the population in manufacturing
districts may relatively increase the female membership, but it is probably safe
to admit that two-thirds of the members
-of the church of Christ are women; and
this probable fact has helped to give currency, and a cutting edge, to the reproach

DOOTRINE OF THE TRINITY.

palsied

If thee | prize not as my chief delight.

That

women was about the same.

O00
bh 4 Sh no

. But when Jerusalem shall rise again,
Remember, Lord, the sons of Edom then;
Who cry out, *‘ Rase it, even with the ground,

proach.
:
It may be admitted, as a probable fact,
that women- constitute at least
twothirds of the membership of the church of
Christ. Inthe Massachusetts Quarterly
Meeting, for the year 1878, eight churches
report 509 male members and 1272 female

found nothing in the

Christian religion

that is inconsistent with the highest type
of manliness. If religion is fitted for
women

and children,

I am still

glad

to

be a Christian. Itrejoices me, that my
heart is not so hard but that it may be
so that here is afforded a field of hopeful
touched with tender feelings; and I am
promise
to the men of. means“for their ymembers; that is, there were almost ex- not ashamed sometimes to be found with
giving, and to the devoted friends of actly two and one-half times as many 4+ my face suffused with tears!” It was a
Christ for their sympathy andjinfluence, women as men in those eight churches. manly speech, —infinitely more characternot only for the promotion of sound learn- Having had occasion to examine the -sta- ized by true manliness than the cold,
ing, but for the advancement of the tistical reports of other bodies, I found hard, sneering skepticism of the caviler.
that the relative proportion of meén to «¢ Unto you, O men, I call!” The church
blessed cause and kingdom of Christ.

May my right hand forget her cunning too;
And

‘NO.15.

1
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usage. Following this, with increasing
distinctness throughout the Old Testament

the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit
are brought to view in such ways as to
show the divinity and personality of
each; in most passages separately, but
sometimes combined. In the New Testament the revelation is complete with a
variety and explicitness of statement that
precludes all question to every candid
interpreter.

Itis not

necessary to

summarize

the

proof. If in the progress of investigation
and criticism upon the sacred text some
changes have been made in

the common

version, and some passages once cited

in

its favor are not mow relied on, itis
also true that many other passages are
seen to indicate it with. additional clearness and force, so that interpreters and
Christians generally were never more
established in the doctrine.
¥
Ove of the chief difficulties attending
it,proceeds from theorizing and speculating upon it, in attempts to be wise

above

what is written. ** Who BY searching
can
find out God? Who can find out the
Almighty to perfection?”
beings of a day

How can finite

be expected to

explore

and explain the Infinite in his nature aud
perfectness ? Athanasius, one of the ablest
of the early Christian writers undertook
to draw it out ih his creed, but only darkened counsel by

edge.

words

without

knowl-

Edwards, the keen metaphysician,

wrote elaborate essays upon it, but did
not himself have

sufficient

them to procure

their

confidénce in

publication;

and

now his friends hardly venture to bring
them to light, lest it should injure ‘his

reputation.

If such

men

thus failed in

their speculations,it is not wise for others
to explore what God has not revealed.
We can wait, for now we

know

in

part,

but in a higher sphere we may hope
know more.

The doctrine of God as set
Word is plain and

adapted

to our

to

forth in his

practical ; exalted, yet

capacities.

Itis

never

treated as an abstraction or theory, but
applied in his relation to us. Itis chiefly
brought to view in connection
great scheme of redemption, the
the Father for the salvation of
world ; the incarnation of the

with his
plan of
a fallen
Son, hi$

presses those complex determinations

the mind which result from the

of

co-opera-

tion of our entire rational powers, and

of

our moral feelings.” Sentimentality is
only an *¢ affectation of fine feeling.” The
former is noble p the latter is despicable.
Our love for the flag is a sentiment ; butt
takes supreme hold of our affections, of
all that is exalted within us, and becomes
to us a source of lofty inspirations. Let
it ngt be forgotten, that while one's devo-

tid#

to the church of Christ may

be the

outcome of a sentiment, it is never

occa-

sioned or inspired by sentimentality.
The difference between simplicity and
simpering folly is quite as wide. Simplicity, in iss

nobler sense,

is

* freedo

from duplicity, sincerity,” or, Whi
oy
single-mindedness. Now, while the disciples of Christ must enter upon his service in a child-like
spirit, they have
not begun to learn what gre the ‘first
principles,” until they have freed Lhemselves from everything that is childish.
There is nothing sentimental about the
noble sentiment of religion ; and there is
nothing that savors of, silliness: in

simplicity that is in Christ.”
that the right use of words

I apprehend
will take-away

whatever of venom there may

miserable reproach.
If, however, religion

*‘ the

be

in

this

fo
especially

is

adapted to women, itymust be admitted
that they have been trie to their high vo-

cation. The women of the Bible constitute a glorious galaxy among the constellations of splendid

names

that

illumine

the pages of the past. It is with a noble
pride and a profound affection that our
tongues speak the names of these illustrious women of the Bible,— Rebekah,
and Miriam, and Deborah, and: Ruth, and
Hannah, and Esther, and Elizabeth, and

Mary—it matters little to whom we apply
that beantiful name—and Dorcas, and
Lois, and Eunice! And where can we
find names
fuller of nobler inspirations than among the glorious listof wom-

en who have devoted their

lives

to

the

needs you ; you will only rise to the high
level of manliness, as

you

learn

to

sit,

like children, at the feet of Christ!
erases

4-0-0

did

7

it

may

not

be

questioned

BY HENRY REYNOLDS, M. D.

' Long life®is desirable.
of life are hit

to become useful.

prime of life is Jere

and especially avarice and ha-

NEW

No kind of fear
fear

of death.

the

world

often a great loser in consequence.

is

Every

one should endeavor to live the full period
of years allotted to
man. Many who are

now cat off in the vigor of their manhood
might,by taking proper care of their health,

Mr. Beecher, since his survival of 1875,
has become fearless of personal
conse-

quences. Exactly whathe or-hisdeacons will
Sunday’s

avowal, remains

to be seen to-morrow. This latest point of
departure was the dismissal of one of his

prolong their lives $f usefulness to ¢ threescore years and tfn” and possibly ¢¢fourscore.” - Loong life is desired by nearly ev-

flocE*to the Roman

ery one.

the announcement that he stood
ready to facilitate in this way the transfer

absence

of

To cling to iife is an instinct _with

deeply implanted

within us for

an

all-wise

Catholic Church,

far as a personal letter

of other memberships.

Professor in the University of Jena, wrote

ences by agreeing, the latter to sell
stock in Scribner & Co. to the former
$260,000). and the former to relinquish
name of Scribner in the company and

a work on the “ Art of Prolonging Life”
which has enjoyed an extensive popularity
in Germany, England and this country,
and is to-day the best work’'extant on the
subject. A new dollar edition of it has recently been
issued by Messrs. Lipdsey
and Blakiston, of Philadelphia.
It is a

book that may be read
protit by all whe

with interest and

wish

to

remain

Jong

in

the land. The author was eight years in
collecting the material for his book and
every page hears evidence of his industry
and the philosophic scope of his mind. .
Various notions have from

time

to

been entertained as.to the means
longing life.
it was believed

longed
and

Hufeland says that in Egypt
that ¢ life could be pro-

by the continued

sudorifics.

It

use of emetics

was, therefore, a

eral custom to take. at
every month;

time

of pro-

least

and instead

two

gen-

emetics

of saying, ‘ How

do you find yourself?’ we asked another,
¢ How do you perspire?’
Hippocrates and
other Grecks believed that life was prolonged by moderation,

pure

the use of

air, bathing, and above

friction

of

the

body

and

free

all by

exercise.

and

daily
Plu-

tarch who attained a happy old age advised those who wished to reach old age
to ¢ keep their heads cool and feet warm
and instead of taking medicine for every
indisposition to fast a day.' Ovhers sought

prolongation of life by means of charms,
elixirs of )ife; frequent bleedings und vari
ous nostrums.”
Some very remarkable instances of long

thereby.

according to this recgoning the age of Methuselah

was

only three
only

months,

about,

two

hundred

years, which he regards as ot impossible
to attain. Epimenides of Crete is said /to
have lived 157 years! According to’ Pliny,

Mr.

Roswell
have

magazine.

Smith

the

correspondence,

purpose.
:
Eighty-five years ago a learned German
physician, Christopher William: Hufeland,

Scribner

so

could supply

ecclesiastical

and. Mr.

compromised

Charles

their

differ-

his
(for
the
the

As the name was a trade mark

and corporate title to which the company
had an indubitable right, Mr. Scribner has
made an important point in regaining control of it, without expense, by the sale of

his silent minor interest.

It 48 rumored

that be intends to make use of this control
to start

a new

Scribner's

Monthly,

in

op-

position to the ‘Manhattan Magazine” as
the present monthly is to be called next
year.

It is not probable, however,

shrewd a business

man

as Mr.

that so

Smith has

compromised away so valuable a trade
mark without security against its use by a
rival, no matter what trouble from a
stock-holder’s litigation may have been
impending.
There is more likelihood in
the report that Mr. Scribner proposes to
utilize his patronymic in a rivalry
per’s Weekly.
of proprietary

‘This complete
relations seems

departing

from

his

seat, pacing and excitedly gesticulating up and"
down the area fronting the Vice Presidents
desk, to these daily sessions of quick retorts,
sharp thrusts and intense partisan feeling, have
been a wide departure from the traditional deliberations and propriety of the U. S. Senate.

The loss of Nevada to the Republican cok ~—
umn ‘(undoubtedly through th
lgrer
ter”), déstroyed the assured Republiéaa
as-

cendency

in that body, without

Mahone,

and it must bave been particularly aggravating for the Democratic Senators to see the
powerslip from their hands by the agency ofone
of their own number. Hence an immediate assault and incessant attack upon the Virginian,
from that day to this; and Hill, of Georgia, revived old questions (to which the Republicans quickly joined issue), as damaging to his
party interests as that late Andersonville pris-

on

debate,

and

the palmy days of Blaine.

Mahone’s manner is unique, to say the least.
No ‘ my distinguished friend,” or * the Hem.
Senator,” for him; but,“ I

mean

you,”

* he

(the Senator) must siop it,” “* Well, I seleet
you, then,” is the way the Virginian addresses.
august Senators.

THE
'_

DEAD

Ld

LOCK.

This condition of things and
about, may be stated as follows:

Senate

37

Demo-

called,

(Davis

of Illinois and ¢* our Virginia friend").

Judge

erats

contains 37

howit came
The present

and

Republicans,

2 Independents,so

Muhone with the Republicans; the Vice-President decided the tie, and the Senate was or-

NEw YORK, April 9.

do with his last

upset the usual custom by

in ex-

Davis, an appointee of Pres. Lincoln to the
Supreme Bench, voted with the Democrats;

YORK LETTER.

a large portion of a

man’s usefulness cut off and

year

heroic endurance—and what other high
quality of character may not be mention-

and the child should not be obliged to apply to learning and be confined in a sitting
posture before its seventh year.
Youthful
excesses of all kinds should be avoided.
Melancholy, dejection, fear, anxiety, faint-

To be cut down in the

that

and

the mind must not be exerted too early

The early years

the

self-sacrifice,

a

but the last half should be -peaceful and
uniform. No instance can be found of an
idler having attained to a great age. Instances of the greatest age are found
among men who have lived principally on
vegetables and perhaps never tasted flesh.
Hufeland also suggests that the powers of

in growth and in learning

and

and

active, even

Pod

that before the time of . Abraham

‘Certain it is, that for deep piety

the

We should love life and fear not death.

consisted of

faithfulness,

an

In

fatiguing life, is conducive to longevity,

‘is more injurious than the

whether the church guffers any real loss
and

first half of a man’s age

tred tend to shorten life.

THE ART OF PROLONGING LIFE.

a son

in his one hundred and first year.

heartedness,

J

life were collected by Hufeland. "In reChristian church? If the membership* of gard to the long life of some of those menthe Christian church is largely composed | tioned in the Bible, Hufeland maintains

of women,

ninety-ninth year and she bore him

House, from the day it was re-convened

to

Har-

severance
to insure

ganized as to Committees, in the interests
of the Republicans.
Then came the effort of
the latter to control the Senate offices, &c.,
with all its patronage; this, the Democrats resisted, and can so obstruct legislation at their
indefinite pleasure by abstaining from voting,
thus preventing a quorum, which is a majority
of the Senate.
If the Republicans could muster their full strength (39, with the Vice-President) the constitutional majority could go on;
but Senator Edmunds is absent with impaired
health in Florida, and many Senators are
paired off. The question now from day te
day,is to proceed to the election of officers, &e.,.
but it can not be done without a mutual understanding, or surrender by the Democratic minority. In the meantime, each side accuses
the other of blocking public business,
Just here, comes that pertinent question
propounded by Pres. Garfield (then » member
of the House), two years ago, in reference to
different means of revolution, &c.: * Take
another case—a: bare majority, having mischief

in their hearts, mighésrefusé to enact legislation,
any
(the
men)

and where is the remedy?”
In this case,
number of Democratic Senators over 16
conditions are known
to parliamentary
can actually stop legislation: until the

first week in D-cember next!
- A PRESIDENT VS, A BENATO.S
The Robeftson complication, that is, his appointment as Collector of the- port of New
York, is either unfortunate, or it is the beginning of the end.
When that unexpected nomination wis made, to the confusion of the
great New York Senator, the Ixecutive must
bave counted the cost and the risk cf an embarrassing event at the very outset of his administration.
;
The President so far, has appeared to satisfy
the people at large who elected him, and he
evidently intends to deserve well of them.
Such contests,at best, are unbappy in their

effect, and verify

the many

predictions,

that

President Garfield would seem to have a difthe migration of the ¢‘ Manhattan” to the ficult task, in harmonizing the stalwart, liberal
magnificent new building at the head of | and independent factions of the party.

Union Square,
adjoining
House, which I mentioned
some
stock

the
Everett
as probable

months
ago.
As Mr.
was: four-tenths of the

valuation of the good-will of

Scribner's
shares, the
Scribner and

Co. by this quotation, is $625,000.
Our two art acadamies—the National
Academy of Design now at its fifty-sixth
anniversary, and the Society of American
Artists, at its fourth—are in full blaze this

week with their annual exhibitions. There
i8 no good reason why these rivals should
not be in the best of mutual feeling, for
they certainly help each other as well as
the interest of art, much
more effectively

as two than they could’

me. . The

exhi-

bitions are highly spokén of this year,
enthusiastic Young

Ag

and

declares its: show-

MARRIED

TO A

CATHOLIC.

‘Religious circles at the Capital are greatiy
interested in the trial of Rev. Mr, Ramsdall, a
Presbyterian minister, for marrying a Catho=lic. The reverend gentleman made a statement.
admitting the fact, and stated further that They
had family worship, lived in all respects as a

Christian ‘family,

and

were

married

by

a -

minister of his own faith. The Presbytery
however, pressed for further information and
it was found, that while she attended regular
worship al his church, she did not attend the
weekly meetings; it was also announced that
she went to her own church and to confession.

Resolutions were introduced declaring “that
no Presbyterian minister has a moral right to
marry a Catholic woman, as it would tend to

weaken and destroy his ministerial influence,”
&c., and'that
the pastoral relations between Me.

Ramsdall and bis church be dissolved.

No ac-

. from all schools supported at the public
ing is the best ever seen In
tion hus been taken up to this closiag,
and intercession in our behalf; ed P—our muthers, and wives, and sisters,
expense, and so make them negatively atonement.
ing members of the Acade
A PRESIDENT’S EXERCISE.
the
convincing,
regenerating,
sanctifying
and daughters, are peerless. For devotion a census taken in Italy about the seventy- agitating a project for semi-annual
infidel, atheistic and pagan.
We
remember but once of seeing Pres.
During a few years past, however, influences of the Holy Spirit. Each of to Christ, for Christian work, for real sixth year of our era showed that there were bition, and will try to have one opened "Lincoln or horseback.
It was at the grand
there has been manifest in some parts of these denotes personality and divinity, cross-bearing, they will everywhere ea~ily then in Italy, between the Apennines and | next fall.
review of 100,000 men of Burnside’s army, upthe country a tendency to the establish- and the human mind can be satisfied with bear .the palm! May the number of the Po, 124 men who had attained the age
on the banks of the Rappahannock,
in full
The compositor and proof reader could
but wonien in the churches be speedily donb- of 100 years and upwards, namely: fifiy- hardly believe that at the late auction sale view of the distant encampments, and rebel
ment of State schools. As a result we nothing less. Here is profound,
four of 100 years, fifty-seven of 110, two of
regiments drilling in the deep snow of that unhave, especially in the West, several direct, intelligible truth to be applied in led ; there is room for multitudes yet!
of seats for the Monster May Musical
125, four of 130, four of from 136 to 137
usual Virginia winter of 1862.
our
own
hearts and lives; essential to a
State universities, ete, In New England,J
Festival,
the
box
premiums
went
as
high
Let it not be thought, however, that and three of 140. In Epgland in’ 1670,
We can not recall viewing "the conqueror oft
Tight*“
character
here;
and
eternal
life
We have a few Agricultural colleges, and
that there is notin the church of Christ Henry Jenkins died at the age of 169 as $100; so they prudently made me Lee during his two presidential terms indulghereafter.
:
Normal schools supported by the State.
both need and place for all manly charac- years. The records of the courts showed report $10 as the highest premium! This ing in this exhilarating exercise. Kx-Presi‘With the intricacies of the subject, as
Asto universities and colloges, academies,
teristids. « Mur. Hughes has shown quite that he had appeared 140 years before as a was a sad reflection on the popularity of dent Hayes also, let his army experience suf:
etc., there is manifest an abundant satis- of other modes .and mysteries, we have convincingly that Christ was the manliest witness. When: above 100 years of age he the grand enterprise, which ought w be five; but the scene is now daily witnessed, of
Speculation ‘may be inBres. Garfield, accompanied by hig son of 20
faction with such as we have. They are little to do.
was able to swim across rapid rivers. {'corrected.
of men,
Tried by uny test of manliness,
enjoying largely the confidence of the | dulged in a measure, but should be ever | he will.be found to be flawless. It is lo Thomas Parr, a poor farm laborer ~in
A notable new era in building has now years, galloping up the avenues leading to the
White House, fresh from a ten-mile dash in
community. They are on the average treabed as speculation, and never be be expected, therefore, that his system of Shropshire, England, when about "190° fairly dawned upon this city, with the the country, as a relief from the importuning
first
architectural
impulse
of
ouf¥dng
dorfairly endowed, and ably manned, and allowed to usurp the place of doctrine. religion would be suited to whatever is | years of dge married a widow for. his secand ever-pressing crowd of office seekers. St.
are ‘doing a large and most beneficent What is the truth as God has revealed distinctively manly ; and this expectation ond wife and continued to work as usual mant and just revived prosperity. = The Petersburg to-day, is environed by a cordon of.
This truly Republican spectacle
ofa
work. As an evidence of the satisfaction it, and as it is- illustrated in human is not disappuinted, Tiere is buth de- in the field until he was 130 years old. everlasting uniformity of flat, brown-stone bayonets.
I’resident and son unattended, is » cot
fronts,
is
broken
up
in
the
new,
fashionable
reason and experience? When. this is mand and scope for all distinctively man- When he reached the age of 152 years he
ELLIOTT.
and continued confidence in them,
tary upon nations,
we
have the fuct, that more and larger gifs ascertained, received, applied in securing ly characteristics in’ the propagation of was dined by the king and died not“long’ quarter skirting Central Park, by a mul-

are being bestowed on them, from year to: deliverance from sin, a holy life," and a the Christian religion, and the upbuilding after. A Dape named Draakenberg, born titude of ornate and many gabled villas
Jear, thun ever before. ‘Sums from ong good hope, this is enough. Thus do we of the Christian church. Has one a talent in 1626, served in the royal navy until 91 ‘going up in every direction, in numbered
colors of ‘stone and brick, ‘ pottery ‘and
thousandto a hundred thousand dollars, know: God the Father, the Son, and the for public epeech ? The Christian religion years Old. When 111 years of age he
glass.
The prevailing taste Is very expen:
CLE
;
+--Or even more, are being contribited, so Holy Spirit. .
furnishes the noblest range of topics and thought he would settle down.to enjoy sive and very showy. Nothing less than
‘tranquility and married a woman of threePare O04 PY
that the aggregate amount for the last ten |

yearsis simply maguificent:

oe

: In Connecticut a bill has passed. both

Bat the feature in the colleges and other" Houses declaring cider an
schools of learning in" New England and
| beverage, to be subject to
in some bther of the older States, worthy of

something more than a passing notice, is

dy

the Christian church the most intelligent

>

strictions
liquors.

intoxicating
the same

re.

in its sale’ as apply to other
:

and attentive of audiences. Has one execun-

tive ability ? There is nowhere

afforded

‘score, who, however, lived only a short
time. He made several attempts to marry
| again but not finding any one who would

nobler opportunities for the exercise of have him, he lived “single till he” died io
such abilities than in the éhurch. [Has 1772 in the 1461h year of his age. In 1757,
one heroic qualities? They are in great J. y Effingham
died jn Cornwall,; England,
A
igen

$250,000, and from that to a million, seems

to answer for a building anywhere in’ the
peerage of fashionable-socinty. New York

is not preparing herself to *‘ renounce the

pomps and vanities of this world.”
oy

Vibr

0

yrs

ALL THE MERELY HUMAN LEARNING that
has ever come into the ¢hurch has, #s a rule,

been mischievous to it; and

it

always meeds

great ‘grace to keep it in its right place. When
philosophy invades the domuin of. revelation iv
ends in perverting the Gospél and in bringin,
in * another goxpel, which is not another.”

It is with ‘human

wisdom

8s

with

buman-.

riches: how hardly shall they thut bave it en-,

1g...
ter into the kingdom of God ! True{ wisdom
another thing: thut is a gift which Comes.

‘from above, und cayseth God ins
J“Thom
it
heart, for it adores the G
It fs not ignorance whith God loves,
IY
i
but coneeit that bie hutes.~C. H. ht
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COVETOUSNESS
.

DAILY
MM.

Covetousuess.

A.

READINGS.
Luke 12:13—21.

Danger of riches.

W.

Luke 18:

Covetousness punished.

T.,
¥.
8.
8.

18—2

:

Josh.7: 16-26.

Chargeto the rich.
1 Tim. 1: 17-19.
Bin of zehazj. 2 Kings. 5: 20-27.
:
Case
of Judas. Matt. 26: 2pe25, 27:3-8:
Ananias and Sapphira.
Acts 5: 1-13.

“GOLDEN TEXT:
* Take heed and
* «covetousness.’—Luke 12% 15.

beware of,

our Saviour

gave Soom after dining with the Pharisee,
he spoke first of the hypocrisy so. com-.
mon among that class. * There was, in
the company gathered to hear him, a
man who had so little appreciation of the
truths Christ was uttering, and who was
so taken up with his own private and selfish interests, that he interrupted the Saviour’s sermon, by asking him to interfere
in" a dispute between his. brother and
Himself in regard to the division of an inheritance. Jesus at once turned the illtimed interruption to good account by
warning the man and all his hearers

against the sin of covetousness.
13. One of the company.
Not a disciple; a hearer in the crowd.
He "showed
his confidence in Christ. Too many men
are forever planning about their worldly
affairs, even under the sound of the gospel. *¢ The most dangerous form of covetousness is that which listens to Christ
in order to get worldly advantage.”— Riddle.
It was customary to refer all kinds of
questions to the rabbis, and this man
may have thought that Jesus had come to
set all things right. ¢¢ Almost any one.is
ready to call Jesus Master when he
‘thinks he can make something by it.”"—
Trumbull.
14. Men. Plainly a reproof. See Ex.

2: 14,

Moses founded a state, Christ a

spiritual kingdom.
His work was not
for a person, or a class, but for humanity. ¢ He must preach principles but not
decide cases.
His kingdom was one of
spiritual disposition, not of outward law.
_ He was the friend of

both, the champion

of neither.”— Robertson.
15. And he said unto them.
‘The object of Jesus in this journey being to take
“advantage of all the providential circamstances which could not fail to arise, in

order to instruct the pepple and his disciples, he immediately uses this to bring
before his hearers those solemn truths
which are called forth in his mind by the
nnexpected event.— Godel.”
Covelousness.
A strong desire of ob-

Not

“Successful covetousness is no better than
. unsuccessful,
but the rich are more ex-

posed

to this sin than others.

of

but he shows no disposition
cept for ‘his

own

to use it ex-

gratification, and

mainly by storing it away.

that

His prosper-

ity was due to God's blessing on his skill
{ul farming.
;
17. He thought.
More exactly,
He
‘talked it over with himself.” What shail
Ido? A common trouble with rich men.
‘They do not know what to do with their
surplus income. ‘ He does not appear
as a grasping ‘speculator, but as one
whom wealth, by a very natural process
made discontented, anxious and perplexed.”—Schaff.
This result is a good test
of covetouspess ; whether a man has little
or much, when

he begins tobe too anx-

ious about it, he is misusing it. There is
. plenty to do with increasing wealth.”—

Riddle.

aa

No room. He might have had room in
the houses and barns of the poor around
him. My fruits. He fails’ to recognize
God's interest in the productions of his
farm.
:
18. This will Ido. As a business man
he

was

not

a

fool.

Barns.

ost

of

those spdken of in the Bible were like cisterns dug inthe dry soil of a hill-side,
«and lined with cement. Grain can be

kept' for a long time in such places.

All

my fruits. All for himself, no thought of
“God or ‘his fellowmen.
‘He would

hoard, not use.
folly.” — Abboté,

All mere hoarding is |
** Thou hast barns,—the

bosoms of the poor, the houses of widows,

the mouths

of infanjs—these

‘barns which will last forever.”
19. Soul. As if he could

are

the

— Ambrose.
satisfy his

.goul by piling up the fruits of ‘hid farm.
Another proof of his folly. Many years, |
'Hé -counted on long life, a farther evi“denceof folly. Take thine ease. 4 Indolexiee,

ttony, drunkeaness and

Slgter, gu adi shoes

is

!

's conception of life.”

licen-

on lie this

Whedon.

plans of felicity rise no: higher

10 this satisfying of the flesh, so-that
than
| ther® isan irony, as melancholy as it is

earth, shrieking and with bleeding roots.”
—Trench.. Whose shall those things be?
He can not take them with him.
They

)

DEACON AHIRA BAKER.

midst, which

heant

when

however, it is regs irded rather as an intellectual idea than as a vital truth, hav-,

ing power over the heart and lifg.”
To no other subféet ought the cHurch
to give a calmer, more intelligent consid:

eration than to this. If is the pivotal
point upon which turns the whole question of ¢ Revival vs. Survival.” It is not
our.purpose to discuss the etymological

be judges ang referees.

:

;

II. Covetousness is often a very respect-

‘“ Ye shall seek me and find me when ye
shall search for me with all your heart.”
No half-hearted seeker ever finds God.
Analyzing this thought more fully we
shall find that it includes: —1. The consecration of the soul's pur;
est and warmest affections to the divine
service. There will naturally be earthly

able sin, and all-the more dangerous.

III. Every man may find barns enough
if he will.
with you.”

¢< The

poor

ye have
4
«

God, to thee,” there can be no’ reserve.
There come to him the words of Ged,

always
:

GLEANINGS AMONG THE NOTEMAKERS.
(FROM REV. DR. Jomx HALL.)

(V. 14.) Had our Lord interfered he
would have been taking the place of a
civil judge, as they wished him to be
with the woman in John 8: 11, and the
tribute (Mark 12: 15). It may be said
that his informal word of counsel would
have been sufficient. But in all likelihood if he had decided otherwise than the
applicant hoped, he would himself have

been the firstto deny his jurisdiction.—
The man did not get what he sought, but
what,in common with others, he needed.—
‘“ A man’s life” is more independent of
‘balances ” and
profits” and pesses-

objects of affection, but all of these

must

be kept subordinate. God must be first.
Whenever there is any conflict between
any of these things and the service of God,
they must be given up and he must be
honored.

The love of a consecrated man

for his Heavenly Father should be, ndy;
will ‘be, constant, and increasing in its
depth and purity.
A Christian whose
love for God grows cold is certainly in a.
sad condition.

2.

Christian consecration is the set-

ting apart of the intellect to the service
of God. From the moment when one
sions than the crowd thinks when it en- speaks the words of consecration, even
e
vies and covets. and clamors for an ‘his thoughts dre not his own.
wealth
of
intellect
with
which
he
may
be
‘¢ equal distribution.” Two worlds have
to be thought of when we speak of *‘a endowed, the culture he may acquire, all
man’s

life,” this

and

are henceforth to be set

the next, or bodily

and spiritual being.—The
the rich man, in which

calculations of

he is not so much

represented as burdened with’care as rejoicing, are upset by God’s decision. He

barns, and

he thinks, prospects.

He has

practical

end, of

“riches ” that endure, of a life beyond. of
responsibility, of eternity.
He counts

himself his

own

him, and

should

so

master.

God counts

we, a

fool.

Let us

beware of this folly.—S. S. World.
(FROM

Goods

mot

REV.

DR.

P.

8.

HENSON.)

the chief good. —Most

men,

act as if a man’s life did ** consist in the
abundance of the things which he possess-

sa-

while in the world, he must not be of the
world.
*¢ Whether therefore ye eat or

says what ke will do, as if no other being
in the universe had anything to say to the

never: thought, for any

apart, made

cred to Him whose servant he is.
;
3. All our bodily activities are included. The Christian is by no means to
withdraw himself from active life, but

drink or whatsoever ye do, do all to the
glory of God,”

should

be

the

Christian

business man’s motto;
and anything
which is not for God's glory he ought to
have nothing to do with. #

4. The consecration of one's property
to the service of God is also” included.
These'words, ‘Ye are not your own, ye
are bought with a gtice,” apply not only to what a Christian is but also to what
he has. Whether he is the owner of ten
dollars or of ten millions, he is not to re-

gard it as his own

But as that which he

1.

There will be developed a strongs

er, more symmetrical

Christian

charac-

”

much.

-

What

N

does

the well of Samaria, ¢“ Say not ye, ‘There
are yet four months and then cometh

the way that too many are Sepotep to

rn

tell you, The dove flying over the 1andscape sees all that is sweet and peaceful,
but when the vulture and the buzzard fly
abroad the first thing they see is a loathsome carcass, and il it is - anywherd¥in

, not to his body, but, ¢ his'soul ; what an eye for putridiyy: ‘he has!’
~to that ‘soul, ‘which. though itis eapable of |

when the revival is over and the converts

He

was

&

A

=

baptized by Rev.

against temptations?

the line came richly freighted with news

pleased to bless the united

efforts and

Why so\ regardless

of the honor and rights
If we do not try to break
righteousness and keep
God, how can we éxpect
be an advocate for us?

which may well cause our hearts to glow
with gratitude and joy.. What can be
more inspiring to the Christian than the
knowledge that souls have been born into
the kingdom of grace? God has been

|

Sn ah a

on

of the Father?
off our sins by
the commands of
that Christ will
oo

THE OTHER SIDE.
BY

A TAY MAN,

In the Morning Star of March 30, and
under the" heading ‘Action and Reaetion,” the writer says: ‘“1 have watched
our educated brethren, if not with a jeal-

ous, with an enviable eye, and I am frank
to say that the deepest piety and the most
genuine spirituality I have ever witnessed
have been in these.”
I will not venture to say that the writer
is not able to decide accurately the
amount of * piety” und * spirituality”
enjoyed by different individuals, but nevertheless on these points I may aflirm with
equal positiveness that he differs widely
from other writers—who "are, perhaps,
quite as watchful as himself.
On this
point, to be brief, I will simply offer as
oppoxin testimony the words of Richard
Grant
White in the Atlantic Monthly

volume

7,

number

281 and page

405. It reads: ** I was surprised atthe °
free thinking und the free speaking which
I met with amoug the English clergymen.
Opinions as to the inspiration and the authority of. the Bible, which. not many
years ago would have excited . horror
among all decent people, were expressed
in private conversation by some of these
gentlemen in orders, with an astonishin
ubsence of reserve. And the freedom of
the thinking and of the speech seemed to
me just in E oportion to the intelli gue

and the scholarship of the speaker.”

continuation, Rev. B." A. Sherwood he
eside this, observation and statistics
will warrant the assertion that such men
always have been among the very best,
revivalists as much as survivalists. Paul,

find Luther.and Whitefield and Edwards
were great revivalists.”

‘weighty as

But this

is not

proof that a high state al

scholarship
is more eftective, ,
more moderate, as a means to
revivals, What the writer says of eed
and of others may be. said of Colby, of
Marks, of Moody, and * of many others.

consigned to the care of somé one indi.
rience, and they are wishing for a revi- vals” where they are needed and then, Jet vidual of strong, sympathetic piety, who
us,
all
“survive,”
* Always abounding
val so that they may feel as they did
| may watch for his soul as oné who must Paul in speaking of the *‘ wise men after
| in the work of the Lord.”
then. In their intellectual and moral ca‘give an account, and who. will, through’ the flesh,” said : . % Not many mighty, not
PNP +
many. poole, are called. But God hath
patities they have | greatly developed. - Our
lives re made up of thoughts ad the power of the/ indwelling Chtist, lead chosen the foolish things of the world to
That which is the result of this developim on from strength to strength. Not confound the wise ; and God hath chosen
ous should also be consecrated if we. actions, and these are forming them- -more truly are nursing fathers and moth- the weak things of the world to confound
Smith's |
ould enjoy the ffullness of God's pres- delves into a wall of character, which, ers needed.in the family relation, than in’ the things which are’ might, y."
upon the foundation laid in childBible Dictionary says: * The apostles
ence and. blessing’ Trying to live on the resting
the
church
relation,
and
any
.
church
that
hood, forms a structure of spmmetry and
were from the lower ranks of life, simple
memories or (éxperienees of the past'is a beauty, for one of deformity.
permits spiritual children fo die in her and uzedutsled, »

) |

i

gathered in,the membership seem to think
their duty for the present is over ; and the

do it.

a

he read: it "for P

could we look for the” world to be” eyan-

gelized! But how oftén is it the case, that,

of

prayers of his peaple, and the result is a
precious ingathering of souls; but what
Certainly if a church or an individual .a solemn responsibility rests, not only
5. Christian consecration is a setting
in the pursuit of those perishable treasneeds
reviving once a year, or oftener, upon the pastor, but upon the individual
apart,
not
for
a
day,
nor
a
month,
nor
a
ures which .are called. ¢ goods,”—as if in’
bitter irony. And°yet, universal experi- year, but for life. He who kneels at the there must be something very deficient in membership of the church where this
words their idea of Christian consecration. If ‘occurs.
ence abundantly proves thut these are cross and speaks the solemn
which
are
to
make
him
the
servant
of
the it be objected that the greater part of
only *¢ husks,” which, while good enough
The convert has entered upon a new
those who are now members of our and untried path, and in ‘the fulness of
for swine, fail utterly to satisfy the deep living God, should do it intelligently,
churches were converted during revival joy newly born in his soul, he roatns not
hunger of a human soul.
The richest knowing that it is a life service upon
men are not, commonly, the happiest.—It which he is entering. He who receives seasons, we should simply reply that this of the difficulties which he must meet in
is not a sin to be rich. Itis rather a sin the Holy Spirit as his guide can never objection proves too much. It proves:
the way. He knows almost as little of
"1. That when the church-has been in the duties and responsibilities of the
not to be, if a man might have been by more reject that guidance without breakthe right use of God-given opportunities. ing the most solemn vows ever spoken. her normal condition God has helped her Christian life, as does the infant in its
—Itis a foolish and a perilous thing to Everything like a changeable, or luke- efforts and seuls have been saved.
mother’s arms of the life it has entered
2. It proves that she has not oecupied upon; and like the infant, he needs the
‘lay up treasure for one’s self”; and it warm Christianzliving is utterly at variisa blessed thing to be ‘rich towards ance with the true spirit of consecration. the place she ought but for a small part most tender, fostering ‘care, to lead and
:
To be up on the mountain one day and of the time.
God.”
guide him all the way from helpless in8. « It also proves that if the Christian
* “How different from ours is God's esti- down in the valley the next, to be all
fancy to the full stature of a noble, godmate of men. No doubt that in his day, alive in the effort to win souls for Jesus ‘church were constantly alive apd work- Jy man; and for want of this care multiand in his neighborhood the rich farmer to-day and utterly indifferent and care- ing, very much greater progress would tudes fall out by the way, and the rich
be made and ‘a great multitude of pre- and . glorious fruitage, which was the
was accounted a very shrewd and saga- less to-morrow, is all wrong.
But it may be asked, ** If this is so why ciougsduls would be saved, and
cious oman. The very largeness of his
promise of the fair blossom, is lost. Huw'|
It proves that it ig the solemn duty sad to think of it!
temporal prospekityyseemed sufficient ev- is it that the very best of Christians feel
idence of superior judgment ; but, in spite the need of consecrating
themselves of every Christian, and of the church as
The tender, gentle, Holy Spirit has
of all that worldly wisdom, God wrote anew to the Master's service?” We re- a Whole to seek such a consecration of awakened him, and led
him a penitent to
heart and life as will constantly bring to
‘him down a fool.— Bapt. Teacher.
ply:
the
"cross
of
Christ,
and
has sent him
us.ie greatest of all divine blessings,
6. Christian consecration is ‘progressas a dove to the church window. Sure: the power of the Holy Ghost abidive. It is not enough that in the day of
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
bo in our midst. Thus and only thus ly she must hasten, and in sympathy
our conversion we set ourselves apart
with her Lord stretch out her hand and
The Christian at Work has published for the divine service. That which was can there be a return to the apostolic take him in, ere the adversary have time
6"
Lord added to the
the opinions of thirty well known repre- consecration then,is not, and ought not to times when
to intimidate; and place him under the
sentatives of different denominations rel- be now. Reconsesration does not neces- church daily of such as should be saved.”
affectionate, vigilant care of the church
ative to the credibility of modern miracles. sarily imply a falling back,it ought to im- + In closing we would most earnestly
in order that the first germ of spiritual
The almest utifttimens expression was to ply a going forward. We ought to increase and tenderly urge upon all the seeking of
life
may be cherished until brought to a
the effect that miracles ceased with the ‘our talents; and as we increase them, we such & consecration as will preclude the
perfect
development, and not only is the
‘apostolic era, although answers to prayer should bring not only the original but necessity of being peripdically revived.
may occur that are almost equally mar- those we have gained and lay them also Weheartily.agree with those who have al- loving sympathy of the church communivelous. That may be taken as the nearly at the Master's feet. It is just herp that ready expressed the opinion that a ¢ sur- ty, us a whole, demanded to secure the
universal belief of the present day.—Hen- multitudes are making a very vital mis- vival” is that which will render the safety of the immortal trust committed
ry Ward Beecher, referring to Ingersoll, take. They are trying to live away back Christian church the power for good that to her, but some special ageney must be
said, * I'm afraid he don’t read his Bible in the early days of their religious expe- she ought to be. Let there be “revi imployed. Every young convert should be

eth,” and so they wear out soul and body

self-sac-

prevented,

‘line upon line, and precept upon pre3
Nathaniel, cept” of loving counsel, the kindly sympacration results in a type of character
Thurstan, and became a member of the thy, and tender watchcare—and perhaps,
which is painfully lacking in Christ-likefirst Freewill Baptist church in Shap- alas! the godly example are wanting;
ness. A’ true consecration, on the ‘othleigh, Maine, in 1828.
I have often the prayer meetings are thiniy attended,
er hand, makes one more
and more
heard him speak of the hours of mental religious conversation avoided, and.a
Christ-like. It makes the Christian life
anguish he suffered before he became a’ spirit of worldliness takes the place of.
a life of .joy and happy experiences.)
Christian.
He was a mere boy when he earnest devotion to the Master's business.
It is only as we live thus that the power |
felt that he was a sinner, and he used to |,The convert looks on in wonder for a
of God rests upon us. Cpntinuance, in [
say, I wére a path thro’ the pasture, time, and soon begins to drink into the
the words of our Lord, is the great test
down to the woods, where I used to go same spirit, and drift into by-paths that
of our discipleship. Bat,
to implore God to have mercy upon me.” daily lead farther and farther from the
2. Let the church as a whole make
of duty and selfI think it was in those same woods, un- only safe path, the path
such a consecration as this and it will
der the open sky, that our dear brother felt denial. The weaker ones soon die for
prosper wonderfully.
Its material inthat God's peace and God's smile shone want of proper cara and nursing, and
terests will be well cared for. No such
upon him. For several years he enter- others become mere dwarfs in all that
things as-<church debts will be known;
tained serious thoughts of devoting his pertains to living, growing. earnest, Chris- :
nor yet will it be necessary to resort to
lite to the ministry, bat instead, he be- tian workers; and teh duried, or neall sorts of dounbtfui expedients to replencame the minister's ‘right hand.”
He glected talent is lost:to th Shuirch.
ish an empty treasury.
God will be
The biographer of Sir Isaac Newton
did not forget to visit the sick and pray
pleased because the services of his house
with them. He often went to the homes tells us that when he was first ushered will‘ithen be sustained by free-will offer- of those who were burdened with sin, and intd* natural existence, he was strangely
ings.
The Spiritual interests
of the
taught them to look away to Jesus, the small, and the spark of life so exceeding
church will of course be sustained. Its great burden bearer.
Deacon of his feeble, that the utmost care was needful
services will be fully attended and hearti- church for nearly or quite forty years, for monthsto cherish life in that little
‘ly engaged in. There will be as much Clerk of the church for twenty-six years, sickly form.
But the blessing of life's
interest manifested in June as in Decem- and Superintendent of Sabbath-school for giver, prospered the efforts, and thouber.. There will be no need that any one about thirty-eight or forty years, he filled sunds have been made spiritually and intelshould take up the sad lament of the these positions conscientiously and faith- lectually stronger by the products of his
prophet: ‘ The ways of Zion do mourn fully. There is not a child in his neigh- giant mind. And thus might many a spirbecause none come to her solemn’ feasts." borhood but has had his invitation to itual prodigy be reared to bless the world,
Consecrated Christians will come. When Sunday-school, and many of the now if the first faint spark of spiritual life is
a man has the love of God in his heart, grown-up children associate him with only guarded by the church family in ber
he will go to the place where Christians their earliest recollections of Sabbath- collective and individual capacity.
meet to praise and pray and talk about ‘school life.
We may well ask ourselves the quesJesus. Nothing can keep him away but
When the weariness and languor of tion, who is sufficient for these things?
£n absolute necessity. And when he is old age would have excused him from and with deep heart-searchings, and utthere he will praise and pray and talk the attendance of concert rehearsals, drill- ter self-abnegation and with never-ceaswith the others. . “Out of the abundance
ing of childish speakers, and even from ing prayer for light, and strength, and
of the heart the mouth speaketh.” But
the attendance of the weekly prayer- knowledge, we may answer with the
there is another result of such consecrameetings—for he ‘lived two and a half apostle:*I can do all things through
tion, and that is,
: >
miles from the church-building— when Christ who strengtheneth me.”
3. There will be nt need ‘of any
0-0-0
not ill, he was always prompt to his dusuch ‘thing as a revival.
We hearlily
I
ADVOOATE.
ties, and the weekly prayer-meeting was
agree with many who have recently
his weekly feast. At the age of seventyBY M. A. JONES.
written upon this subject, that there is
eight, 4 ride of five miles over a rough
*¢ And if any man sin, we have an ada painful dearth of reyivals among our
road in the night, the deprivation of a
vocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the
churches.
But there is another
fact
comfortable
evening ft home, testified
which we regard as very. much’ more:
righteous.” These words are often quopractically to'his love for Christ and emted, and the wayward professor confesses
painful, and that is that any suck thing
phasized his exhortations.
a knowledge of his sinfulness and then
as a revival is nedded. After all the disOf the paper in which .this article is repeats this text, accepting it as a bless
cussion which we may indulge in, we
printed, he was a subscriber and coning vouchsafed to him.
All who try to
shall be obliged to settle back upon the
stant
reader for fifty years.
The beuuti- follow the Saviour, may at times realize
fact that etymologically and practically a
ful tribute to the righteous dead is due their insufficiency and need of an advo“revival” implies that
somebody
is
him: ¢ Blessed are the dead which die in cate with the Father, and yet-thére are
wholly or partially in a condition of spirthe Lord from henceforth;
Yea, saith some whose paths diverge
but litide from. Ee Ra
itual death. It means that the most solthe Spirit, that they rest from their la- the line marked out for them, while they”
emn vows of consecration have been
bors ; und their works do follow them.”
are watching and striving to overcome
ruthlessly broken. And it is an awful
R.
sin and Honor their Lord and Saviour.
thing to break a vow made to Jehovah.
Qe
Others practice but little self-denial, form
It is upon just this point
{bat the con- |
CHURCH WORK.
many resolutions, with promises to try,
science of the church needs awakening.
and expressions of hope, to overcome the
BY CE LIA SA
SANFORD.
A faithful study of the Bible) reveals
Butas they tull the
the fact that God's sore displeasure was
Daring the winterr months most cheer- tempter's power.
visited upon the people when they were ing revival intelligence from many parts same story year after year, with no betin such a condition as to need a revival. of our beloved Zion has greeted our ears. ter success of victory, we ask, why go in
Our Saviour also said to his disciples. at Our religious exchanges from all along the way of evil men? Why not watch

ter. © A half-hearted, spasmodic conse-

holds in trust for God, ready at any time harvest’? Behold I say unto you, lift up
to use it freely, gladly for his service. your eyes and look on the fields, for they
The
Any man’s consecration may justly be are white already to harvest.”
suspected which doesnot touch his pocket- teachings of reason are all against the
book. This may ‘be an unwelcome truth to theory that the church is to do its work in
some, but truth it is, and one also which
we all do, well to consider.
Still further :

have

brings upon herself blood-guiltiness.
The church is the training-place for
laborers in the Lord's vineyard ; and if
‘who seek admittance to her fellowship
were carefully and faithfully trained to a
knowledge of their duties,
a strict
performance of them, what might not be
accomplished (Brough the agency of such
a well-disciplined host? and how soon

of his friends and acquaintances.

honer and comforted by the presence
Christ's love,~—is Bro. Baker's record.

the most vigilant,

rificing care might

* Bro. Bakeris “asleep in Jesus,” but
his memory and his works are fresh in the

+| possessions to tiie work and service of God.

they are done with it.
21. So. Foolish and helpless in the
hour of his sorest need. Is. Now, not will meaning of the term *¢ consecration” furbe. He. Any one, every one. Layeth up ther thanto say that the words used in
Jor himself. Selfishness is the root of all the Hebrew and Greek Scriptures which
this man’s misery; his greatest folly. are thus translated signify -‘‘a setting
- Rich toward God. In possession of such apart,” ¢¢ placing 2 distinguishing mark
things as are not, left behind at death: upon,” ‘ making sacred to the divine
God's favor and true spiritual wealth; service.”
rich in faith, love, good works and the
Applying this signification practically,
peace of mind that comes from thee con- it is the consecration, or setting apart, of
sciousness of divine favor.
| the whole person. When a man kuoeels
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS. :
at the altar, lifts his fice, wet with tears
I. The first business of Christ's minis- of repentance, heavenward, and speaks
ters is to preach the Gospel. Let others those solemn words, *I give myself, O

sight, they don't fail to see it. . Ingérprofound, in makiog him address. this soll sees what he is looking after.” And

»

se.

|

His | eath came very pnexpectedly to his
family. and their sorrow is heavy, but for
is "a consecrationfor life, and it is pro- |
and the man’s plans vanish in a moment.
Undoubtedly, during the Tast few “Tt
him the portals of avother and broader
:
This night.
No man is wise who is not months, there have been many sermons gressive in its nature.
life have opened.
In God's presence
It does not appear from a faithful study
refdy to die to-night. Thy soul shall be preached upon this subject. In the meetthere is fulness of joy. It is an encourrequired. The good man’ ‘willingly com- ings for prayer and conference, there has of the Bible that anything else can properly agement to us to recall how long and
Now let the inmits his soul to God; from the wicked, been a great deal of talk about consecra- be called by that name.
faithfully he’labored for God, and how
dividual Christian, les the church as a
however unwilling he may be, it shall be } tion.
steadfastly beamed the light of ‘his faith
required, and no denial will avail. ‘The |- It is indeed a subject quite familiar to a ‘| whole, make such a consecration as this even to the end.
A youth dedicated to
mere worldling is torn from the world as large part of the church-going people. and certain very desirable results will Christ, a manhood spent in His service;
the fabled mandrake is torn from the Like too many of the Christian doctrines, surely follow:
and an old age crowned with religious

So far as

we know his wealth was honestly gotten,

ers, the bodily activities and ones worldly

BY REV. ¥.
F. Ke CHASE.

matter. But there is another, Almighty,
All-good, All-wise, to ignore whom is folly. God says what he will do, and he
says it in such a way as to mark his sense |
it; the covetous grasp after it at the ex-’ of the resolve and to vindicate his own
pense of others, not always "to save it; joint authority. This rich man’s failure
one may be covetous and a spendthrift at lies here. He has lands, produce, goods,

the same time.”—Goodrich. Life.

lings. We
Yepeat—true Christian consecration iy the setting apart of the heart's
warmest affections, the intellectual pow-

CHRISTIAN CONSEQBATION.

and glorifying God."—
Tkench.
™ 20. God said unto him.
od speaks,

“taining, and possessing “some supposed
good, usyally in a bad sense.”— Webster.
“The avaricious desire for wealth to hoard

mere animal life, but the higher spiritual
nature.
‘A man may have his living
out of his earthly goods, but his life itself
he can not draw from them.”— Trench.
16. Parable. A moral fable. Rich Man.

very sure way to become gpiritual starve-

@ommunacations,

knowing, loving |

what will becoine of their property

' ‘Notes and Hints.

T

| being dragged down into the basest service of the flesh; imbodied and imbruted,
was also capable of being informed by

the” Divine Spirit, and,

STAR, APRIL 13; 1$81.

-

may soon be scattered by his heirs, or by
other people. One of the miseries
he
‘| rich arises from the uncertainty as to

Luke 12: 13-21.

In the discourse which

7
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pastors are, so will the people be, and if |

in

out churches are ever brought up to the
G. C. WATERMAN.
OONDUCTED BY REY.
trog-gospel standard of activity in this
work, it will be through the faithful efWHAT SHALL WE DO?
to. forts and instructions of the pastors.
come
help
for
cries
side
y
ever
From
‘

ouroears. Last week it was for Home |

BM

n MisMissions, this week it is for F oreig
in Inook,
Tuml
was
it
y
erda
sions. Yest
some of
s,
itant
inhab
5,000
its
gwith
dia,

me
whom are almost persuaded to beco
tory;
iona
miss
‘a
for
ng
calli
Christians,
. day it is a struggling church on the frontier, crowded by competing churches and
the hosts of irreligion; and to-morrow it
will be a school in the East, West or
South, trying to get itself planted on a

—»

solid foundation, so that it can do effec-

tive work for Christian education. And
every cry seems. imperative. While it
not .be

rings in our ears, we think it can’

denied, but the next comes with full tide

"of power and compels a hearing for itself.

What shall we do?

What can we

do?

Biiefly this.

hard

Lift as

as

ever

we can on every case where we can lift
at all, and shout with all our might to
the next man, or woman, to lend a hand.
Do our very best ourselves and try to

else

everybody

stir np

doing

to the

point.
PASTORAL RESPONSIBILITY TO MISSIONS.
A paper on this subject was présented
Convention, in Oc-

atthe Inter-Seminary

tober last,by Rev. Henry Martyn Scudder,
D. D., of Brooklyn, N. Y., from which we
make some extracts :—
* Among the impressions which you,
as ministers

of

Christ,

will

be

called

‘upon to make upon other; men, those
which have respect to the Foreign Missionary work are exceedingly important. Asyouegrow in ministerial stat-

ure, strength

influence, you

and

do much to affect the career
ican churches

in

respect

to

will

of Amerthis

work,

hence the subject of pastoral responsibility to it deserves your thoughtful
attention. 1 have only" twe things fo
say, The first is this: If Jesus Christ
has a plan in regard to our world, you,
as his ministers, ought ever to keep -before your minds and hearts a very clear
and definite conception of that plan.
Confused notions are always erippling,
and sometimes fatal.. Clear ideas lead
honest hearts to noble and successful ac-

tion.

Has Jesus Christ a plan respect-.

ing the earth? He has.’ Ile brought it
out fully after his resurrection.”
«Dr. Scudder then proceeds to draw
from the sacred record the features of),
that plan, noting carefully the limited
scope of the Jewish dispensation, and
speaking of the Christian as follows :—
“‘But with the resurrection came in a
new dispensation.’ It was the old developed, organized

and

set

free.

Judaism

£F

grown,

emancipated

from

the

narrow

territories.of the ‘cocoon, provided with
wings—wings that glitter with every
spiritual beauty—wings that fit it to fly
anywhere, everywhere,

wherever there is

a sky to fly in. Christianity is aggressive. The sphere of its action recognizes
no boundaries except those of the globe.
It contemplates the whole earth as its
possessions.

* “Go ye, disciple all nations.’
“That is Jesus Christ's plan. How
- simple, and yet how infinitely sublime!
‘« If, therefore, you are a true

minister

of Christy you will form and keep before
yoursaelf
clear and definite conception
of his plan.

#* My second point is this: You
endeavor to bring your people

must

into

sym-’

pathy with this plan. How can you do
this?
:
“By personal enthusiasm. That is
the way to do anything effective in this
world. Kindle the torch in your own
heart, and other people will come to you
and light their torches. You know how
4 man runs through the wildermess in In-

dia by night.

He carries a torch, and he

takes much pains to keep the flame bright,

and high because of the wild
carries an oil can as well as a
pours-on the oil. He swings
waves it, blows it, and sauffs
the incrustations that form

beasts. He
torch. He
the ‘torch,
off from it
around its

flaming apex.
He not merely has his
torch, but he takes care to keep it burn-

ing all the time. , And that is what you
must do. You must yourselves be fervid
if yon wish to kindle fervor in others.

_ “Reflect upon

the necessity

of

this

work. What cure is there for a sinstricken world, if itis not found in the
fulfillment of Christ's plan?

“Reflect upon

work.

the feasibility of. this

The heathen can be converted as

well as men here.
hearts, moral

Fhey have intellects,

intuitions, consciences

and

wills. They pessess the sume capacity
that we do to believe in the Lord Jesus
Christ, and to be dwelt

in

by

the

Holy

Spirit, and to enjoy communion with the
Father, They can receive thie gospel as
You can and it is as good for them as it is
for you.
:
:
“Reflect upon the prophecies
and
promises of our Lord. ‘He has put them

not,amly in his book, the Bible, but here
and there has scattered them abroad, so

that they have fallen into heathen
ures,”
.

seriptWhe

TEMPERANOE NEWS.

OR REBELLION,

The former results from

a firm

faith

| the doctrine of a divine Providence,
latter

is

a consequence

of

practical

atheism, which refers the orderingof hu-

in

his

new enterprises, and

keep an

eye on

every family that moves in, and introduce
them to everybody in the congregation?

dg one thing

for religion

other denominatigns, and, in all fairness,

chief con-

ers,

B.—As much ad a thoroughly disinter:

ested spirit is better than seltishness.

in a work

done

does

He

for the Goad,

it.

He is

the soul

of honor and magnanimity. He would
rather lose his right hand than steal the
sheep from any other flock. He" is on
the alert for his Master—not for himself.
And, though he makes less noise than Mr.

A. and gets less salary, depend

Good morning!

And as he turned away, young Smith
wenton with a deeper cast of thoughtfula——

-

-

SPB

HOW TO DISCOURAGE

MINIS-

TER.
Hear him *‘ now and then.” Drop in a
little late. Do not sing; do not find the

1f yon take a little nap

text in the Bible.

during the sermon, so

the

much

better,

It shows that you enjoy it.
Notice. carefully: any slips * he makes
while you are awake ; point ont the dull
portions to your family and friends ; quote
what is in bad taste ; mark all neglects of

your advice ; find all the fault you can;
it will be very apt to reach his ears
Let him know the foll\and sins of his
hearers. Show him how
Nach he overrates them, and

tell

him

heir

adverse

criticisms on himself.
Tell him when he calls what a stranger
he is; how his predecessors used to drop
in for an hour's chat, and how.

much

you

¥s

liked them.
the

Never attend

quent no special

prayer-meeting ; fre-

service,

Why

should

Ni
you be righteous overmuch p
_ Occasionally get yp a little gayety for
the young folks.

This will be very effec

communion
tual about t
‘“Theré is a time to dance.”
If he is regularly in his pulpit,
for strangers;

asters a sense of the largeness

responsibility

of the

resting upon them in .re-

~ gardto the development of the true missionary spirit in the churches. As the

sewson.

clamor

Roe loner goes abroad, complain thagshe

is never at home.

ih

has been

bc.

labor-

them cases that were beyond hope, have
been gathered in and saved.
/
Lager beer has had its victim in Came
ton,
Ohio. A young man, ‘ hale, hearty
and twenty-one,” recently regaled himself with this ¢‘ cooling beverage ” with
his lunch and died immediately afterwards.
The physicians testified at the

‘

¥

of one doctor’s visit.
* For sale everywhere,

lay is dangerous.
The Extract

isthe only
cific
for this disease, Cold in
ead-x
c. Our * Oatarrh
Cure.’ specially
prepare
“to meet seriogs
contains all the Ts
roperties of the Extract 3 Sur Naan} Syringe
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souls.

Our Lord did not say,

‘Paul,

CO.

filled

with

an

awful

fear

of

God, and they repented bitterly
and
mended their ways, and sought Jesus in
dreadful

earnest,

they found him.

and

rested

not

until

They did not sing jigs,

but they wept as one
first-born.
They did
they went home and
of what God had been

in bitterness for her
not often shout, but
talked to one another
doingin their souls,

withdrawal

government

from

the

British

Transvaal

is,

in

many respects, the most noteworthy and
auspicious event of modern times.
We
doubt whether any other. country but
England, or any other minister than Mr.
Gladstone, would have been capable of an |.
act of such magnanimity. It was done in
spite of the inherited depravity of a for.
mer administration, in spite of pride,
of the counsels of ‘a worldly-wise expediency.
It was a concession
not in
the hour of victory, but of defeat.» * *» *
It was simply an act of consistency with
itself .on the part of the government, and
of justice which must be done though the
heavens
act—at

cer.

2 re

:

of

laboring

men.

The

of rest not only from
employed

the

directly upon

many
the

Shelbourne

Congregationalist.

Coungy, N. S., has passed

the Canada local prohibitory law.
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known remedy that cures
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For
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Prot. J. J. Butler, con-

tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading.
$1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,
Sermon oy

REV.

BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1803, .
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The
10

only

publishél

cents.

The

child,

and

printed

sermon

by

by
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Golden Sheaf by
Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindo

life

and Christian experiences of Bai, a converted
heathen,
Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
Butler's Theology
.
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of dectrinal theology,
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‘Boston, who has treated
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with skeptical views should rebel under

upon it, “and they lived near to him.

he is. not despised up yonder where the
standard is something else than the size

of a congregation.

are

ORRHAGES. .
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sults of wine and beer dtinking. A nut
for Dr. Howard Crosby!
:
Twenty-seven of the.mayors of England and Wales are total abstainers; and
many others, though not entirely abstain-

to the flocks of other pastors, he has no people in this city.” God's way of saving
more scruple than a shark in the sea. souls is the best way, after all. You and
Every minister around him knows it.
I may get up all sorts of inventions, and
8.—Then, why don’t they denounce his he may wink at our follies,and let us goon
methods ?
‘with them : but his way of saving souls is
B.—Partly “because you admirers of speaking the gospel. Ishould like to see
him would charge it to envy’of his suc- in the world again, a revival like that
cess. Partly because they are good men, under Jonathan Edwards, ip which there
and shrink from assailing a brother-pas- was no extravagance, no utterance of
tor.
So they bear his encroachments, false doctrine, no making a noise and a
and listen in silence to young folks, like riot, but just the preaching of the old
you, lauding him to the third heaven.
doctrines of grace. Those truths brought
S.—Well, how much better is Mr. B. ? on a revival of a deep and enduring kind.
rejoices

the

that

does- not, somehow, pay a toll to his
church. He knows very well that as the
level of the rents in the pews goes up, so
‘rises the level of the salary in the pulpit
—as has been the effect for himself. As
to winning new families that belong to

Cause, whoever

passed

over 7,000 cases of inebrity, says that
eight-tenths of them are the traceable re-

the mishaps'and misfortunes of life. With
their theory of existence,they could beenAnd doesn’t he draw in the pulpit, and tirely justified in an affirmative answer to
.send the pew rents booming up, and get the question addressed to Jonah, ** Doest
folks into the church at every commun- ‘thou well to be angry P” and in extreme
ion?
;
experiences of trouble, they could hardly
B.—Yes.
And young fellows like you be blamed in saying, ‘“ It is better for me
think he is‘ grand,” and the girls, that to die than to live.” If mere victims of
he is ** just splendid.” Yon never look fate, they are involved in no criminality
below the surface.
in complaining and rebelling; and reS.—Pray tell us what lies under it, garding themselves as surrounded by cirthen.
:
cumstances that cruelly conspire against
B.—I mean this—that I am about their peace and happiness, what else can
three times as old as yom, that 1 have
they do than murmur and revolt? Nothstudied both these men, and that what I ing short of an intelligent faith in the
have just said is true to a syllable. Al- wisdom and goodness of God in the ormost every step and word of Mr. A. is dering of the events of life can ever reconsomehow made to serve himself. Every- cile us to the experience of affliction.
thing bends to his professional success. When fully persuaded that our Heavenly
He spreads his individuality, so to speak, Father never errs, and that what he does
to cover his church, and, in building up is always for our profit,.resignation is inthat, - he
uplifis
'kimself.
Napoleon
evitable, and we find it easy to command
worked for the glory of France—which our patience and hold our Dgace,—Zaptist
meant, while he was on the throne, the Weekly.
PE
WW
glory of the Emperor.
You can not get
Mr. A. to

just

On account of the failire of the grape

B.—Yes; I thought so. Do you know cern is to know how he may make his
what ought to follow that ‘* but”?
trials and troubles serve the end of their
S.—Why, what do you mean?
appointment. With this view of proviB.—1 mean that Mr. A. is as selfish a dence, as related to discipline, chastenman as was ever, in the judgment of ing is patiently endured, submission is
charity, called a Christian ; and that Mr. unquestioning, resignation is complete.
B. is one of the finest, noblest spirits in
In the case of the practical atheist,
this town.
:
»
; there is no such ground of comfort.
In
S.—Well, I declare! And how do you the experience of severe afflictions, with
make that out?
Doesn’t Mr. A. work no recognition of God's wisdom and love,
like a beaver? Isu’t he here and there the only resort is to a stubborn, stoical
and everywhere, at once? Doesn't he but- indifference, or to an utter revolt from
ton-hole the moneyed men about the the ordination of law or the decree of
debt and stir up the ladies to all manner fate. Nor isit at all strange that men
of

Carolina, has

crop in France
try are now
dried apples in
Dr. Day of

of trials, is rather confirmed because he
in this bad world of ours.
recognizes
them as so many proofs of his
Brown.—And what do you think of Mr. faithfulness. He accepts the inspired deB.?
:
claration:
¢ Whom the Lord loveth he
8.—Oh, I suppose he means well; chasteneth, and scourgeth every son
whom he receiveth;” and

North

Lower House of the Legislature,

nearly a model minister as you often find

;

1

ting Dr. Crosby's * Calm View of Tem<A UNE
HE
Fm ER A
perance as ‘their campaign docudent |
against the Scott Act.
:
THE GREAT VEGETABLS
‘The most stringent bill regulating the PAIN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR
classifying and sale of liquor ¢ver known
INFLAMMATION AND HEM.

the

‘| man affairs to fate. . To one who believes
that a wise and loving Father is directing
A TEST FOR PASTORS.
his steps and appointing all the events of
There is food for thought, occasionally, his life, it 18 not difficult to endure affljcin a street conversation. For example:
tion. His confidence in God's goodness
Smith.—Mr. A. seems to me about as instead of being shaken by his experience

but—

]

The rum-sellers of Canada are circula-

in

These are a few of the points made. by ‘bread and meat is bad . for every “one—
ditional pay, and, probably none; and they
Dr. Scudder in his able paper. They but the laity,
A
;
As he will find it hard to he always ‘at will lose the Sabbath rest, with, all which
are wrought out in fullness, with a. great
They should speak, and
home
to receive callers, and always run- that involves.
variety of argument and illustration, well ning among
the people, and always well ‘not feeb ) against a policy which endancalculated to impress upon’ the minds ‘of prepared for pulpit and platform, you will gers, perhaps most of all, their interests

[

ad

‘p

was the chrysalis. There was life in it,
but it was bandaged and cramped, and
confined by the bounds of the cocoon.
But Christianity was the image, full-

Selections.

RESIGNATION

The attitude of men in relationto all 'q Dr. Norman Kerr, of England, estithe trials.and afflictions of life. must be mates that 200,000 lives are lost to Great
either that of resignation or rebellion. Britain every year through drink.
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This unity, Christians should make an
effort to obtain, and not leave it to the uncertainty. of chance. They: shonld seek

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18, 1881.
G. F. MOSHER,

for it as for ‘ hid treasure,” making sacri-

|

Editor.

| Members of the church try to differ,rathér

PRQF.J. FULLONTON, D. D.,

'

than to think alike and work together in
harmony. They frequently act as critics
upon each other, and come to possess a
constant fault-finding spirit which always

PROF.J.J. BUTLER, D. D.,
"+

REV.J.M. BREWSTER,

Na

REV. W. H. BOWEN,

D.D,,

PROF. R. DUNN, D. D.,
PROF. J. A. HOWE, D. D,
Ba

tends to alienate
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all
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WORK AND WAIT.

wait, wait is equally imperative. ‘Notwithstanding both of these. demands, - we
are often reluctant to work and unwilling
to wait, and yet in most of the undertakings of life we are compelled to exercise
both. Since the expulsion of our first
parents from Eden, we are under the
necessity of eating our bread by the sweat
of the brow, and we are fortunate

if we

“find it after many days” waiting.
The husbandman must put the seed into the ground in its season and wait for

willing to give years of close application
and wait long before his expectations are
The mechanic learns his trade,

and the professional man studies his profession, consuming years of hard toil before they enter successfully upon their

life-work.

Indeed, how many a man has

worked and hoped and waited almost a
life-time before he experignced the consummation of his efforts, nay, has passed
away and posterity has reaped the benefit
of his hopes and fears—of his failures and
successes, which has finally culminated in
blessing the world.

Notwithstanding this is the destiny of
- the life which now is, and men expect

it,

how many are unwilling to apply the
same principles to the life which is to
come! But this life is- as much probationary to the future life as youth is to
manhood; and it is just as necessary to
improve it in making preparation for that
life as it is in the latter case. * Just as
necessary” did we say? Far more so—as
much

more

as thie

important'and

life

to

more

life.

come

enduring

is more

than this

:

The child that idles

thds

It is,

indeed, calculated to weaken and ruin it.
It may be said to ber
| Israel,

thou

hast

as of old, * Oh,

destroyed

thyself!”

destroy themselves, by letting dissensions
creep in and divisions take place from the
slightest causes,apparently, strengthened
by Jwillfalness. Now mere willfulness
has no proper placein the chureh. That
spirit which says,‘ I will or I won't, ght

or wrong” is always wrong, and ought to
be exorcised at once. But firmness, based
on principle instead of prejudice, . and
open to conviction, is a valuable Christian

endowment.
however,

away his school

We should be very careful,

and

not

mistake

one

for

other.

the

:
“It is a shameful sight,
‘When children of one family
Fall out and chide and fight I”

If he does not, he will * beg

in harvest and have. nothing.” He plants
the tree and after years of waiting he eats
the fruit.
:
The merchant invests his money in
goods and diligently attends to his business, having an eye to the profits in .the
distance. The artist or the scholar is

realized.

and

church.

When churches are-destroyed they usually

“Work, work is the doom of life, and

the crop.

and. disunite,

paralyse the work of the

All communications designed for publication

should be addressed to the Editor,

How much more

shameful when

the

children of God do it!
Unity, then, is-to be sought at any
price. Christians should try to think alike
on essentials, and agree to differ on

non-

essentials, and always work together in
barmony. For this we should labor, as
Paul says, ¢‘ endeavoring to keep the unity
of the spirit in the bonds of peace.” The
secret of doing this is laid deep in the
very nature of our religion. The bond of

union is love—love to God
the brethren.

and

love to

Christian hearts,

united to

Christ by this, will easily -coalesce with
onc another. A man full of the love of God
is not a difficult man in the church. ‘He
that is joined unto the Lord is one spirit ;”
and the fruits appear—*‘ love joy, peace,
long-suffering,
gentleness,
goodness,
faith.” With these fruits abounding in the

church it will be easy to keep the unity.
With one God, one Christ, one

faith,

one

hope, one spirit, the. church will be
strong, useful, prosperous and happy.
A little thread sufficiently multiplied
will make the strong cable. A drop of
water is an insignificant thing, but

taken

with others endugh to form the majestic
river or the mighty ocean, and its power

is not to be despised or disregarded.

So

one Christian united with others becomes

a part of an efficient power for saving
souls and for regenerating the world.

How this harmony can be secured in
the
manhood without making any prepara- vails,church where harsh discord now preis a question of some~dfificulty. It
tion for it, suffers the consequences, and
requires patient, efficient work.
how can we expect that he who squanders
A.Ge#tman,
with an acute ear for music,
time can enter happily upon the scenes of
_entered a church in this country, attracted
eternity,
by the indistinct sound of singing. Upon
It is our duty to work out our own sal- y
entering the house he found the music
vation and patiently await our final
hapsh and discordant, so grating upon his
triumph; ¢. e., solve it as we would
sensibilities that he fain would cover his
— solve u mathematical® problem,
by ears, or go out of the house to escape
privileges, and enters upon the duties

repeated, persevering
effort.
end it is said, * Be not weary

Phi- harvests of such a field. The Lord send
losophy is impartial in its application; it forth laborers into this harvest! For this
has no respect for prejudices, or appe- let us pray; and may laborers go in
:
tites, or habits, or subjects.
We must answer to the prayer...
ve
1
\

yield to that instead of that yielding to

fices for it. But strange to say the seeking is often in the opposite direction, us.

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS:
~

polyganiy will remedy the former.

of

To
this
in well-

from it, but fearing to give offense, he
made up his mind to endure it as best he

[
Dr. Crosby

says,

“+It

is am

atrocious

dogma‘to assume that moderate drinking
leads to drunkenness,"—1It is no dogma at

antecedent
not

of

end there; a man may die or reform

fore he gets there.

But

there he alwaysenters

when
in

by

be-

he
that

gets

of the denomination. © The

door,

according to the uniforiz testimony of all
ages; and as leng as * wine is a moker
and strong drink is

raging,”

to give
people
casion
see nc
for the
pastor

presumption to attempt‘to enter the door
and to deny the consequences.
The fact
is, no man

drunkard.

knows

when

he

becomes

It is dangerous

a

tampering

with coals of fire; its nature is to burn.
How shall we-account for the Doctor's
change of position and philosophy on

these two questions?

After

church,

the hand of fellowship before the
and make such remarks as the ocsuggests. If there is no pastor, we
impropriety in the deacon’s acting
church, at their request. But if the
is only temporarily away, they

better wait for his return.

If all the

oth-

er conditions are attended to this neglect
would not invalidate their membership

his anti-ex-

at

~ Is a deacon inducted into office to continue during his natural life ? In our
church polity, the deacon is an oflicer of
a particular church, elected by the church.
If he is chosen for life, the relation remains,

unless he resigus or in

some

—a radical prohibitory law well-executed.

CURRENT TOPICS.
——Harper's Weekly, March 26,

thing wrong, correct the evil, and

secure

abstinence therefrom ? Try it on the use
of tobacco. The inevitable result is the
opposite. Try it on profanity, theft and
falsehood.
Will a little swearing, stealing or lying remedy tie evil? ‘Most assuredly,if the theory is correct that ‘‘mod-

and he has no

‘I will not” is man’s duty, in
0-0-0
+o
re

9

er

has

It is

scarcely

World and the Herald bis editorials

and * let discord do its

live, DR true prayer will not be in vain.

© ta] waited patiently for the Lord, and he
* inclined unto me and heard my éry.”
Many & mother’s prayer has been answered aiter she has passed away, by the

task, but if it sucecseds—if

means of restoring and

reform and Christian life of her wayward
son. The minister of Christ may think

that his preaching is useless because he
does not see the fruit of bis labors at once.
He can not brook delay, forgetting that
Nt is good that he should both hope and
quietly wait for the salvation ofthe Lord.”

It is his duty, then, to wait and

work on

. in hape. ** If we hope for that we see mot,
" then do we with patience wait for it,” and
sooner or later the harvest will come.
As Mrs. Ramsey says in her beaytiful

poem in the Centennial Record :
,

“The plant that a century gives but a root

Strikes deep, and the ages must

wild

work,”

but

you

are

the

too

were.

keeping the unity

may be made

ed do so much hurt with it—because the

have

acted

your

part

well.

‘Blessed
are the peacemakers; for they
ro

SIN

OF UTAH.

Mormorism- is a foul plague-spet

our fair pationalescutcheon..
which, unless some

upon

ish things of this world to confound the

plied, will contaminate the whole body polasthe President
impegtance of im-

mediate and decided actidn. Dr. Croshy—

whit for is

Mormen question.

’

OHUROH UNITY.
gdvantages of unity in the church
“The
‘are very manifest. If all realized it, they

"would carefully seek for it,.and by every

He

afficns

that, as

the true policy, -*‘ Utah should be dynamited, Itis a stench-heap, and needs a
brimstone eure. - It is unsavory and wuahealthy to the rest of the KInion.”

struction.”

What if Christ did call some

apostles from the’ lower

ranks

of

life!

Did he not educate them ? and did be not
also call Luke, the physician, and Saul,

You can not mean all this, Doctor. To

"means possible preserve it. The Psalmist be consistent with yourself,’ you must fa- ‘the lawyer of Tarsus, and Apollos, the
eloquent man ? © Their writings, and also
says; Behold how good and how pleasant vor a man’s having two or three wives. the
writings of Peter and John, testify to
jit

ed,

is for brethren to dwell together in
unity.” Itis so pleasant that all Chris-

A very little polygamy will finally result

in abstinence therefrom,
just as

drinking

tians should make it an object to be atta." wine and beer will end in temperance.
and attain it, even at a great sacrifice.

Dynanjiting mist mean crushing it out

their education, no matter h

ishing of the thing. Bat you assert that
"of minor "consideration. But how "+the total abstinence systend is false in
ch better
the meetings are, especially its philosophy, contrary to .revealed |
igs, When each owe is religion, and harmfulto the - interests of
|
ill his place and all work to- go country !”
2
If this is the true *‘ philosophy” of rey, earnestly, prayerfully,
welfareof the church and the | form why will it not apply to polygamy |

mn of sinners!

Such a

church

came

|| by it. Neither is it of anf consequence
how we get our knowledge, if we ouly

getita nd use it aright.
How much easier it is to support meetfrigs at once by some overwhelming policy. It is
all act together and each one does, «total abstinence”—the complete demolwhen
his part cheerfully
! This may be.a mat-

petitioned

the

Faculty

to the class,

of the class.

The influence

~~ *

were ‘never.

any

of

niember

the

ladies

Benomanational Hebos.

however, occur,

put

on

new

the

or

churches

have

sent

forward

that some

earnest evangelists

the needful dollar this week.
not do more

should come to their assistance, The
harvest is plenteons,and the laborers are
few. He says that two ministers are doing all they can in two Gounties,
one, Jef-

who

is so much

more

readily

interested

in Foreign Missions than in the elevation
of the lowly around them.
That * the
condition of the megro has been greatly
improved by being brought to this country”, receives little encouragement from

the statement of the missionary, Mrs. 8S.
B. Hendricks, referredsto above, who says

that ‘“the average intelligence of the Afri-

ing the views of F. Baptists, in this part of

than

If it shall

gy, Butler's Commentaries, Life of Marks,
Life of Randall, Burr, Day, Jackson, Stev-

to yield a moment's

Let

F.

the Ides of May

Baptist

Ministers,

Lectures

on the

find the roots of a goodly grove in the | Truth of the Bible, Minutes of the General
Conference, Sermon by Randall, Chrissoil of the College Campus.
All funds should be sent to the Treas- tian" Biptism, Mreatide, Close or Open
Communion, and all booksand papers that

one

urer, A, M.

Jones, Esq., Lewiston, Me.

E. N. FERNALD.
Lewiston, Apr. 11.
er

eg

pp

pe

Harper's Ferry.

mersing

Here is

Christians

and

¢ sinners”

!

may be helpful in understanding F. B.
doctrines and practices.
¥
Any brother or sister forwarding us any
of the above-named books will be duly
credited in the Star.
Do not forget us, brethren.’ Good books

of any kind will be acceptable.

strong opposition.

but

an

un-

Books or funds

may

be

addressed

to

Rev. D. PoweLt, Flemington, Ww. Va.

Winisters and Churches.
:

sol:

those familiar with the account of that one

Nothing

flinching adherence to principle has saved
us. Brethren, hear and help us.

who

no ‘doubt

The Lord

has blessed and given new life to our canse.
What we want is a Irelping hand from our
brethren abroad.
Prosperity gives us

it as a spectacle,—to ‘many

only mirth-inspiring,—bit

A few words of cheer

Eastern.

;

Maine.

3

Rev. B. D. Newell bas just closed a pleasant
years’ Jabor with the church at, Lyman, and

in the Jordan when ¢
re came a. voice
has engaged to remain another year with good
from heaven saying, This is my beloved
prospects. There has been a steady: ilicrease
Son in whom I am well pleased.” Every of interest on the part of Christians and sever
thing passed off with decorum,
| al backsliders huve taken"up the cross again,
Our baptisms have long since ceased to | Student L. W. Gowen, of the Senior class at

on't praise and flatter your pas-

but don’t be afraid to encourage him

Our CounTity.

:

grateful shade toa tired professor or a ens, Cheney, Copies of F. B. Quarterly,
ruminating student in’ the years to come, Memorials of Free Baptists, Sermons by

If he

has good sense, ‘they will do him no
harm,«and if he hasn't,’ why—then they
\
wou’.
;
I
!
tian

v

church

be made this spring to increase the num-

at such an hour come like the music of an
Sveliing well, and serve as a tonic to the

——¢

milita-

communi-

ber.
One dollar will buy and plant | the State of W. Va., is destitute of F. B.
a tree, I propose to have my tree planted literature, except the Morning Star. What
this spring, and will hand the Treasurer we need is, F. B. History, Butler's Theolo~

came

words.

a

ca principally upon such schools as ours,
probably has not occurred to them.
We
are still waiting for a solatlon of the mys-.
tery, that every branch of the Christian

of course, but not an unimpor-

emn and impressive, as it ever must be, to

with kind and affectionate

were some

there was

tani gne. Now-—specially young men— cans is far superior'to that of the colored
do ‘look on the outward appearance,” race of this country so long borne down
and many a student is drawn to a college by oppressive slavery.”
Mgzs. N. C. BRACKETT.
by attractive surroundings. A consideraemir >
o>
ble number of ornamental trees already !
Literature for West Va, College.
adorn the College grounds, but many
more are desirable. A special effort is to
West Virginia College though represent-

Pastors have their times of sadness,
when it seems as if they were nothing and

tor

there

with whom

To be sure we have
shall feel very much.
all we could ask for in the true hearts and
willing hands of those all around us for
whom we have been working, but they
can not realize all our trials or appre-

their

what it says:

soul

and

friend
it cost -

This last, our greatest bereavement, the °
removal of Mr. Morrell and his family, we

sub-

looked upon

eonld do nothing.

true

Our Irish schoolmaster who, being” an
anti-slavery man before the war, had no
need to ‘“‘screw” his ‘courage to the
sticking-place” to call on us, and full of the
wit and humor characteristic of his race,
has contributed largely to break up. the
monotony of our life here. As a reward
for long fidelity he will now be away most
of the time attending to official duties.

and

£100,000

a

who have long since found other oecupa-

most pressing necessity would have been
laid upon its friends by the flames.
One thing of special importance just
now is the immediate payment of the
on

we came,

tions.

old

fire, a new

She

ty of feeling, and Bureau Officers of worth

But for a judicious in-

serious loss by the late

welcome.

Him we havé now mourned for four years.

Special

magnitudes,

ag

ight by them lived a gentleman and la-

When

if it is

when

a

She has always been

‘ry men

a college,

then

orn in France, residents of Jacksonville\Florida, when the war broke oat,
drivem\
thence by the burning of their
town,—with whom we always found
a
hearty welcome and congenial intercourse.

dy,

aid its unfortunate members, when it failed
to obtain fully its object.’

With

Clem-

to our

to Harper's Ferry, even when
something.
She took the place of mother
to us in our first years, away from our own
HE
kindred.

discipline

was not a ‘‘ damper,” since the class then
acted, and only ceased in its endeavors to

tal matter,

he a eurlosity, but wheh the candidates received the hand of fellowshjp
I wished, as

iii

A CORRESPONDENT from Kansasis very

anxious

tiah Advocate thinks differently.

right.

They

der them attractive. "This isan inciden-

bad better burn that sermofi; it isn’t worth

we

or to

Mary

She was not as great

tic taste, we always find

of the class
The words,

by your correspondent,

Mrs.

who came

is always actuated by a love of truth

that is the effort of the managers of the
College to beautify the grounds and ren-

repeating anywhere.” ‘I shall do no such
thing,” 1 answered, a little vexed; * the

as

to relax

¥

taken her from us. At her home in Wash.
ington, bought and supportedby her own
earnings; made very beautiful by her artis.

true, did do some uawise things in the joking line, and were punished.
' Bat Shever

I ghall be content.

And

meeting.

on the account of it, andin reply make the

and the ladies joined the rest
In signing these petitions.

unbur.

now, but her success and fame have not

dollar a member to help educate him.
One thing more deserves attention, and

drizzley Sunday,
my wife remarked : ‘You

same sermon again.

most among them was

mer and her family,

following statement :
:
There
are and never - have been but
two ladies in the class,
The class, it is
Faculty.

improve-

"

The

Our baptism, March 21, set me thinking
down the aisle after service, she whisperwise"—that he has ¢* hid these things from ed (without the slightest notion that she of the first one we had here years ago,
the (worldly) wise and prudent and re- had heard it before), ‘I would mark that when we went to the water all unconvealed them unto babes,” any more than to preach on exchange. It is better than scious of anything unusual, and found a
throng assembled to witness a scene
to quote,‘ Take no.thought what ye shall common!”
which, we Jearned afterward, had not
say,” as an excuse for not preparing
——THE people, often make a mistake,
in been epacted here for a quarter of a centsermons.
placing
the
pastor
far
above
their
symury.
!
Peter speaks of Paul's epistles, “In
as if he needed
‘There was a Baptist here and there glad
which are some things hard to be under- pathy and encouragement
stood, which they that are unlearned and nothing ofthe kind, and they bad a per- to see administered ‘once more the ordiunstable wrest (pervert), as they do also feet right toeritieise and find fault with nance dear to his heart, but the vast
the other Scriptures, nato their own de- him as muchgs they please. The Chris- -erowd”Was made up mostly of non-im-

Itisa spot

radical remedy is ap-

Hic. The nation as well
.should wake up to the

and grieved

surprised

The

advice.
Business interests and the chances of
‘war had sent some here before us who
were ready with their welcome.
Fore.

reader

Bates.

were

be gone.

will be few to whom we can go to

fall subscription of a dollar a member.
Let us hear from the next church without
delay. A good way for some of our socalled ** destitute churches ” to secure an
acceptable minister would be to raise a

miser and the spendthrift make a wrong
sermon is up tomy average.”
She peruse of itp “Money “answereth
all ‘sisted, and 1 said little moe.
But a year
things.”
Ey
ortwo afterwards, on a bright, cheery
On the other side, it amounts to moth- Sunday in May—one of those days that
ing to say that *‘ God hath chosen the fool- make a discourse go off itself—1 took that

however heretical morally, and defective
logically, may be his positien on total ab- Shall'quicken its blossoms and smildion its | stinence—is-unequivocal and radical on the
LL

Shall

—you

+ fruit, .
JBuat the sun of the centuries, rising sublime,
prime,”

thing.

Christians reject money because the wick

shall be called the children of Ged.”

bh.

of a good

of the church, you have done a good work

the

Sophomores

of

‘

As we were coming out of church

by

pondent about “hazing” at

balance of $4,000

pends as much upon how it is heard as
upon how itis planned and delivergd. This
is well illustrated by Rev. Dr. Bushnell
| as follows:

describe’

scription by the denomination, so as to
place the claim upon the $100,000 Bates ciate
all our feelings. Entertainment we
subscription beyond any possible quescan always find among them.
tion by any body. The I’resident is enStrange faces are continually taking the
gaged in securing this sum of $4,000 and place of familiar onés, that
death has not
should have the hearty co-operation of spared, ys. There is only here and
there
every one who counts it a privilege to one of: our own facé whose interest in
feel any responsibility for the College.
what concerns us most 4s sufficient to
Another thing that should not be for- prompt a single enquiry into our work and
gotten is the Theological Professorship, its prospects.
.
The missionary who recently enteron which a good beginning was made
last year. The filling up of this Profes- tained a large audience of ladies in Baltisorshipis a necessityto the success of more with.an account of her work In Afrithe Theological School.
And if our ca, would doubtless get a hearing anyTheological Schools are to be allowed where in the South; but the fact that the
to - decline, then the question arises— Christian world is resting its hopes for
and evangelization of AfriWhat are our Colleges for? A number the civilization

uniformly marked by a force and scholarship that have not been surpassed by
EDUCATION.
It is surprising to see the extreme views those of any other American journalist.
esIn private life he was greatly
expressed on this subject. - ‘With some it teemed, and his associates were among
is the motherof piety, with others the those most eminent in the political, literwant of it is the mother. Both positions -ary, ‘and scientific affairs of the country:
are extreme and false. Neither ignorance
nor learning is the mother of devotion. ——THE bill legalizing chureh lotteries
Education and piety are two distinct introduced into the New York legislature
things, not correlativé at all., But while
has aroused the Methodist: to make the
education can not be a substitute for re- following pungent remarks :
ligion, it may be a good servant of it,
If some Ingersoll had done it as a bit
of satire at the expense of Bible religion,
when consecrated to its use. No devoted
Christian worker ean afford to despise’ it. it would be regarded as a grim joke. But
there is no doubt that this bill has its ori"The minister of the Gospel must know

ture. They cam of course use these as
they can any other God-given blessing to
do harm. Learned ministers may apostatize and use their learning against the,
‘truth, which only shows that a bad use

sing on patiently, sweetly, harmoniously,
till all acquiesce, love prevails and all
discord disappears. It may be a hard

to

den the heart, receive’ sympathy andl ask

surance, which saves Bates College from

a

brother of

the pressman who has been so long at his
post in this office. He died in New York
city March 9. Accompanying the portrait
is the following note:
Mr. Ivory Chamberlain, was by coms
mon consent admitted to be one of the
ablest editorial writers connected with
the American press. From his first employment in that capacity on the Buffulo
Commercial Advertiser, five-and-twenty

thoroughly equipped.

as

nation—not

remembered

new wants arise.

doing, for in due season ye shall reap
i{ ye faint wot.” The promise is sure and could; ** when lo!” as he said, “¢ I distingin in the desireof some persons to pro« whether we apply it to our personal sal- guished amid the din, the soft clear voice what he preaches, both in head and heart . mote church finances by lotteries. We
vation or to aur labor for the salvation of of a woman singing-in perfect tune. She —in intellect and experience, if he would suppose that-the Romanists are more di- others, it is equally significant. We must made no effort to drown the voices of her | do efficient work for the Master. He ap- rectly behind the measure; but we suscompanions, neither was she disturbed by proaches the hearts of bis hearers through pect that not a few Protestants are more
work and wait.
than willing that the act should pass.
, ‘Christians are often impatient for im- their noisy discord, but patiently and the head. Preaching, heard, believed Would it not be well for religious people
sweetly
she
sang
in
full,
rich
tones.
One
and obeyed, is God's plan for saving men; to give a little calm meditation to the
mediate, tangible results. They labor
‘after another yielded to .the gentle influ- and the better knowledge the devoted peculiar attitude of a. church seekfor the souls-of others and are relmetant
ence; and before the tune was finished,
gospel minister has of these things and ing the power to do a thing which,
to. wait; and if they are compelled to,
of public morality, #nd
all were in perfeet harmony.”
\ all that pertainsto them, the more effec- .on_ grounds
they become discouraged and. do net
If you are in a discordant church you tual will be bis ministry, other things be- for the protection of the young and the
work. The two things beiong together.
poor from a ruinous habit, is forbidden as
may learn from the above incident what ing equal.
:
a business enterprise ?
‘Waiting without working amounts to
to do. Do not be excited and boisterous - It is no arguement against these things |
nothing, but both together are sure to win
and thus add to the tumult and confusion; that skeptics or bad men pride themselves ——1It is a fact, that should be rememberin the end. Our prayers mszy not be
nor stop in discouragement and disgust, in disciplined imtellects and polished cul- ed by all, that the effect of a sermon de-

poswered immediately, or even while we

be

necessities

*+o

.| much to say that during his career on the

regard to all evil.

It wiLL

emergencies,

eration antidotes unlimited .use.”
How years ago, until a week preceding, his
absurd any such doctrine! What! tipple,to death, his sole work had been the procure hard drinking? Never! Treat all the pduction of leading articles on the more
important topics of the day. This was
vices to a charge of dynamite and stop
always to him the most congenial
‘emthem at once. ‘“Thou shalt not” is God's ployments, ‘and for it he.was of most
command;

ni

its time of need is perpetual.

claim to the

portrait of Ivory Chamberlain,

régarded

worth apything, either in its service of
the present or its promise of the future,

deaconship there unless elected to it.

need

ment in his health by a winter in R. I.
ought to reconcile us to our loss. &here

The best time go help a man, or a
Pe committed to men’s hands, is a

ry his office
him. If he unites with
the church, he does it like any other pri.vate member;

If this is good for polyamny we can not
see why it ie not good for intemperance.
The philosophy is identical.
Does the
moderate use of anything, especially any-

of the

time of need.

and not go out to the little valley among the
mountains of Utah with a remedy diametrically opposed to his Boston position

he will 80 soon

what was said in the last Star by a corres-

quoted

is no

listening to our old pastor, Mr.. Morrell,

Bates College Affairs,

he ‘occupies be-

should correct himself on the evil itself

to the

America aloné—are advanced.

‘uttered

There

the peculiar style of the music.
:
These last two Sabbaths the pleasure of

loyalty to God and the truth, the best interests

way

forfeits his claim to the office; but his authority is by no means above that of the
pastor, whom the Holy Ghost hath made

fore the world? If it has, instead of taking”
an ultra position on a cognatéd ‘evil, he

services.

only beat the air
Where there is

did the class threaten the

aH. The matter however,is not to be trifled
with, The ceremony should be attended
to, =o as to give dignity and emphasis to
the relation.

perience and jllogical views on intemperance, encouraging 50,000,000 of people
to drink, why should he deal so strongly
and summarily with the great sin of faraway Utah, affecting a few thousands at
most? Has the fact that saloon-keepers and
brewers have become the friends of his
‘ philosophy,” the advocates of * revealed
religion” and lovers of ¢‘ the interests of
our country,” and *‘ have issued his Boston address as a campaign document
against prohibition,” opened his eyes -to

the false position which

The
own

vain babblers and would
with their blasphemies.

usual coursé

is for the pastor, in behalf of the

itis a base

turning to their seats for the remaining

our

Would that aji those who are | as been nyarred by the Sad thought that

all of his kind be universally

;

members by vote, and specify its own
conditions of reception, but a F. B. church
is expected to conform to the customs

always

lowship to the new ones in successionre,

on

one, and

loyal fo the latter were as loyal
to the former; then would Ingersoll and

received ifto the church, in the absence
This depends on circumstances.
church has the ‘right. to make its

drunkenness, though it does

received

the soul of loyalty in’ it: loyalty

Has a deacon the right to extend the -the mutton:
hand of fellowship to members properly considered

neither is it apy

drinking is the invariable

on the streets of Boston

We

truth and its divine author, and loyalty to

of a pastor P

Moderate

pedestrians

Fast Day.

hearts at once responded—we were about
to say, eloquently—to the toast. There is

4-0-0
+404

all on the principle that it wants evidence,
assumption.

a

America is a Chris.

nation, the Bible has made it sq. . He

Bates, has accepted a call from the ‘Milo and

I do every time it occars, that our friends:

Lagrange churches to become
er graduating next June.

in the North could. witness it. We. don’s
led¥é the handshaking all to the pastor,

Corner,” under

their pastor afte
¢

A precious revivalis in‘ progress at “ Mo
the labors of Bro.

Mariner. :

the Bibje “but after he is through, ofie of th&Ymem= There have already been a number of conver
speaks against the best interest of Amer- bers startsa hymn,of which the refrail 1s : | sions. ‘This place is about two miles from the '
village of Corinna and is settled
by will-to-do
ical”

speaks
$Phat

publicly against

more

appropriate

‘sentiment

could be in the minds and on the lips

of a |

|*

“Welcome, welcome, welcome; welcome,
Welcome, welcome, sons of God.”

people.
I. Baptistsin the place own's good
meeting -house, but have had but few meetings -

truth-loving and God fearing people, on
i
ferson in Nebraska,
and he other, Wash- the day set apart for them to seek the di- Thegeupon the old members while sing- fot some years pst.
New
Hampshire,
,'*
as well as to intemperance?
If a little ington in Kansas. How far’ short. they vine favor and blessing?’ | It wus neatly ing pass np an aisle onone side, down on
Rev. D. L. Edgerly writes that he visited
alcohol will remedy the latter, a little must come in gathering.in ‘the ripening printed on a card aud freely distributed to the other and all extend the hand
.of fel- the family of Rev. J. J. Wentworth 3
x
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ete

in

them
rd Center on the 5th aad found

On Sunday

on. account. of the recent. death

ye

to the church

He was the bearer to them
urch and‘ 80
soof a small donation from the
gratefully
ciety of New Durbam, which

and

in

were baptized by their
Peck; others will soon
is deepening, meetings

Kind-

to the

and recommends them

received,

in New York

members by letter,

of two daughter.

T
L

the 3rd, there were

received

in-

city three new
the

evening

four

pastor, Rev.
follow.
largely

B. D.

The interest
attended, and

ing was set apart for the

Mrs N T Cook Hamlin
Int
Belle Vernon Ch Pa for,

ladies,

Sister

ot

of the

William Eastman, as presiding

officer, conducted

the exercises

with

marked

view of the

circumstances

‘Whereas,

C.

Waterman

beyond

control

G.

of Rev.

“resignation”

our

Master.
church

had

$17.50

from

b

baptized

and

ceived into the church at Berryville,

morality in the community call for and receive

of the Charlestown church. Bro. Wainwright
has consented to give part of his services to the
Berryville church, until they secure a pastor,

our most sincere and heartfelt gratitudeyand
jong will they be held in grateful remembrauce for their numerous friends in Laconia.
That a copy of this<action be
Resolved,
and forwarded to
presented tp Bro. Waterman
the Morning Star.
.
On March 27th four persons were baptized
Rev. H. T. Barnard, these, with three oth.
by
ers finited with the 1st Ossipee and Wakefield

or

it the

of

Gilmanton

East

Rochester

church.

Iron Works for nearly a year aid

Belknap Q. M.,

and has

witnessed

Grove church,

prosperity, several having united with the
church by baptism during the past year. Being

+
Michigan.

Rev.y). 8. Warren,

an indefatignble temperance worker, the community has been awakened on this subject as
never before.
Rev. M. A. Quimby of Belmont
will be his successor in the church at Gilmanton Iron Works.
:
Vermont.
D. Jones by the urgent request
has
with
his resignation as pastor of that church
commenced his fourth year with that peo-

of Deckerville,

Sanilac

Co., has been under the doctor’s care for four

Burnside and
year.
Sharp-

ville will be without a pastor,
Kansas.

;

a

One young man was received to the fellow

Rev. F. A. Janes, of Lawrence, writes in ex-

ship of the Mt. Vernon church (Lowell) by
profession, Sunday, April 3.
The council appointed to oraganize a Free

planation of a statement inthe recent report of
Cen. Kan, Q. M.:
‘I addressed a circular letter to several brethren in different partsof the
‘State inquiring as to their views with reference'to a State Association and a convention
this coming season for the purpose of*organiz«

Baptist church in Worcester, convened at
“Christ Church in that city at 10.30, A. M, on
Thursday last.
The society of F. Baptists
there has held meetings since last fall in Washburn hall, where Rev.
A. J. Eastman has
preached to them very acceptably. The clerk

of the unorganized

society

made

ing the sume.

in

* the past, and said that there was an increasing
attendance.

Aftera searching

inquiry

ian re-

“gard to the faith and the religious and pecuni‘ary standing of the people and of their minister, the First Free Baptist church of Worcester was erganized in the following manner:

The Bible was presented to the church by the
Rev. J. H. Yeoman, after which the covenant
was read and accepted by the-¢church
and Rey.

L. Dexter offered the prayer ‘of consecration.
The members of the church,
then received the hand of

thirty-four in all,
fellowship, from

Rev. J. Malvern,

following officers

were appointed:

and

the

Pastor, Rev. A.J. Eastman;

Clerk, H. F. Smart; Deacons, G. W.
C.F. Smart;

Treasuref,

Wm.

Vinton,

Holden;

Exe-

one converted. We
“to the church there.

The

charge

Kan. Q. M. writes:

-

Rev. E. W. Porter, pastor of the Paige St.
church, Lowell, baptized
four on Sunday,

April 8, and received five to the

fellowship

of

the eburch...... A very interesting missionary
coneert, conducted by Mrs. Perter, was holden.

in the evening and $60 were raised for scholarships in Mrs. Phillips’ ragged school at Midna-

pore.
Rhode

Rev. George

Island.

Wheeler,

Island church,

writes

;

pastor

under

of the

on

date, March 28

Patch -his with the

Sunday,

April

Greenville

10th......The

Greenwich St. church has extended

a call to

Rev. J. M. Louden, of Portland, Me......The
¥. B. women held a grand mass convention in
' the interest of missions on Friday, April 8th,

The young people from the different churches
dccupied the evening with marked success,
«esses The next meeting of the Association
will be heldwith the Park St. church, May 25

ond 26. ‘The Ministers’ Conference will meet
on the 24th.
New

\ During the

past

impassible.

weeks

the

The pastor has heen

Rev,

Linderman,

G.

P.

of

whose earnest preaching mid
sgment,

the

work

moved

steadily

lieving. On April 1st, 11 of the
baptized bythe pastor;
and in

comverts were

upon his

Pharsalia

of

.

his arrival

until

some

‘both. The

ser-

by Elder James Ashléy,

his

departure.

All

the

profoundest ‘interest to the words that came
trom the lips of the man of God. One of the hest
social meetings on Sabbath ever witnessed Jn

are

¥

0

its

during the entire Q. M. was by
|. breachink
im.
Large nnd attentive audiences were
present on every occasion and listened with the

* ‘nearly crushed, shows renewed sighs of life.
Rev, A. W. Paul hay accepted the pastoral
. car
of ethe church, It is a pro
hoped for.

M. —Held.

church, Keb. 19,
interest was manisisters who were
were represented

son: Elder James Ashley seemed to be perfectly at home with his old friends whom he
met on that occasion. He remarked that it had
béen a perfect ovation for him, from the time

a call

things

wa

oh,
(once our pastor for 12 years), fase
ted by our worthy pastor, Rev. J. ¢, Robin-

years has: been

_ and a true man is now there, good

to

Ie

(Ohio) Q.

delegation or letter,

‘he will immediately

labors.......The

further:

@uarterly Meetings,

vices were conducted

rests,
i
Rev, G. Ls. White has resigned: thiMThstorate
enter

A J Cole—H

Dickey—I

and excellent.

it was

LAFAYETTE
session with

(Wis)
the

Q.

Warren

Ichiurches were represented

M.—Held

its last

church.

All

were received from all. The
a3 good
as we could expect,

.

\

\

170

85

H Coulter—A

A Drown—W

Dix n—8

ing—J

Hogbin—B

M Hill—H

the

attendance was
in view of ‘so

Enjoy
live

in a beautiful

Thompson—Mrs

enjoyment of life’s
and right;

but to

blessings
do

this

is

we

must

”

Palpitation

of

Books

M

Henry

&

son and Miss llesperia K. Hill,

Arnica

and

every family.
Used
for Cuts, Burns,
Bruises, Strains, &c., it has no equal.

Kent and Miss Mary K. Bishop,

0il

Atenis:
oth of

oturch, May

6, 7,

commencing

Friday

evening,

Miss

Nov.

advise
every
Sunday
search of a New Song

Love-

-"

*

School
Book

in

Good as Gold,

—d
kul

BATTERY.
WILL CURE

Paralysis.

32 pages in excess

al number

in books

braces 239

Hymns

170

tf

of the usu=

Tunes,

old popular price, $30 per 100

MENTION

at

:

in Paper

Cover, sent on

tT

receipt

Ninth

Street,

New

!

Rev. J. M. Langworthy, Ulica, N. Y.

Lev. G. H. Donnocker, South Addison, Steuben

Co, N. Y.

irticle

ever. 0]

& 00.

REAL

ESTATE

FIRST MORTGAGE

|

at Seven ang

LOANS

t per cent. net per annum.

dress MANLE¥.&
COATES,
Atchison,
Correspondence solicited.
Eastern and

referenees.

Lands for sale.

Ad-

Kansas.
Western

4112

in New Type on 102
E Chromos, 10c. . All
‘new styles, designed by best.a
iy
Gold

Chromo,

Birds,

, Panels,

Landsca;

Water

Scenes, ete. - Best collection ofCaras over sald

for 100, Sample Book Sontaing samples of all our
25¢.
t Card House
erica. Dealers sup,
with Blank Cards. AMERIOAN CARD Co., North

.

FOR

wly49eo

MUSIC

STUDENTS.

PALMER’S

Is the ONLY work thdt teaches
THOROUGH BASS, HARMONY and COMPOSITION
In a manner so simple and progressive that it
maybe called a SELF- INSTRUCTOR.
The old .
befogged systems are too complicated to be practi¢ Palmer’s

Theoryof

Mudioc”

makes

it clear as the sunlight. Price, bound cloth,
$1.00 by mail.
SING:
For the price of two or three lesh

sons,

you

can have

¥. W,

Root’s

« SCHOOE: OF SINGING,”

aperfect vocal method on a new plan, and
large collection of beautiful songs.
Price,

$3, by mail,

post-paid.

JOHN CHURCH & CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Or 805 Broadway, N. Y.

5220

d=

or

-

of 26

York.

73 Randolph Street, Chicago.

:

B88

-

=

=

154 Tons,

dao

. This Fertilizer, which was at first sold. almost entirely in
the Southern States, has of late years become so deservedly
Crops,
© popular in the North, for the cultivation of all Farm
wsiarged their works especially to
Cid that the sompany Bg
en
ga,
Nh

SUPPLY th e Nor

emand, and we

are

now in a

& CURTIS,

position Ey

.
Pamphlets containing
testimoniada
to fill orders promptly.
or on
' and other idformation furnished by our local agents,
application to
7

GLIDDEN

“

“ Rev. C. E. Blake, North Anson, Me.
Rev. 0. D. Patch, Greeuv:lle, R. 1

i

SECONTODNONENE. |
Soluble Pacif (name,

~~

in

0

235 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PAPER.

the

copies

Ci rid
kimOne Agentody
made $144.67 in ton

ro Fig

days. No freight charges.
Address, RR. 8S, HARTZFLL

.

" BICLOW
& MAIN,
76 East

i

|

GENERAL SELLING ‘AGENTS OF PACIFIC GUANO COMPANY,
. =
BOSTON: MASS.:
|

25122). .

Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Oho Fre Com-*
muuion Baptist Asseciation, Marion, Ohio.
:
oe
BRN
52t38)

Ret. A. H. Morrell, .Chepachet, R. 1.

THIS

covers.

A Speeimen,

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

Sent by mail everywhere!
>]
Small Size, $1.00. Double Size, $2.00.
Address all communications to
W. H. BROWN,
Manager.
96 Tremont Street,
Boston, Mass.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

of its class, and em-

and

jh

cable.

No other like it!

Endorse.

Bells of Pure Copper
and Tin for Church
Schools, Fire FLAY Farms, etc. FULL
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sent Free.
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

i0

Po
Ee

published.

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

S’

RD),

THE

ables and miracles of Old and New Testaments; the twentyfour Sermons of Christ in their order; the eighteen miracies
_ ofthe Apostles. 1020 pages, 425 illustrations, price, $3.75.
Extra terms. Selling fast. Agents making $
to $400.
smonth, Bradley Garretson & Co., 66 N. 4th 8¢., Phila

And all Nervous and Brain Diseases and

SOME OF THE RICHEST HYMNS IN THE LANGUAGE, SET TO BEAUTIFUL MELODIES
BY THE ABLEST WRITERS OF SACRED
SONG, ARE FOUND IN THIS COLLECTION.

cents.

HODE

T

On entire Bible. in ona volume, ever

RHEUMATISM!
NEURALGIA!
DYSPEPSIA!

ny Lowry & Doane.

It contains

1

ments by 900 ablest scholars, Adapted
to all; embodies latest
research. Contains Life of St. John; tables showing time of
each patriarch, prophet and king; authorship and dates of
books of Bible; how the earth Jy 2s peop) od from Noah; par-

=exov. 180)

Ada F. Bird,

John

interest, it is

MOST
with COMMENTATORsies%
.

th

1

won

.

.

portrayed a

:

READY.

oO

to examine

wu

having

'ATALOGUES and pric# r1sT8,

R

rs

board

WORLD,

St13 2tol 6teow

the 6th,
JEREMIAH MILLS, Clerk.
DELAWARE & CLAYTON Q. M., with the Delhi
A Leading London
church atthe Bay Settlement, commencing ‘May
, Physician, Establishes
13th and holding over the Sabbath
'
N. W. BIXBY, Clerk.
an Office in New York
TAMA (f. M. will hold its next session with the
for the Cure of Epilep=
Bovina courch, commencing May 27, at 2 o'clock, |
PM.
H. H.
WITHINGTON, Clerk,
tic Fits.
LOONEY SPRING (Ill) Q.M., with Loondy
Spring
(From. Am. Journal of Medicine.)
church, at Camptell Hill, on the Cairo & :t.
Louis
R. R., beginning Friday before the ‘fifth Sunday in
Dr. Ab. Meserole (late of London), who makes a
May.
:
G. A. GORULON, Clerk.
specinlty of Epilepsy. has without doubt treated
and cured more casas than any other living physician, His success has simply been astonishing;
Post-Office Addresses.
we have heard of cases of over 20 years’ standing,
successfully cured oY him. He has
published. a
Rv. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
valuable
- work on this disease, which
he sends
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
he sent), Lewiston, Me.
5%
dd
with a large bottle ef his wonderful. cure free to
C A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y., to any sufferer who may send their“ express and P.
whom all mission money within the bounds‘of the
0. address.
advise any one wishing a cure to
Central Association should be'sent.
b2¢
address Dr,
AB. MESEROLE,
No. 46 John Sty
Allmonev contributed for the. Maine State MisNew
York.
Sion should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
y

THE

240 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Oct.

both of R.

In Allenstown, N. H., April 5, Mr.
joy, aged 79 years, 7Tmonths.
We

SO.
IN

and

of R.

Its Scenes are drawn

shady sides of real life, and

AGENTS
NTE

y mail, postage prepaid,
3s cents each,
$4.20 per dozen ; paper covers, $3.50 per dozen.
One Specimen
Copy,
paper cover, by mail,
25 cents,
Address
ASA
HULL,

both of

Died

4

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
PRAIRIE CITY Q. M., with Cotton Wood Grove
church, commencing Friday before the 4th Sabbath
in May.
J. E. B.. Clerk.
WARREN, & CLARK Q. M., with Silver Grove

Capi. 8. L. Keen and

and

. 13614

April2nd, at the residence of the bride’s

R.

bright

“John B. Gough
can portray them. For Pathos, Humor. and intense

cates—a collection of ¢* Gems.”” It has 7192 pp., 32
more than usual, at the old standard price.”
Board
covers, 35 cents each, $3.60 per dozen, $30 per hundred ;
paper
covers, $3 per dozen; $25 per hundred.

both of R. March 2nd, 1881, Mr. W. A. Thompson
and Miss Mary K. Jamestony both eof Hurricune
Isle, Me.

is the best chance ever offered to you.
from the

School music not found in this book into another volume,
it would nnt equal in brilliancy
or usefulness the “GEM
OF GEMS.’
tis precisely what its name indi<

25, Mr. Fred E. Moore and Miss Mary E. Larrabee; {

Scalds,
4t13

Yotices and Bppointments.

hoth

CO.

tory atid Special Terms given, gir~Send for Circulars. Addfess,
D. i VORTIHINGTON « VO, Pbs.. Hartfi ord,

GEM By ASAor HULL.
GEMS

2

Meader

80. |.

&

10 Barclay
8t, N.Y.

SUNLIGHT Ano SHADOW

le,

A NEW
8S. S. MUSIC BOOK.
Were it possible to collect the cream of all Sunday

A.

E, G, RIDEOUT

4614

-

NOW

2nd, Mr. K. C. Emery
and Ada E. Snow, both of
South Thomaston,
Me.
Oct. 17th, Mr. James C.

Liniment is a family remedy which should be in

1

Sample, by mail,

AGENTS!
AGENTS!
AGENTS!
JOHN B. GOUGH'S bran’ new book, just published.

and smallest size, pon
BABY ORGAN,
at onl
to a large
CONCERT ORGA
$900.
t from

[0] sow

In“Lowell, Mass., April 4th, by Elder J. MH.
Wilgon, My Charles A. Wilson, of Kittery’ Point,
Me.. and Miss Jennie B. Ballantine, of East
Calais, Vt.
»
In Rockland, Me., by Rev. E. G. Eastman, on
July 4th, 18-0, Mr. K. E. Carey acd Miss Emma J.
Greenlaw, both of R. July
12th, Mr. C. E. Hender-

in the spring

A

Adtran ®

ora the su)

BEST

At the residence of the bride’s brother in
Hinckley, March 24, by Rev. A. Striemer, Mr.

use Baxter’s Mandrake
Dyspepeia, Biliousness and

J.

x

E INE 80A

d suffic

Attheresidence of the brile’s father,D>a. Nagus,

Many of the best

SS

MASON & HAMLIN

~ILLUSTR.

Annette Fletcher, both of C.
At the parsonage in North Sandwich,

GREATEST NOVELTY OUT!
The COMBINATIONWATOH
CHARM
COMPASS AND MICROSOOPE,

om

JEARLS. WAI e JAERI Pons

22,

Married

Fred

1

without a peer.
It is the * booming '' book for Agents, and outsells all others 10 to 1.
8h
thousand in press.
1000
Agents
wanted, men and women. Now is the time, {9 Exclusive
Terri:

of Otselic, Feb 26, 1881, by R°v. G. L. White, Mr.
E. Frank Garner and Miss Esther L. Nagus.

Elixir in their daily
best cough remedy that

Johnson's

‘WHITE GLY

¥ree,

in

KN

AND $1.50 PER.
a
Deaiors. in Toilet, Articles

ree. MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO., 1564 Tremont
t., BOSTON ; 46 East 14th St. (Union Square), NEW

Miss Mary A. Perkins, both of Tamworth.

Now is the time to
Bitters and prevent

’

RICKER,
Lowell, Mass.

the

byoy
PEARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE (0.,
| PRO PROPRIETOBS AND 80.
DUCERS
L

LAND,

BOSTON.

ORGANS

At Meredith Center, Jan. 10, by Rev. G. H. Pink-

by Rev. C. W. Dealtry, Mr.

IS NOT

G. 8,

Catalogue

AWARDS for DEMONSTRATED SUPERI
VER ¥
ONE of the GREAT WORLD'S EXHIBITIONS ror
THIRTEEN YEARS:*being the only American organs which
have been found worthy
of such at any.

April 2,

Jaundice, which are so prevalent
months. Only 25/cts. a bottle.

EQUAL

arenow

L Melcher—

will remove the cause and cure the disease. Only
23 cts. per bottle.
AS

can be made.

that
uHtY
He rédily beautiful pits lexion. It bleaches
skin
to
a_marvelous whiteness.

CENTS

OF

608 Washington $1,

—————]

t

IT’S

FEET

Pantries, Clos-

Gen. Managers, i

er withinor upon the

¢

o-

HUNT BROS.

Black

For Sunburn, Prickly Heat,
, Rough or Chafed,

from
and

S

STE!

|

B

In Canterbury, N. H.. March 27, in church, by
Rev. A. D.Swith, Mr. Alphonso I. Chute and Miss

PROFESSIONAL TESTIMONY.

a

BI,

}

REV.

ALL

Patches,

reduce

Covered with Fruit Treer, in an excellent location
for a Club, or tor a Family of Children to be educated, and
who wish to board at home.
For fur
ther particulars, terms &c., address,

[i

:

Watking---

McKee,

GOOD

10.000

worms
Tmpurities
and Discotorations;

E Bayless, Fairview, Ill.

Jessie

A

Freckels, Tan

“Moth

Hull

and many other distressing symptoms.
Baxter's
Mandrake Bitters, taken according to directions,

physicians use Downs’
practice because it is the

FERTILIZER C

BOSTON & NEW YORK

Spots,

ham, Mr. Joseph F. Smith and Miss.C. Bell Kobin
son, both of Meredith Center.

Heart,

premises

FOR SALE!

4114

ERADICATES

Forwarded.

J. Waldo and Miss

The

:
A. LIL. GERRISH,

LEWISTON,
ME., a few
steps
Bates College, Theological
Seminary

Pearl's REFINED

EXPRESS.

Anson

ine

Olneyville,

bli ii

Rev E E Barvey, Talmage, Kan.

health,

the

WKER

Withington-.-Mrs

R Hayes, Springfield, Ill.
EP 8S Hylion, Willard, Ky.

of seventy five per cent. of such
diseases as Biliousness, Indigestion, Sick-headache, Costiveness,

Prostration,

| liked by the farmers. If there is no
agent near you, send to us.

fim

BY MAIL.

Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint is the direet cause

Nervous

ii

8 Ricker—

A P Drown, Wolcott, Vt.
~
L Gifford, Sciotovillé, O.
John Hogbin, Fairwater, Wis.
Thos Spooner, Jr., Whitefield, N. H.
J P Nelson. Corinna, Me.
S Branch, Jeffersonville, Ill.
Rev Wm Walker, Scottsburg, N.Y.
Mrs M D Reed, Dexter, Me.

reasonable

have

H

E J Young --B F Zell—C A Baker—L
Sr Morrell.

temperate

both

W

Townsend—W

KE L Webster--Mrs E 8S Walker--O

-R

a

which sell at the same price.
The past
rear over 3000 tons were sold against 100

Varnum—Mrs E R Wood
Warner—D C Wheeler—
Walker—C O Williams
Wiggin—W White---Z J
E Wheeler--G L White

.«N Woo-ter.--O D Ward---0

;
and

IH
[i f

Edwards—Mrs

Hewitt—Mrs

S Tebbetts---B

Thompson—R Taylor---J
—Mrs J M West—Mrs A
J T Ward—P Walton—W
—D M Whitcher—E L
Wheeler--A Witham---V

Life.
world,

|i

A W Saffuro—M P Stockwell—E F Sawyer—E M
Stubbs—B J Smithe-K Stevens—A D Smith—I BR
Smith—E C Saflord—A E Sheffer—F M Stewart—
J A sheldon—J M Smith—M B Small-G W Sherwood—Sub News. Co--Mrs Wm Trufant—W H

Business Hotrces.
We

or broadcast, either with or without manure,

I+

A Nealey—M A Norris—J T Nichols—Mrs L Owens

with

or rentin

regular

“TWO STORY HOUSE and ELL,

r
crop. In tho Reportof the Mass. Ini
of Yertilizers, its valuation is from id to

M Conner—

Rogers—S Russell—Miss E M Robie—G

its last session

a

Also for sale’STOCKBRIDGE MANURES.

—C Putoey—W Phillips—S Potter—Mrs J Ph'llips
—J M Pease—dJ C Printa—Geo Plummer—E Parker—F H Peckham—S A Pope—C F Penney—-G H
Pinkham—Mrs J Purinton—C Pendexter—0O J
Pettegrew—E W Porter—O F Russell -W_P Rolfe
—J Robinson—E Robinson—R H Rich—Geo H

power which we peed, secured only in Jesus
Christ.
Next session with the York Prairie church,
June 3, at 7.30 o'clock, P. M.
L. F. FARNHAM, Clerk,

Address,
CTUREV.

Latin School,

“Lil

ns threo years ago, showing that it is

«lll;

—-F W_Hobson—K
Hoyt—T N Huntiogton—R
Hayes—M L Hil—L
Hutchins—H Haynes—W
Harmon—K Hulse—J H Hanscomb—E E Harvey
—Mrs C L Ingalls —=Mrs A A Jenne—B A Johnson
~T Kempton—E J Keeville—H A La Dow—S 8
Lemont—J M JanEWorhy-2 8 Locke—D Lihb
1
—Mrs C T Lougee—J N Longstreet—Lord
Thomas—D Long—M Lyon—N Lamprey—A Lang‘ley—W D Miver—H I Mack—C Merrill—A D
Marcy—Mrs R Miller—C Mitchell—Mrs O N Merrell—M E Murphey—F C Meirill —R. Newton—W

Reports

:

| !

$10 per ton higher than other Phosphates [iii

sraves—W Harmon—W M Hancock—J M Hurd—
GH Hubbard—C E Hallock-J Holmes—A E L
llobbs—A E Hersom—A P Hodgdon—J H Huot-

“much sickness, bad weather and roads. The
Q. M. earnestly labored for that strength’ and

EXETER Q. M.—Held

:

amr

ow

g

:

and will produce a much earlier and larger

2.00

Lranch—B F Burgess—G|H

Clark—W

no

i
|
:
.
fil"
: i
SEND FOR PAMPHLET.
| Containing Eight Rooms, besides
This is a true bone superphosphate, and
|i
may be used on any crop. in the hill or drill fil ‘ets Sheds, &c., with

1%
a

391
140

5.00

y

—Mrs G W Fogs—G Goodwin—H Graves—G Glasie—L Gifford—A M Supun-—T B Gale—C H

one of the

but one.

62

i

A Eastman—Mrs T Ensign—Mr:
{ Erskine—C
A Kaston—C i Emery—E M Kddy—J Edgecomb
—F Farr—M T Files—T Furbush—Mrs D Ferrin—
Ms A Fletches—H H Files—M Faller—C 8 Frost

Bro. White, from Bath, was with us one day
and his presence was cheering as it always is.

think

C1

:

E Chapmun—R Deering—E G Davis—J B Daniels
—R Devenport—S Day—T Davis-—S W Dunton—A
J Dutton—J M Davis—H Dodd—H C Dodge—kK
Dunakin—E - Dudley —J Day—W _J Dudley—F O

a better

the roads

S8¢lden has an ap-

VI

1st session with the Lykins.
20, A season of unusual
Mest by the brethren and
resent. All the churches

such men 4s Bro. Linderman could be sustaided as evangelists, n great strengthening
ight be obtained for many of our weaker. in.

church, which for several

Way... « «++ Bro.

SENECA & HURON

The society was
never more cheerful or
more engaged in.work for souls. If a fow

where

says

dance; will probably start a 'Sabbath-school in
the spring. It is Pe
point and some F.
Baptists live in the
hborhood.”

and many more are awaiting baptism
before forming a a similar connection.

Bherburne,

help.

pointment east of Irving andffias a good atten-

in be-

he evening’
these, with three others, by experience were EY
received into the church.
On Sunday the
hand of feHowship was given to three others,

from

rendered

Our correspondent

hold on their

forward

(of the Smyrna churell and has excepted

more

The Prairie Ridge church are still trying

under

judicious man-

until over 80 persons have'found peace

need

notwithstanding all our discouragements; and
the voice of all seems to he, ‘ Go forward.

assisted by

Phenix,

‘We

**The prospects of the Hope church are good,

Norwich

church has been the-scene of ‘a precious revival interest.

expect several accessions
Salem Q. M. held only

rible storms set in which

York.

few

was

.

a

|

Brown—J Bellase—M Benoneit—Lizzie Beese—C
A Bickford—G W' Borrows—J A Benham—J H
Buckminister—J Brockway—C E Brockway—N
Brooks—W L Badger—S H Barrett—H M Carlton
LA J Cole—Z Chadwick—J Clark—E Chapman—
J 8 Cushman—J Cotton—M A Caswell—W Cory—
AL Came—Mrs J Cox—Mrs M J Chandler—G W
Chamberlin—M Curtis—J B O Colby—S 8 Cady—

"
If any Reader
East.”
opp
find
feels
tired,
has
a
sever headache or 1688 of appeRev. Joséph Bates whites from Irving, untite, it means that something is the matter with
der date March 24: ‘* We have had a long and
the kidneys which Warner's Safe Kidney and LIvvery severe winter. ” Lust year, plowing was
‘er Cure alone can help.
2t14
done by some ‘persons in January, and wheat
sown as early as’February ; this season no one
TS AND CANVASSERS
has commenced to plow, big snow drifts are
Make from $25 to $350 3 week selling goods
still in the cornfields and around the edges -of for E. G. RIDEOUT & CO., 10 Barclay St, New
' York.
Send for their Catalogue and terms.
1v34
the timber.
At the regular appointed time to
The rapidly increasing popularity of DAY’s KID.
hold our (Blue Valley) Q. M. a fearful snow
NEY PAD is due solely to its intrinsic merit
storm set in, rendering traveling impossible.
The next session will be holden with the Adams
. QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL
Peak church.” At the time of his writing, Bro.
Approved by the Academy of Medicine
jof New
Bates was laid up by injuries received in being
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
thrown from a wagon.
Two attempts were
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
made—early
in January and
agaiu early in
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more ‘benefit
March—by the Freewill Baptists and
the
gecured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
Methodists to hold a series of special meetings,
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject:
butafter two or three evenings, when the
For sale by all'druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,
prospects of success were good, each time terPlatt St., New York.
v6.

{sland of the sea again Yesterday I had the
- privilege of baptizing eight happy converts,
who joined tbe church, mostly heals of fumilies. And still the work goes on.
Rev, C. 8. Frost commenced his labors . with
the Pawtucket church on Sunday, April 3,
and Rev. O.D.

never

cock—A Blount—S

boarders

street trom Pittsfield to Burnham.

*

0

Mrs A Arndt—S Aldrich—J Ashley—C W Almy’'
—d Asnly—J G Burtch—J Bickford—S D Bates—
A W Bean—G W Bak er—J E Bayless—A R Bab

other points that may be desired by brethren

Block

‘The Lord bas revived his work“on this

church

.There

The preaching was well timed

and - Presby-

Can you send us aman?
They can support
the right man with a small family.
Any Bro.
desiring to come
West
will do well
to
correspond with Rev, Hazy, of Peabody, Kan.
York Center church near Ft. Scott, has heen
nearly & year without pastoral labor. They
will employ one half the time, and raise $200
or 8250 for the right man.
There are opportunities for labor in other localities near them.
Rev, M.W. Campbell or Rev. 8. Keys will willingly correspond with brethren with reference
to settlement among them, or I will give desired information with reference to these or any

by

Rev. G. 8. Ricker; address’to the church and
pastor by Rev. L. Dexter;
benediction, by

Rev. A. J. Eastman.

such

an adjourned meeting with Nitawaka church
in Feb., owing to the storm.
Salem (Neb.)
church was gepresented by letter; next session
to be held with them.
Republic Q. M. has
not met for six months; will meet with the
Mill Creek church in May.
Bro. Otis, of Cen.

church was well filled at the installation services in the evening, which consisted of singing, reading of the Scripture,
and prayer
by Rev. L. Dexter:
sermon by Rev.
Rev. E. W. Porter who took his text from
Eph. ch. 4; prayer of instillation by Rev. C.
D. Dudley,of Weston; hand of fellowship to

. the pastor by Rév. J. Malvern and

March 25—27.

school

are on the
premises.
The Lot contains about 36
Square Rods ot Land, and is situated on the main |

ow

:

Money Letters Received.

session

j3268
:

.

tion.

7227
45838
11.71
© C.A. HILTON, Treas,

spirit manifested in our Q. M. than at the close,
all seeming loth toseparate; but wg are looking
forward. when we shall meet to part no more.

terian brethren two weeks.
We held a twoweeks’ meeting with the Powhattan church; |

er, Mrs. A. J. Eastman, Mrs. G. W. Vinton
und Mrs. Kimball; finance committee, P. P.

William Holden.

whether

tation and assisted the Methodist

cutive Committee, G. W. Vinton, Chas. F.
Flint, Newel Tyler, M. B. Walls, A.J. Walk-

Davis, A. F. Way,

we must close,

.

170

Miss

;

Sold everywhere.
Send
H.D.FOWLE. Chemist,

;

for keeping

ing-house connected
with the Institute. The
Houseis 23x30, two stories high, the Ell;17x35
story and
a half high, the half story well lighted
by luthern windows, and the stable 2¥x26, with
goud cellar under the whole.
A good Cistern,
and one of the best Wells of Water in the village,

.

6.08

12.00
3.9¢
140

oy

the church at Dexter, March 8-10.
Owing to
the bad roads, the churches were not fully repconvention can be convened as early as the 4th
resented,
but the religious services were all
of June.
Very favorable replies have been
interesting.
Bro. Park,of the Aroostook Q.
received thus far.”
:
;
M., was present and gave us a very fine sermon.
The following is also from Bro. Janes:
Next session with the church at Parkman,
¢ Jefferson Go. Q. M. has become extinct.
commencing Tuesday, June 7, 2 o'clock. Bro.
Bro. Williams is dead, Chapman moved. away, B. A. Prescott will preach the opening ser-:
and Evans too old for active
&ervice. . Bro.
mon.
\
WV. D. SWEETLAND, Clerk.
Wesley and myself held a two-weeks meeting L
with the
d Creek church lust December:
EFFERSON Q. 3M. —There were but few
6 converted and 2 reclaimed; reorganized the
resent at the last session.
But a good time
church Jan. 1,'with 12 members, have proathy/ was enjoyed.
The churches manifest a deed to them once in four weeks. I have assiéf- gree of steadfastness and a growing zeal for the
Some precious
ed Bro. Wesley witle others in holding four success of the Master’s cause.
souls have lately been hopefully converted to
series of meetings since Jan. There wereabout
God at Albia, where the Q. M. was held. It was
25 converted or reclaimed at: Netawaka, 12 addtruly refreshing to hear them tell of their joy
ed to our own church and
more expected.
found in this new life revealed in Christ. The
church at Albia probably will be encouraged
Next at Mt. Pleasant, where several brethren reside:
2 converted; expect to organize a “by some additions soon.
S. F. SmITH, Clerk.
church there soon.
Went to Whiting by invi-

s general

statement of the progress of these meetings

It is doubtful

Wom
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tunity

rooms tu students, there being
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March 28, 1881.
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Otsego Q M Wom Miss
Sos West Oneonta
h for Pahimona
bid nevis Ch
aennta C

Will

SCZIMA,

1.50
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Tuscarora Ch

#

ucate, as it is situated only about 25 rods from the

2.00

where

March

°

3.97

Lovett H FP

x

Boston.

’

1.50

4.74

Oswego Q Mcoll

in Pittsfield, Me. It furnishes a fine opportunity for a family having children they wish to ed-

a

2.00 | the U. 8. "#1 per bottle.
for new pamphlet, free.

Miss Soc for Miss

. ROBINSON, Clerk.

is great aud help/is needed....Ryv. G. B. Cuttler will preach with Bruce,
North Branch churches another

5.00

Mission

;

subscriber offers for sale his HOMESTEAD

enst over 2 000, but will be sold at a great

292

- Miss Soc
Cowlesville Ch Wom

best Q. Ms. we have had for years, and it was
because the good Lord was with us.
Next session with First Phipsbury church,
June 17-19, sommeneing Fridav at 2, Pp M.

to preach for several weeks.
beyond his strength the past
praying and hoping that God will send some
good man to that part of the 5
The work

.

its

srounds orihe. Muive Sena Tosutute, and less
Shan 1601 3 from the Depot on the air ne Central
tra

|

6.54

Genesee Q M Coll
Cowlesville Ch Wom

We made choice of Rev. G. S. Hill for moderator. Our churches were all represented by
letter or delegation except one, The. business
was transacted with harmony and dispatch;
no calling the delegation together after" the
first meeting to transact business.
Friday
evening we commenced our meetings of worship.
In the meeting. not a discordant note
was heard, every brother and sister seeming to
labor to help each other and to make the occasion interesting and profitable, and the tide
continued to rise all through the meetings until time, Sabbath evening, admonished us that

Upon the whole we

weeks and although bet

Massachusetts.

Q. M.—Held

with the Parker’s Head church,

to attend the next session of the Ohio Yearly
Meeting, to be holden with the Pleasant

some

Ch

Meeting

RR

EDGECOMB

PSORIASIS

4.00

‘om

SIMEON J. WEED, Clerk.

church, which resulted in strengthening the
church and in the conversion of four persons. ..
Rev. John Hisey, whose sickness was recently
mentioned in the Star, has so far recovered as
to be able to attend to. his ministerial duties,
s+++Rev. Dr. Ball, of Buffalo has been invited

been pastor of the church! at

for the Q. M. fund.

all the churches see to raising this fund
it has not already been raised.

Ohio.
The pastor, Rev. B. F. Zell, conducted a few
extra ‘meetingss with the . Pleasant * Grove

a half, was ordained at the last Sept. session of
the

-

resident member

i

2

Hastings Ch

Q M coll

Tw

4.00
Wom

: abbots

last’ session

j=

I WARRANT ONE BOTTLE a perfect cure
for all the, wsrst forms of PILES, two to four in
the worst cases of LEPROSY,
SCROFULA,

|
RHEUM, RHEUMATISM, KIDNEYS, DYSPEP.
4.07 | SIA, CATARRH and all diseases «f the SKIN and
BLOOD.
Entirely Vegetable.. Internal and Ex:| ternal use. I authorize and thank all dealers to
return the money and charge it back to me in all
cases of failure. Sent by express to all parts of

5.68
;
2.60
3.05

260
306

Q M coll
€h Wom

Gilberts Mills Ch

the 13th),at. which time it isdesirable that all
the churches shall be represented with statistical reports forthe Register and 10 cents per

church, by
Others are

11.6¢

& Gt Valley

Y

May 7—9, (notwithstanding the Register says

Western.

The 1st Belmont church will be in want of a
“pastor after the 2nd Sabbath in May.
Address F. 8. Sargent,
Rev.
Geo.
Pierce has accepted a call to
has

made...

meeting at Winches-

and added to the Shepherdstown:
the pastor, Sunday, the 3rd inst.
expected ere long to follow. ,

the latter place.

thie pastorate

arrangements can be

with the ®hurch...... Eight persons baptized

at Leighton's Corner, and one-half of the Sabbath afternoons at Ossipee Corner five miles
The 4th Ossipee church worship at
distant.

Bro. Pierce

other

ter, gives 53 or more conversions; nearly all of
whom expect to be baptized soon and to unite

forenoons ~

Sabbath

preaching

present season,

until

The last report from the

chyfreh. Bro. B. has been with this church three
yeaks.

Sunday,

Misshdl

ou
PU ,
HUNGR

pe

x

I

)
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Ei. Soc.
a

2.50
1%

.
7

Wom

1
|

2.50

ar?

Miss Soc for
o
Harvers Perry

with the Ewington church Feb. 11—13.
On
account of bad weather and bad roads but
few of'the churches were represented.
We
were favored bv the presence and labors of
Revs. T. E. Peden, of Jackson, and T. P. Taylor, of Meigs Q. M.
Oa Sabbath, Bro. W. J.
Hartsook was set aparl to the work of the
ministry according to the usages of the denomination.
:
:
: Next session .with the Columbia church,

March 27th, by Rev. €. C. Wainwright, pastor

for the prosperityof the church the society and
Sabbath-sehoul, also for the causeof Christ and

its

i}

Miss Soc
W Bethany Ch

+ Tu B. STINEBAUGH, Clewoy

ATHENS (0.) Q. M.—Held

6 re-

Resolved, That the able and untiring efforts
of our highly esteemed pastor and his family

He will continue to labor with

Register.

the Hinckley

:

persons

Odessa Ch
, Soc
Humphrey
Ch
Cauaraugug
W Bethdny

vB

Ladies’ Missiongry Society, for the use

"There were

[mas

hereby notified to re

received, through

of W. Va. eollege.

!

Rev. G. C. Waterman, therefore:

agent

Rev. A. Striemer,

to part with our beloved pastor,

compel us

The

:

_FOR SALE!

{SA

. Centrat Association.
‘Receipts for March, 1881.
a
F.M.
H.M.
Rev A P Cook Hamlin

_The veteran | good work is being done for the Master. ...
Hinterest-in-behaifof the
i
HOT
.
. West Virginia.
so grandly represents. Essays,select reading and
that day bh he
Ag0
years
52
n
said that
minister
speeches were the exercises of the evening,
number) at
‘Meetings in the W. Va. College closed on the
and at the close a collection was taken for
baptized his first converts (21 in
. Mead- third Sunday in March; six conversions and for their bentit, amounting to $3.85.
Rev.
now
is
whom
May
of
one
Rochester,
aged, blind, six additions to the church. = The brethren are God bless their work.
er, of Dover. Bro. Wentworth is
Next session with the South Bloom church
iy
much revived #hd strengthened, and alt are commencing
infirm and in needy circumstances.
Saturday before the 3d Sabbath
the
Laconia,
ce,
Conferen
inspired
to
work
with
new
courage
for
the
Monthly
the,
Clerks of churches are
in
May, at 10 A. M.
he
:

following action was taken in

T

this sectionof the country. IL seemed like
the pentecostal season, filling the house with
the Spirit ofthe Lord. A collection was taken
on the Sabbath for the benefit of Elder
Ashley, amounting to $17.50. Saturday evenmission work
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Poetry.

raim Ford. Somehow—he could not tell | for our offenses, and was raised again for | of great and constantly increasing power.
how—the memory of the last anniversary | our justification.” Ephraim was all at- His wife is a woman of unusual ability
———————|

whiéh

Mack,

lines,

sented to Li ao

were

inscribed

composed
him

by

the date Enoch’

by

qd

fly-leatofa

the

upon

; for
blished

bars,

_ Where destruction waiting dies—

TE

Pov

through the double
ight,
Father

The

sends

Light,

this

and soul his prize.

shade of cloud and
Compass,

:

Chart

and

To guide his voy’ging children safely life's sea
o'er,
To

the everlasting
blessed shore.

Home

Land,

the . ever

New York City, Jan, 1854.
i--l-

SOICCRIRG.

* Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth.”

I needed ull, the grief and pain,
They were so hard to bear;
And shadow of despair.

© I needed all, the severed ties
And oft-repeated blow,
To win my heart from earthly hope,
A heavenly hope to know.

times, he sought out all the praying men
vice;'and in all those intervening years of the regiment and kept company with
he had given small thought to any of | ypem. It was not lon
ither, before the
these. things ; yet they rose in his mind good néws went back
1
t8&Ephraim
Ford's
‘Pshaw! I think I'm getting nervous!”

And in hushed and tender tone
Ask each other’s full forgiveness
For the wrong that each has done.

At the ending of the day,
Eye and voice would quickly answer,

It was once our Mother's way.”
If our home be bright and cheery,

If it hold a welcome true,
Opening wide its doors of greeting
To the many-—not the few;
If we share our Fathexr’s bounty,
With the needy day by day,
Tis because our hearts remember
“ This was ever Mother's way.”
weary,

‘When our burdens look too heavy,
:

talk

That at last, when lengthening shadows

me.”

on,

for Ephriam

Ford was as yet | oth

hardened,

and

SOBERED AND

SAVED.
It was the night of Good ‘Friday, fine
outlines

for

to

jife .and labor,

and

he laid down
entered

our

offenses,

and

was

justification!

but

raised

the Lamb

of God,”
up.

replied

Then,

recov-

up [do you go?”
_“Torelieve the guard at the east fort.”
the
the | He passed en, and was soon lost to sight.
oc- | *‘ Behold the Lamb of Ged,” Ephraim
again.

soliloquized

“ Why,

that

I used to say it in Sunday-

the) of the world.”

clock-towers would ring out the hour of | school.
That Good Friday had been ful] | Sins.

That will sufficeto blot out my

That's

ang | death

the meaning

of

He died
on the cross.
I remember it all new.

Ephraim Ford had strolled from place to |

Christ's

there

for

place, seeingin these services only matter | Per, too, another *text—‘The blood of
for * fan.” But now that he stood alone | Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all
sol-

that

learning

How well I recollect

sin.’

itary beat, memory began to recall other | 2° 2 Poy! Why, it all comes up so fresh
scenes and other times.
¢Cleanseth us from all gin!’ Thats
He could
re- now.

member, very distinctly, the parents in the

what I want.

Indeed,

my

midst of their little fainily group; the | conscience too, has been
win-

of fan, daring and tricks.
And
there was another recollection
which seemed to strike him hardest of all.
In those days of long
ago, Ephraim h
Bagos, sisters, and
a,
along with his brother
playfellows, attended -a Sunday-school ;
and the anniversaries of the Sunday-

lifs and my

stained

over

and over again with sin. I know that there
are a great many offenses down against

someness ; and the boys, of whom he was
the roughest and noisiest, perhaps, full | m@

in

the

regimental

black-book;

but

that is nothingto God's Book. Nothing
but this can wash’ out my sins. 1 think
1 understand now the meaning of that
text, ‘ Delivered for our offenses.’
Jesus htid not died, there would have
beea no chance for me.”

At this moment the soldier who was to

school were

held on each recurring Eas-

ter Sunday.

These anniversary meetings | the Wo exchanged places.

relieve

Ephraim

Ford

drew

near,

and

As Ephraim

his class-fellows had become useful men. | the home of his youth, he.tried to pray.
Half a dozen or. more had taken the posts

But peace did not come so.

of the former -teachers in that very Sun. { morning Epbraim went eagerly to a place

day-school, while two or thirde more were | Of worship,

wondering if some

preaching the gospel, either in their own | of mercy would reach him.

message”

Two days

or in foreign lands. And as Ephraim re. | previouslyhe had strolled with his com-

ner- | rades from place to place, wandering into different haunts in search of sensation-

sometimes in a | al performances; now he only 0

voice of conscience, un- | hear about Jesus
as the’ Saviour of men,

fottered at last, speaks loudly of ‘a past | especially of himself.

whiokiIs fail
of sin, OVE-of privileges

.

comm

‘than improved,

Almost in, every

despised | church the joyful news of Christ's resurrection was the theme of discourse. Speandof o

Aightof God's | cially ws it in the churchto which -Eph-

Word: . Then, 100, frequently
the still | raim went.

ground of joyful hope to

us.-

The

resur-

@ sinner is drawn toward his only rem- | which had flushed across Ephraim’s mind
as being the textof that anniversary Sun:
ed
oan
lr
- This was how it happened

been slaves.

the nice
being

dinner in

probably

perfect

amazed

at the

Dean

Cole-

compose

without

fir

reading

through

some

Corneille fired

himself with the perusal of “Lucan.”
stone

never

wrote

without

a bottle

Blackof

port

wine on his desk, nor Schiller without a flask of
Rhenish within call. When, his imagination
was sluggish, he would sit with his feet in hot

water, drinking coffee ‘‘to’thaw thé frost on
his wits.”

Montaigne

was

better forfune

with

him?

What

Breeches”? ‘Why should we not expect objec.
tionuble manners? The whole population hay.

ing been written down

pigs, what mattersit

of his favorite tabby, meditated

times, and

the

When

tears

the

the number

poured out her heart to God

he rose not, our hope is also vain, for we With grateful hearts they
| gre yet in our sins. But he triumphed | Claflin, *“ Honey, dis is de
| gyer death, and ascending up on high, | we ‘sperienced religion
| pleads for us before his Father's throne. | While 1 sat in her parlor a
Having risen,

| gnd

prevailing

he became

our

in

said

to Mrs.

bes’ day since
‘years ago.”
few mornings

Mediator | since, some colored women came

to bid

Advocate; and by him | her good-by, nearly heart-broken because

at London;

404 feet ; the Cathedral of Sg. | 8reat man

from
spoils
never
turn.

can

not

wish

they

had

with’ Eph. | day years before,

*“ Who

was delivered

Office, a marble building costing $1,700,-

of the Congregutionalist enjoy weekly,
kindly showed us.
The
Dead-Letter
Office most attracted us. Here 12,000
dead letters are received daily. While 1
was there a handsome, gold seal ring
was taken out of a box, with no address

on the outside or inside. Probably some
one had sent it hastily, supposing of
course that he had directed it. A draft

tell

for over $2,000,000 was sent to a man

came to the Dead-Letter Office, unclaimed.

James was
weeks it was

of beautiful frescoes by Brumidi, an Ital-

snakes,

com-

Few of us are honor-

the

Senate Chamber and the Hall of the Representatives.

The former is a handsome

room eighty-three feet long, with mahogany seats for seventy-six Senators. These
are arranged in semi-circular form about 4

the President’s desk.

The ceiling

returned

to.

Postmaster

After

from

some

across

one

York, England.

a

rattle-snake,

Twelve
are

seen,

al thousand dollars’ worth of articles

are

HUSBANDS AND WIVES.
cast-iron girders, bronze and gilt, formA good husband makes a good wife.
ing deep panels each with a center-piece ‘Some men can neither do without wives
symbolic of the Union, ‘the Army, the nor with them; they are wretched alone
Navy and mechanical arts. The House in what is called single blessedness, and
of Representatives is 115 feet long, with they make their homes miserable when
oak de:ks for 302 members, arranged in they get marridd ; they are like Tomp| semi-circles. The ceiling of this hall re- kin’s dog, which could not bear to be
presents the coats of arms of the States, loose, and howled when it was tied” up.
Surrounding both these rooms are 'gal- Happy bachelors are likely to be happy
leries for reporters and visitoss.
husbands, and a happy husband
is the
One can not help wishing, as the tobachappiest of men. A well-matched couple
co smoke comes up to the galleries from carry a joyful life between them, as the
the
orable members of Congress who
two spies carry the cluster of Eschol.

‘ture prohibiting smoking ‘in the House
were in force here. It is quite natural

that ladies should be interested in secing
the

men

who

govern them,

make

the

laws

which

and it is unpleasant for

some of them, and for many good men as
well, to hear the eloquent speeches in the

smoke incident toa club or a bar. ros.

The richest men in the Senate Are, said
to be Mr. Fair

of Nevada,

Irish born;

They are a brace of birds of Paradise.

They multiply their joys by sharing them,
and lessen their troubles by dividing
them.

This [1.48 fine

Among the brightest in the Senate

ley from Connecticut, an

affable, ' genial

man, and _ cladsical speaker, sud Hon.

William P. Frye of Maine, whose quick-

ness ‘and grasp offmind make Lim a man

‘The

wagon of care rolls lightly along as they
pull together, and. wheh it drags

a little

heayily,or there is a hitch anywhere, they
love each other all the more, and so lighten the lubor.—John Ploughman.
NE

who

"It was a four-year-older

a

LLL

amen
SEan
E

David Davis of Illinois, a portly man over ** Papa, have you
fitty ; Mr.Mahoae of Virginia; Mr. Came- town to-day that
whip you for, if
ron of Pennsylvania; Mr Haleof Maine,
9)
Aref?
0
and several others, each worth their mil-lions.

arithmetic.

done anything down
you think I ought to
I were as big as you

etl

Sone

desk, with his books round

The man who farms his brains to their
full extent year after year,

and does

not

believe in occasional fallowing, will find
at last that brains, like land, will run out.,
v
A

some guffaws would

have kep
him t
almost

pleasantly in men’s ‘hearts and minds.

Thes:

oddities of his are not so much affeetationsas

idiosyncrasies ill-managed and from the begin.

ning too much indulged.

Permanent, direct

2

Dubs

him and with

Latin.

groen dress of soft cashmere and striped vel-

vet, quietly stitching a dainty bit of lace upon

the edge of a cambric handkerchief.

der General Garfield turns
ward her, while he speaks
his books. “You see,” he
litical life fossilizes a man

No won-

with loving eyes
of his devotion
says warmly, *
unless he has

toto
pothe

strength to introduce a vivifying element.

I

have been eighteen years continuously in polities. For eighteen years I have been busy in
the House of Representatives during

the ses-

sions, and during the recesses at Washington.

aiding the Republican cause by stump-spesk-

ing or by any other means that offered by
which to advance the party which is, as I
think, most fitted to maintain the country’s in-

tegrity”

Crabb’s fancies about himself sare so euri-

Yet there never was a time when 1

was toe busyfo study the works of great think-

biography of him which bests
oii the subject :
“He

Mrs. Garfield has largely assisted
.in

en her boys through .Cmsar's Commentaries.
At’the present moment she is seated in her
bright morning-room, clad in a simple dark

fa-

ous that we will quote the passage in his son’s

TASTE.
:
Of what is his talk? Mostly of books. He is
a fuir classical scholar, a graduate of Williams
College, Massachusetts; and he has taught his
wife something more than the rudiments o
the education of her five children, and bas tak-

miliar objects by.
* Milton could, he said, never compose anything to satisfaction except between the vernal
and autumnal equinox.
At those seasons his
poetry came like an inspiration.
At other
times, in spite of the most strenuous efforts, he
would be unable to bring to the birth a single
verse. Thomson, Collins and Gray had the
same superstition about themselves. Johnson,
with his usual bluff common sense, ridicules
such fancies, and calls them unworthy of any
sensible man—the good Doctor’s theory being
that a man who had the power of writing, always could write * if he set himself doggedly to

ers, and to make notes and comments on their
wisdom.

During my military life I looked in-

fancied that autumn was on the whole Jo the subject of the histories
of armies since
the most favorable season f
him fir the . fom" thé days of Sesostris; bere
you see my notes.
position of poetry, but therd was something in on that course of
reading.”
So saying, he

the effect of a sudden fall of{snow that appear-

ed to stimulate

him

takes

in a very extraordinary

manner.
It was during a great snow-storm
that, shut dp in his room, he wrote almost currente calamo his ‘Sir Eustace Gray.
Lat.
terly he worked chiefly at night after all the
family had retired.”
!
William. Prynne,
the voluminous author of
‘‘ Histriomastix,” was nothing
‘without a
long quilted cap which came an inch over his
eyes.”
Buffon was helpless without a spotless
shirt and a starched frill. Still stranger were
the whims of Graham, the author of ‘The
Sabbath,” and Hogg, the Ettrick Shepherd,
who, if we are to believe De Quincey, found
their vein never ran happily unless they sat
down to their tasks with boots and spurs on.
An eminent modern novelist finds his pen and
his imagination powerless unless he sits sirfrounded by lighted candles in a darkened
room, and Horace Walpole tells us that Lord
Orrery found no stimulus so eflicacious as a
sharp fit of the gout. The great dutch scholar,
Isaak Vossius, and our own poet, John Phillips; would employ a servant
to comb their
hair, whilst they meditated their works; Coleridge told Hazlitt that when engaged in com-’
position he never found his vein so happy us
when he was walking over uneven ground or
making his way through a coppice with the
twigs brushing his face. Wordsworth, on the
other hand, preferred a straight gravel walk,
where he could wander
mechanically and
without any impediment to. and fro, and in
this way almost all his later poems were com-

posed.

Lord

Bacon had a fancy for inhaling

the fumes of a bottle of claret
Woured out on
earth that had been newly upturned.— Selected.
At Ame

OARLYLE'S
Some of these

°°

portraits are not so pleasant,

though one likes to read of Leigh

Hunt

as

‘free, cheery, idly melodious,” which is the
very Bkimpole of * Bleak House” over again;
but one does not like to read of his household,
which was “ hugger-mugger, unthrift and sor-

-| ing this: “ We sat on the sofa together; our
talk was long and earnest; topic ultimately
the usual one, steady approach of democracy,
with revolution (probably explosive) and a

finis uncomfortable to man; steady decay of all
morality,” and so ‘England would have to
collapse

into

shapeless

ruin,”

ete.,

up

etc.,

ete.

a large

book, full of memoranda,

of

queries, of quotations, and of original dissertstions in his own handwriting, in Greek and
Latin, in French, German and Edglish.
‘“ At another time,” he continues, “I became

deeply

erature.

interested

in the

Goethean

lit-

Tere ~a#€ my cullings from that

mine of gold, with original comments.
Again,
I wanted to know what all the great thinkers
of the world had had to say about woman; so

-

here you see excerpts gleaned from innumera-

ble sources, in various

languages.

Another of

my literary. occupations has been that of mak-

ing collections of the charming things we read
in current journalism.
We see something that
strikes us as beautiful in a daily or weekly
newspaper; something we should like to read

again, to let our children read.
lost, torn up, and

ed forever.

The paper gets

the literary gem

has vanish-

My wile and I have had a habit of

cutting such pretty things out and pasting
them in scrap-books}”
He points to a shelf

full of these bulging volumes.

* I have,” Gen-

eral Garfield is careful to explain, ** never had

time to write a book.

You see, I huve been

eighteen, nay, twenty-one years continuously
in office. Mr. Gladstone goes out‘of office, ang
has time to translate his Homer.
Lord Bedconsfield goes into retirement. and hus leisure
to pen his caustic novels. Iam never out of
office; and beyond a few mag zine articles on
military, agricultural and political subjects, J

have rever had

time to prepare anything for

publication.”
* Of modern poets,” he says, * Tennyson has
eaten most ‘into my life.
Of eourse I have
lived on Shakespeare since my earliest boyhood. I nibblé at all sorts of literary diet; bat,

after all, modern poetry like Tennyson's is
something which is deliciously sweet and pal| stable,

REMINISCENCES.

und

which

never

palls

on

my, taste,

though 1 partake of it mever so frequently.”
Books, buoks, books, an atmosphere ot books:
up and down the stairways, through the halls,
on hanging kbelves.
In the drawing-room,
where a fine book-case is full of handsome editions of Shakespeare, Milton, Scott, Dickens,

Thackeray; of Spenser, Beaumont and Fietcher, Murlowe, Green, Peele, Dryden;

of ull the

leading editions of Horace, of Goethe, Buckle,
Disraeli,

Sumner,

Thomas

Jefferson..

In the

dining-room, where ure seen Audubou’s Birds,
Macauluy’s History, and Motley’s, and Thierys

and Guizot’s, and Martinéau’s and:Green’s
und
Hume's. Oyer this dining-room book-case is
the bead of & Rocky Mountain sheep, with its
curious wrinkled antlers just as io life, and its
large dark eyes well mimicized in glass by the
taxidermist.”
Around the dining-room fireplace are painted tiles.— Correspondencéd of an
English paper:

LITERARY

NOTES.

¢ British Poland ” is the

satirical

title of »

But tke great shock of the book will be the
portait of Chates Lamb—strange and sad, history of Ireland which. a prominent Home
;
with his “insuperable proclivity to gin,” and Ruler has written.
Italy has mere
than 1,800 periodicals aud
his (‘talk contemptibly small, indicating won
ull collection of them will
drous, ignorance and shallowness.” “Othéy pid-" rlewspapers, an

tures there are, but these are sufficient for my

purpose, which is to indicate what will be called the personalities of this book, before saying

be seen at the Nutional Exhibition in Mileng,

Mr. Herbert Spencer is at work upon his au-

tobiography.

Iii heulth hay prompted him to

‘something of other personalities in literature,
about which when they were published the

a task

sometimes, it may be thought,

world made no wild hullabaloo, but swallowed
them with grateful smack and Oliver’s prayer
le Dermody, a poor, miserable, spirit-drinking,

M. Bastien Le Page’s famous painting of
Jeanne d’Arc, now on exhibition among the
paintingsof the Sociéty of American Artists,
is being engraved by Cole for the June Serid-

scribbling

mer."

for more. Long ago Mr. Carlyle used to coupIrishman,

with

William

Haglitt,

which

has power to rejuvenate,

:

who was surely something better. Our first
impulse is to go into heroical defense of Lamb,
of DeQuincey, perhaps of other objects of Mr,

The great and deseryed success of thé Chil‘dren's Kitchen Garden system, of whick Miss

Carlyle’s wrath, when suddenly a sense of the

moter, has created a demand for a primer: bas.

utter absurdity of discussing the matter, recol-

lection perhaps of that often mentioned dysgion of criticism.

in any pas-

In preparing ¢ Reminiscen-

Emily Huntington has been the principal proed upon Miss Huntington’s larger boek,containing the songs and exercises repeated
i by

the Kitchen
Garden children. . +

George Eliot left a personal estate valued at
ces,” it 16 a sine qua non that only that should
be put down which is actually remembered; $200,000, exclusive of property in her copyyet we are extremely sorry that one whom we rights, 1f she had lived in America she would
relly respect, and to whom we owe so much, probably have not written. at all, and, if she
should have had the bard luck to meet with had, the chances are very good that she would

‘have died in debt.

so many disagreeable people. st,

rere

love. If he had been ten times more cynical,”
his humor breaking out sometimes into whole.

Tribune.

He had a hat with
impended in front of

pepsta, saves us from indulgence

asked:

such we not only tolerate but, in a manner,

pipe and yet requir,
—
ee ————
he bethought him of | PRESIDENT GARFIELD'S LITERARY

sold which have come through the office did collapsed; and had to be associated with
and are unclaimed. Strange asiimay seem, on cautious terms.” Of Harriet Martinean we
the majority of these mistakes, I was told, are told that she was “full of Nigger fanati| cisms,” ‘with much more of the same kind.
are not. made by the ignorant, but by
The sketch of Southey given in the Appendix,
evidently cultivated persons.—S. K. B., 80 far as Southey himself is concerned, is one
of the most cheerful in the book.
in Congregationalist .
One com«
prehends the congeniality of the Laureate read-

is of

man of exceptional genius,

veracity, honesty, and some effort to be instead
hig Essays.”
._ | of seeming.—Chas. I. Congdon,
in N. ¥.

Tp

the

which were sent alive through the mail,
but not being mailable matter, cgme to
the Dead.Letter Office. Each year sever-

No other hand has yet been found

The two.rooms of most interest are

appefled

edit to New

he became an old man, and died a year or

equal to the work.

appear,

ocean, the sender having carelessly direct-

ian, who worked upon them for years, till

ed like Brumidi in baving our places so
long unfilled. It is the lot of most to step
out of life and be missed very little.

Another large draft was sent to New

York, and failing to

interest at the Capitol.
In the rotunda,
180 feet above the pavement, is ‘a series

pleted.

in

Chicago, giving only his last name, and
as there were many of the same name, it

remained

half

whose

letters from Washington the adult readers

there.
One work of art especially has touching

two ago, when they were just

thousands

000, ghrough which «“ W. R. H.,”

an original. Going abroad quite
some persons, so that they seem
to have common sense after they reThey sigh for the OId World until

their friends

their

of visitors every year. The former is now
used as a medical museum.
:
Among the many other points of interest in Washington is the General Post-

Isaac at St. Petersburg, 36:5 feet, and the
Hotel des Invalides over Napoleon's tomb
at Paris, 323 feet. The Capitol has already cost about $13,000,000.
It would be impossible to teil of the
pictures and pieces of statuary in this
great building, of which our country may
well be proud. It seems to be quite the
fashion with some people to laugh at the
works of our own artists and sculptors,
while they go into ecstasies over anything
they find in the Pitti Palace at Florence
or the Pinakothek at Munich; very likely
over some copy which they

, attract

die

A

of stalwart idealisms, of a real tenderness of
nature under his noli me tangere exterior, not
really hating but even pitying almost to tears

have, but only an indirect influence tending to

writings.
Hobbes had the same weakness,
“ten or twelve pipes with a candle” being his
invariable concomitants at the desk;and Dr.
‘Parr was not less dependent on tobggco.
Southey could never write a line except at his

it.”

simply unbearable, and a creature sedu

to be avoided.

influence upon the world, its thoughts, habits,
wisdoms or even follies, such a man cay not

never happy with-

way he produced his voluminous and valuable

If [8 way none will ever forget who heard it.

Strangeto say, the text seGen. Joseph R. Hawsmall voice of God's Spirit speaks, and | lected for the sermon was that very one are two new-comérs,

.

Milner,

Psalmanaazar,

made a hole to support his pipe, thus securing the double advantage of shading his eyes and enjoying without
inconvehience his favorite luxury, and in this

first

found | fide dinner was finished, without a sug-

were still kept up—at least, so his sister | étWrmed to the barracks and turned in for
told him in her letters ; and while he haq | the pight, his thoughts still kept him com:
tarned out “wild” and headstrong —fin- pany
; and when morning broke, he was
ishing up a course of folly with enlist- still pondering anxiously over.the quessea that the excellent law
ment into a regiment bound for foreign tions which the Holy Spirit had suggested oe
service—some of the lads who had beep | ANd a8 the awakened soldier remembered]. recently adopted by the Kansas Legisla-

~ Such’ seasons come

once

ate

the | Silence,

That old | reqtjon of Christis a solemn verity.

each sentinel was at his proper post. the whole verse runs "thus, ‘Behold the
Good Friday was almost gone. In another | Lamb of God which taketh away the sin

called all these particulars,
he grew
vous‘and spellbound, as it were,

[they

At

Yet Ephraim Ford won | hsndsome house and table, but finally be-

to me to- | ;¢ hig translation. of the Bible,

night, as he went his rounds to see that | i8 the very thing that I want.

their quiet, maidenly

Shadwell, De

Quincey,

cantos of the “ Faery Queen.”

With all the wealth and gayety of
Washington there is also the direst pover-

the | ,0;y
4 heathen to the cross during ‘his | gan talk of old

Those words slipped out.
in my mindas I came up, so I unconsciously gave them.
The password is
¢ bravery.’ ”
You may pass on.

| Ford
of the

under the midnight sky, or paced his

|so he said, his imagination.

selves with opium, as De Musset was helpless
without absinthe. Gray seldom sat down to

night!” he soliloquized again.
:
** Why, Jesus, only the records of eternity will gestion from anybody, they began to sing
it all comes up so fresh that I'm sure they | 401;
their peculiar hymns, swaying their bent
must be praying for me at home. That's
Now the truth which was the ground of | forms backward and forward as they sang.
the secret! What a queer text, ¢ Deliv- hope to the soldier, may be also the | Then all fell upon their knees
and one of

the soldier who came

family Circle.

b]

ow
; are said
Cratinus
and Enunius

ridge and Bishop Horsley, stimulated them-

that special efforts | 8Way if they desired to, and there is not

language,

some | popyenly rest,

him

ering himself immediately,he added
with some confusion: “I beg pardon.

of services of one kind and another,

and

life-time ; and How many more, by means | Streamed down their cheeks.

‘“ Behold

of

the natives

Thus® his soliloquy | 116 Cingalese

* Who goes there ? Advance and give
the password.”

Mark the evening of life’s day,
They may find us waiting calmly
“ To go home our Mother's way.”

the chimes

** For this my son was dead,

about it, they | pypaliy after translating the Bible into | Who had

sins P?
Footsteps in the distance!
Instantly
the soldier's senses were on the alert.
Seizing his musket more tightly, he advanced and called out—

Thus we keep her memory precious,
‘While we never cease to pray

casional challenging of the oa

mind | gong

Is there nothing that can blot out my

“ Let us do our duty bravely,
This was our dear Mother's way.”

of Gibraltar loomed
Nothing disturbed
midnight hour save
of each sentry and the

guage,

now. It wouldn’t have been half so hard | « wa are justitied from all things,” from | she was to leave Washington. to repent thenas it is now. That's what | o1:oh we « could not be justified by the
I went one Sabbath to the colored Romy old teacher used to tell me.
I don't law of Moses.”.—
man Catholic church to hear what is perEnglish Paper.
know what he would say if he knew all!
baps truly called the finest music in WashAh, but God knows all I”
THINGS OF INTEREST IN WASHINGington, given by a colored choir.
The
He stopped, and in his ignorance he:
leading singer is a dress-maker who has
TON.
_
tried to pray. It was the first prayer
Next to the White House, perhaps, the a wonderful voice. The ceremonies of
which he had offered since his entering
high mass, the little boys in their purple
the service
; and he stumbled and stam- most interesting thing in Washington is dresses and
white, tunics ringing the bells
the
Capitol,
an
immense
white
marble
mered over it, like a child just learning,
-and performing their devotions, are very
\building,
751
feet
long
and
324
feet
broad,
totalk.
And this was what he said:
covering three and one-half acres of high attractive to the colored people, so that
*“ My offcnses, Lord, q8re dreadful—so
ground overlooking the Potomac. In the the church is always crowded.
many that I can not number them.
Ford’s Theater, a plain, drab, threeLord, forgive. How shall 1 be forgiven? center is a grand dome, 307 1-2 feet." It story building,
where Booth shot Abraham
I've wandered away from the teaching of is said that only a few buildings in the
Lincoln,
and
the
red brick house on the
my youth — from
my
pious father’s world are higher than this: Among them
opposite side ; # the street, where the
are
St.
Peter’s
at
Rome,
458
feet
;
St.
Paul’s
prayers; and I have sinned against thee.

Should you wonder at this custom

defiant

his

I don’t
forget his.text. My offenses!
This is
the day on which Christ died for my
offenses! Ah, I wish I were a boy again
in that Sunday-school! I hadn't half as
many sins to answer for then as I have

‘Do we gather close together,

'

As-

a

preacher is dead and gone,

One sweet face upon the wall,

with

wrote

and fro only served to make

again for our

Oft within our little cottage,
As the shadows gently ‘fall,
‘While the sunlight touches softly

girls,

:

seldom

out his cat, and with the pen in his right hand
while the left was smoothing the glossy back

ered

‘MOTHER'S WAY.”

Ad

philosopher,

books have

close to him.
Outward voices may be | co pi
His reciment being ordered to | destitute that they live in ** dug-outs” or
silenced,
but the inward monitor speaks Ceylon, he engaged shortly after in mis- holes in the ground. They came here
:
{
more loudlyin solitude. So his pacing
hy wir, have
no money to ) move
:
to sionary work, and became 0. useful after the

“Can't think what's come

*0-O©-0-O

And we deem the right all wrong,
Then we gain a new, fresh courage,
As we rise’and brightly say,

with the good nature of Sir Wilfred Lawson of England, recently made an impressive and eloquent
; address upon an; unpopularM'& theme, butat one
Ol fast gaining in popu-

and shouldering his i3 alive again; he was lost, and is found.”
to and
Ephraim Ford remained in the army | ty: A large part of the 60,000 colored
fro, as if he would banish all serious | gf... oma little time longer; but God in | Population is wretchedly poor. I was
thought.
But a man’s thoughts stick |.}:o providence had”tesigned better things | told on reliable authority that some are so

quick.

"And e’en the shadowy vale of death
With radiant light is crowned.
—A. W. in Evangelist.

twelve.

the

+: | chylus, Eupolis,

Fn

musket, he paced more vigorous

of these recolfections cut

Sometimes when our hearts grow
Or our task seems very long,

|

said he to himself;

far from. being

* And healing streams abound;

hoar

FANCIES OF AUTHORS.

politics nor religion—why should makers or
was to be hoped from one who began hy defin.
ing Man as “an omniverous Biped that wears

without dosing himself with hellebore.

as if he had listened to them only that | ,)q home; and the fecble, gray-headed | 18ity, a constitutional ampendment on the
very day. What could it.mean?
parents echoed again the grateful lan- liquor question.

went

oO, blessed faith! life’s waste grows green

quarter of an

;

~.

Catneades,

sin and unhallowed pleasure had the four jn the room of his bad companions of old | Perance, is Hon. Henry W. Blair, who,

think about

And helplessness to see;
I needed all to show me self,
And lead, O Christ, to thee.

of the citadel
majestically.
stillness of that
measured tread

In! | lastNL
campaign.
tic

yeas been which had succeeded that ser-

hear - ‘other folks

I needed all, my sinfulness

. and clear, and the grim,

Henceforth all became
as changed.

and attractiveness, accompanying
him,
like Mrs. Gladstone, when he made his
political speeches through the State in the

more active.
:
| were made to obtain his discharge. That | enough work for a quarter of them.
sad as he preferved a Jong
«¢ I shouldn't wonder if the oldfolks at point being gained, he received an apMrs. ex-Governor Claflin of Massachu- | (qo ctor
hands,
home are praying for their soldier-son! pointment as missionary” laborer among | €US: whom the colored people, as well as a very ingenious device.
{ know they think great things of their un. | 5, Cingalese, and worked in their midst the white, greatly love, gave a Christmas an enormous brim, which
niversary day, and may be when they |o ooo) years with great acceptance. dinner to nearly fifty poor colored women his face; through this he

Aye, all that weight of agony,

EPHRAIM FORD

his

as

announcing

preacher

gray-haired

Winds and the tide-drifts sweep,

Over the shrouded deep. .
Urging our vessel on the rocks and quicksand

to make our life

ever

Kiternry Miscellany:

thay one pig is a little cleaner than another, or
[text the glorious words, ** Who was de- | place of swearing, drunkenness, and Sab- | One of the
men in and
the | BAI
composehad. tillhimself
they has a somewhat less
clouds shut out | Jivered for’ our offenses, and was raised bath-breaking, he became noted for so- Senate as wellfinest
as onelooking
of the noblest,
Coo intoxicated. down
Drydento often
dissonant grunt? An or.
;
again for our justification.”
How full of briety, prayer, and Bible-reading; while deserving the honor of all who love tem- { pled, and, like Fuseli, ate raw. meat to assist, .dinary man chronically in this mood would be

ee
Night on our sea-path—and
\
the shore—

Waiting

he

attended, rose up before | tention now.
Like cold water to a thirsty
him. Fresh as yesterday, it rose up before | oul’ came the: good news.of the finished
his mental vision,
and the picture
.of theY | work of Christ for him.
x
>

THE BOOK.
roltowing

The

¢ TN

Loh

So long as ne international

literahe
: .
‘
low-craftsmen astonishes us for a moment, but ture.
only while its freshness makes:us forget the Dr, McCosh,in a lécture in Boston delivered
long career of querulosity which has preceded lately, said that the three men on this conti
nent best qualified to speak o scientific : ques
ft. Apart from domestig relations, not much tions.
are’ Professor Duna, of Yule; Professor
hag been satisfactory to this difficult man all’ Dawson,.of Montreal, and Prof. Guyot, of
his life—neither philosophy nor poetry nor }Princeton,
Mr. Carlyle’s latest frée~handling of his fel-

”

law exists, there can bo Do American

A
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y
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|_session a knowledge
of the Way in

which to

the

Western

Magazine,

and

Gra-

ham’s. Her first published sketches that
Itis
obtained any notoriety were collected in a
h
whic
h,
birt
his
at
y
autobiograph that
volume called the ‘‘ Mayflower.” They
wrap
was premature, be was ¢ actually
consist
mostly of pictures of New Engly
fair
g
bein
ped up and laid aside” as not
land life and character, a theme that she
e,
nurs
the
g,
dyin
her
mot
The
alive.
has enlarged upon in some later works,
thought she would look at the infant, and and of which she is regarded as the most
wash
d
to
finding it breathing, conclude
brilliant and fascinating expounder.
and dress him, though from its feeble
it was in-these earlier sketches and a
condition she felt “it was a pity he
few
Sunday-school books ‘that the womHe was
hadn't: died with his mother.”
an
of
genius first began tay be conscious
told
is
iv
that
so very slight and puny
of her powers. Meanwhile her life was
the
and
t
pot
quar
a
into
put
that he was
receiving those experiences and discilid shut down. “The puny weakling lived
pline
which was tofit her for the producve,
thro
however, and not only lived, but
tion
of
that great work with which her
;
rebody
and
mind
grew in strength of
fame is inseparably connected. ‘Uncle
the
er
aded
fath
r-he
clea
his
from
ed
ceiv
Tom's Cabin ” may or may not be a novel"
- blacksmith, the chance of obtaining a lib-, after the highest artistic standard; its
use-and
eral education ; lived an upright
wonderful popularity may have been,
ful life ; ‘achieved a grand reputation as a doubtless was, owing to other causes
preacher, reformer and theologian, and than its strict literary merit, but after
he became proverbial as * the father of allitisa great work.
The wonderful
. more brains than any man in America.”
grouping
of
its
pictures,
the
beauty and
He was three times married, and was the
the pathos of its language, the skillful
father of eleven children.
characterization,
will always place it in
The best known of them, after the elothe
highest
rank
of
stories.
quent, gifted Henry Ward is Mrs. Stowe,
The
story
was
written
in the course of
the subject of this sketch. She was one
one
winter,
amid
much
care,
anxiety and
was
and

related in Rev. Lyman Beecher's

Her
born at Litchfield, Conn., in 1812.
rare
,
intellect
large
of
woman
a
_ mother,

veins

culture and refined taste, in whose

hero,

Revolutionary

a

ran the blood of

died when ‘she was but

General Ward,

Beecher ‘married

Dr.

four years old.

of Hartiet's earliest

one

of Maine, and

Porter,

a Miss

again in about two years,

‘memoriea was of a ‘‘beautiful lady, very
fair, with bright blue eyes, and soft auburn hair,” who came to her one night as

she lay in bed and told her that she loved

her and was going to be her mother. She
fulfilled her word in every sense, and was

truly a mother t4%the young girl and her

brothers and sisters who had been so
sadly orphaned.
Would it not have been pleasant to

peep

in upon

shat home?

the domestic

circle of

Harriet herself ip some late

toil, apd first appeared in the columns

of

the Vatéofiai Era. un anti-slavery newspaper of Washington, D. C.

The follow-

ing year, 1852, it was published

in

bgok

form by a Boston publishing house, and
immediately met with extraordinary success. Mrs. Stowe had told her husband
tha she hoped it would bring her enough
to purchase what she had long wanted,
a new silk dréss. Her surprise and gratification can be imagined when she received
the sum of $10,000, from her publisher,

as

his

first settlement.

Probably

no

scholarly

brow

had

even

then

stamped him as the futury reasoner

and

arch, inquisitive,

theologian, Harriet, an

year following she went

which she returned

to

with

Europe, from

a mind

stored

found

eXpres-

with riches thut afterward

stodious little being, and Henry Ward, sion in that rich and entertaining volume,
whose prattling syllables were all the in- ¢¢ Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands.”
Mrs. Stowe's next novel was also an
_dieation-he gave of the future orator and
interesting one, “*Drec though not nearly
expounder.
:
GeograThe atmosphere the young girl moved as powerful us its predecessor.
phy
for
“My
Children,”
‘The
Pearl
of Orr's
in was decidedly intellectual, and her
child life developed itself amid

the

most

healthful and quickening influences. She
«nanifested a love for booksata very early
uge, and read everything she could lay her
hands en. There was not the great abundance of readingin those days for children

Island,” and *“The Minister's Wooing,"em-

ployed her pen during the succeeding
eight years. She also made another trip
to Europe, sojourneying for the most part

in Italy, where is laid

the

scene of her

story,
* Agnes of Sorrento,” which appeared as a serial in the Atlantic Month-

that exists to-day, but Harriet read the
ly for 1862.
*¢ Arabian Nights,” ** Don Quixoté,” and
“In
the year 1864 Mr. and Mrs: Stowe
«« Marmion” and “The Ladyof the Lake.” |
Later she relates the pleasure it gave her took up-their residence in Hartford, Conn.,

and the other children when their father
told them that they could read Scott's
novelsand Byron's poetry. Ivanhoe” was
long
a source of exquisite delight to the
ardent young reader, and she tells us

EL

BRED. EL walhi oT eat

mosfof the

winter

she

months.

She

character,

she

heard

of Byron's

:

but

plaintive

and rhythmical,

which has appeared in a bound

Iler long series of felic

volume.

and highly

Harriet was an indefatigable student at
echool. She was not fond of play, but
was known as rather an ‘absent-minded,

appreciated papers in the _4t/aniic, have
all heen republished and widely sold in

reticent

She

book form, viz : “Little Foxes,” ‘House dnd

showed a peculiar cleverness in her com-

“Home Papers,” “Old Town Folks,”
and “‘Sam Lawson's Stories,” ¢¢ Pink and
White Tyranny” appeared originally in
Old and New. “My Wife and I" perhaps the
best of her stories after ‘Uncle Tom's Cabin,” and * The Minister's Wooing,” ran
as a serial in the Christian Union.
Mrs. Stowe is a fertile and rapid writer
but she always writes with purpose, and
though neither didactic or
dogmatic,
avowedly uses fiction as a vehicle for instruction. Her ‘“moral” generally “points”
itself and
adorns the
tale” which

and: quiet

young

at one

time

lady.
elicited

her

father's applause By her treatment of a
subject which few young girls of twelve
to-day weuld care to grapple with. It
was, * Can the’ Immortality of

the

Soul

be proved by the Light of Nature?” She
naively says that * it was the proudest
moment of her life,” when she heard ber

father express

his approbation of her

school-girl production. She had a nat‘ural genius for writing, but many years

were to pass before she was to secure her
well earned fame, years of earnest,

con-

tinued, oftentimes painful labor. And here
the young people may as well be told that

the facility which the orator and the anto coin money and to mold men’s
is acquired just as the musician's

of the art of composition
most

* by long, patient, ‘persevering effort, by tion in
Mrs,

Stowe

what may be

called her outward
life ag a teacher in
her sister Catherine's school, at Hartford,
where she remained several years. In
1832 she accompanied

casual

her

The

her father to Cin-

cinnati, where he had a position as President of the theological seminary.
Here
- the Lwo sisters," after a brief respite open. ed another school which flourished for a

time.
Miss Catherine eventually organized larger and more important educa-

- reader

as well

find

rare

-The

man to whom she gave her hand and
‘heart was Prof, Calvin E. Stowe, who

Obituaries

should

For the
for those

writings,” while

the

deep’

vests them with a power

and a

perma-

nence not generally attained by works

fiction.

She seemsto be one

of

of the few

writers of whom readers never tire.”
In person Mrs. Stowe is delicate and

small, with light gray eyes, and curling
gray hair that was once black. Her face:
though not particularly
attractive in repose, has a sunny smile that lends won-

soned with wit, that will keep her face
young and bright under whatever lines

advancing age may write upon it.
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FRANK J., son of Dea. James and Lydia
Rean, died Jan. p, in Deerfield, N. H., aged 27
_yeurs, 2 months and 4 days. He was converted in 1866, was baptized by Rev. G. 8. Hill
and united with the church in D.. He was 8
man of fine talent and education.
e graduated at Phillips Acadamy, Exeter, N. H., and
afterwards entered Harvard college, but was
obliged to leave on account of failing eyesight.
He was a sweet singer and used his power of
song for the praise of the Lord in many different churches.
For two years he traveled,
singing beautiful songs, cheering many hearts,
and belping souls
heavenward.
He had a
great memory and could repeat more than half
the Psalms.
Of late he occupied a good
posi-

tion with the ‘central department

of the

pect to hear him

sing again

in
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Ten weary weeks of pain were borne by her
with Christian fortitude ynd sweet resignation,

'
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the Institution #8 the best commercial college in
New England.
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recious Saviour. She was a faithful and beoved member of the church and Sabbathschool, adorning her profession in all things.
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her character was so molded-Dy Christian influences as to give rich promise of future usefulness. About four years ago she sought an

away to be forever with the Lord.

Summer
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mer term

save

cheered by the presence
of Jésus, till as earth’s
fondest. ties were severed.
her free spirit soared
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address

Me.
Rev. T. F. MILLETT,
Principal, with
competent assistants.
College Preparatory, Normal, Classical and Scientific courses of study
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both sexes.
Board, $2.50 per week. Total
expenses per year, $125.
Rooms for self boarding,
$2 to $4 per term.
Training department for teachers free. Spring term begins
Feb. 8, 1881. Sum-
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who knew her. ‘Nurtured from infancy in p
godly hom, and, blessed with spperior advantages for the caltivation dbf
mind and heart,

Jesus

New

or college.
For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. 5.“I'ASKER, Secretary.

1881,. She was 4 beautiful girl, fondly cherished in the fumily and greatly esteemed by all
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For further in-
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25, 1862, and died in Newbury, Vt., March 14,
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the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves. They act
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic symptoms, such
"he only
as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn, etc.

OL1vE E., daughter of Seth and Elmira P.
Glover, wus born in Plymouth, N. H., Feb.

interest in Christ

Expenses low.

“11,

April

formation address the Principal

mittent Fevers, Want of . Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, ete. Enriches

tield of battle, in defense of the Union.
Seven
were present at his death and funeral, whom he
took by the hand when dying, beseeching them
separately, to live Christian lives, ahd meet
him in heaven.
He prayed much for all, and
bore very patiently his severe sufferings, submitting all to God, espécially the future of his
very dear. wife, with whom he had lived many
All
years in mutual love and confidence.
ready to go God took him home.
His funeral”
was largely attended. - Rev. J. 8, Burgess of
Lewiston preached upon * Christ the Rock”
amidst deep solemnity and the closest uttention.
Com.
|

Full board of teachers.

Spring term,
June 16, 1881.

course
sexes.

capable.

fell

Wyoming
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are fitted for teaching and for college. Business

and denomingtion of

fought and

lydleow ,

M,, Principal, or C. A. Farwell,
Pittsfield, Me.; Ang. 2, 1830

his choice, he uniformly sought her peace and
general prosherliy,
In the decimation and
wenkness of the church, once large and influential, he felt more or less cast dotvn, but was
not discouraged
in his religious libors and
many prayers for her welfare. He had takea
the Morning Star without interruption since
its earliest publication.
He had been for some
years previous to his death, Justite of the
| Peace, and engagedin town business, in which

he had proved himself reliable

Rheuma-~

Ma.

SEMINARY.—Pike,

many

The father of eleven children, all survive

with

York. This school was never in better condition for fotng thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care.
fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary and
English Course. For full catalogue.
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IRVING B. SMITH.

years.
He professed faith in Christ, and became
a member of the 1st F. B. church of
Wiymond, at fifteen years of age, since when:
he had humbly followed the Lerd. and served
him with fidelity of purpose and life.
Strong-

ly attached to the church

afilicted
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-| duration, ended t o life of our
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for years had defied the skill of the Physician and
tge Power of Medicine, have been cured by half a
dozen bottles. Clarke's Rheumatic Elixir is sold
by all respectable druggists. $1.00 per bottle, six
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Send for circular to
the proprietor,
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She has

HeNxrY TENNEY died at Raymond,
Feb. 25, aged 70 years and 10 months.

name
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four hours.
Rheumati¢ ~ Fever
in
three
to
four days, and many chronic Rheumatism, that

. It is RECOMMENDED
by Physicians, Missionaries,
anagers of Plantations, Worke«Shops, aud
Ministers,
Factories, Nurses in Hospitals—in short, by Everybody
everywhere
who has ever given it a trial

I

ing a short illness of eight days, he was often
engaged in prayer; spoke hopefully of death,
although not realizing it so near.
His last
words were,
They that trust in the Lord
shall he as Mount Zion.”
Elder 8S. Aldrich
the funeral discourse
from these
preached
words: ‘“ Blessed are the dead which die in the
Lord, from henceforth. Yea, saith th: Spirit,
that they anay rest from their labors; and
their works do follow them.”
CARRIE A. BASSETT.

endeared ber to all who Knew

etc.,
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tism or Neuralgia : Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir
cures the worst cases of Neuralgia in from two to

NO FAMILY

Dur-

| SisTER PorLy, widow of Dea. Franklin
Hall, died in Chelsea, Vt., July 31, 1880, aged
87 years.
She was born in KE. Rundolph,
where she spent a‘ greater part of her life;
‘was first married to Samuel George, a resident
of the sume town, and years after his decease
she married with Dea. KF. Hall, with whom
she
lived in N. Y. till bis decease, when
she went to Chelsea, Vt., to spend the remnant of her lite with a niece. She experienced
religion in her younger days upon a sick bed.
For twelve years she was unable to leave her
room but felt that shé must obey the divine
commandto be ** baptized.” Although some
of her friends feared the result to her physical
gystem, in accordance with her strong faith,
she was carried into-the baptismal waters by
Rev. Ziba Pope (and an’ assistant).
She immediately began to recover.
She united with
the F. B. church/in E. Randolph, ever remaining faithful ‘and trustful, The grace of
God added to her naturally even disposition,

Cards

Cards,

Ct.

HAS STOOD THE TEST OF 40 YEARS’ CONSTANT
USE IN ALL COUNTRIES AND CLIMATES.

in the Back

Fn

Pa.

Mills, Norihford,

and brings speedy and permanent relief in all cases
Cuts, Sprains, Severe Burns, Scalds, etc.

DEAcON I. C. BURR died in West Valley,
‘Dec. 19, 1880, in the 60th year of his age. ~ He
was born in Colden, Jan. 3, 1821.
In June. 1,
1851, he was married to Martha Mathews.
At
the early age of sixteen he gave his heart te
God and united with the F. B. church. Ie bad
always been an active gnd eflicient worker for
the Master; giving liberally of his means for
the support of the gospel.
For a number of

deacon.

Chromo

@Gilt-Edge

Styles,

Vwlet,

Funeral services by the writer.
E. BERRY.

years he had been an honored

Prices re-

Phila,

parts
of the world for CRAMPS, CHOLERA, DIARRHEA,
DYSENTERY, and all BOWEL
COMPLAIN T'S, that it is
considered an' unfailing cure for these diseases,

It should always be used for Pain

PERRY

20

Co., North Haven,

in all

Bibles.

National Pub. Co.,

A YEAR and expenses to
agents, Outfit
Free. Address P. O. VICKERY, Augusta,
y19

aine.

THE OLDEST, BEST; AND MOST WIDELY KNOWN
FAMILY MEDICINEIN THE WORLD,
It has been

4
%

Use,

of DIPHTHERIA,

known remedy for BHGOMATIS

|

to

INKIDNEY DISS

It is 8 sure and guick remedy for COUGHS, SORE
THROAT, CHILLS, and gimilar troubles: affords instant relics

G. 8. HILL,

\

¢ that should be expelled naturally.

is a SURE CURE for all the Diseases for which It Is recommended,
and is ALWAYS PERFECTLY SAFE in the hands of
even the most Inexperienced persons,

MARY HINTON died in Nashville, Minn.,
Feb. 23, of erysipelas, aged 73 years.
She experienced
religion when but a child, and
united with the Calvinist Baptist church, with
which she remained until the orgauization of
the KF. Baptist church in Nashville Center,
with which she united and to which she remained faithful until death, She was of that
amiable disposition which attracted all her
acquaintances,
She was a very earnest worker in the caasdot the Master, being ever found

their loss.

‘

=

A PURELY VEGETABLE REMEDY

the beautiful

land and home of the soul.

FOR

Whooping Cough,
And other Lung Affections,

|

" VEGETABLE

chant’s Dispatch and Transportation Co.,N. Y.
-He came home to die, cheerfully enduring his
affliction, trusting in the Lord, wishing to live,
but ready to die if it was the Loug’s will. He
had a kind word and a smile for every visitor,
giving the evidence of peace of soul ia view of
the near eternity. Jesus was with him to the
last, and he passed away in peace, leaving a
Jarge circle of relatives to mourn.
We all ex-

ja

M 7HE LIVER, THE BOWELS}
\| - AFD THE EIDNEYS.
WHY ARE WE SICK?

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Ast

PERRY
PAIDAVIS
N

of eight

IN EITHER LIQUID OR DRY FORM
That Acts at the same time on

mt
EPHRAIM BEOWN, Lowell Mass, | Lung

be

excess over
sent.by per-

.

as the:
attrac-

derful enchantment to her’ features when
she converses. | Seen at such times, she
tional enterprises, to the furtherance of leaves the impression of a refined intelliwhich she devoted her whole, life; Har- gence, a sweetness of temper, and if ocriet married,
!
casion served, a merry humor well sca-

This event occurred” in 1886.

the

words.

critical student

moral sense underlying all her stories /in-

work,

commenced

at

cy, rich Humor, and keen wit are elements made effective by a style of sur-

passing clearness.

training, by hard

NOTICE.

J fom aud Ola
Young and Old!!
A
TION just patented
for Home use!
Fret aud Scroll Sawing,
g.

‘sons who do not patronize: the Morning
Stan it
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy

she createsto serveit. Her naturalness,
simplicity, pathetic power, ‘delicate fan-

thor gain, by which they seem so easily
minds,
art is,

; PARTICULAR

BRIEF and for the public.
ONE HUNDRED WORDS,
and

still

ed upon

which

Obituaries.

resides

how inexpressibly gloomy the day seem-

. positions and

3

plantation in Florida, where

busies herself at literature.
She has
written some poetry, chiefly of a religious

death,

«¥

where they builta beautiful and tasteful
home. Mrs. Stowe has also an orange

reupited—!‘ Gathering homew-rd,

or bowels.
Home and Farm.

work of fiction in the English language at her post in tbe house of the Lord. When
family gathered around her dying bed, she
ever had a circulation equal to ¢ Uncle the
told them not to weep for her but rather to
Tom's Cabin.” One hundred and fifty shout, * The battle=ix fought and the vietory
Thus she. tripmphantly passed to the
thousand copies were sold in six months, | won.”
reward of the righteous.
The companion of
and before the end of the year it had been her youth passed onto the better land many
years before her, since which she has been
translated into nearly every language in living
with her children.
Sister H. leaves five
Europe. sons und four daughters and a large circle of
friends
and
acquaintances,
who deeply mourn
- In the meantime the authoress and her

sketches gives us a glimpse now and then |
husband had removed to Brunswick, Me.,
of her early surroundings; and we can where Prof. Stowe remained two years as
see the sturdy, venerable theologian sitone of the faculty of Bowdoin college.
. ting at the table, poring over his books,
Subsequently they went to Andover,Mass.,
and his charming young wife at the opMr. Stowe: having accepted a call to the
the
posite side of the fireplace, knitting
‘family supply of stockings. Around them professorship of Sacred Literature in the
theological seminary: there located.
In
variously engaged, was the brightest,
this
latter
place
she
wrote
a
key
to
¢
Uncle
liveliest circle ofiboys and girls that ever
gladdened a parent's heart.” There was Tom's Cabin,” as a_ reply to accusations
Catherine the eldest, a sedate, intellectu- which had been made that her statements
regarding slavery were not correct. The
al miss of eighteen;
Edward,
whose
broad,

now

ac

of the children of the first wife,

ion,

&

zine,

STOWE.

came,

]
M. MERKILL.
combine oxygen ‘and nitrogen. the two’ ele- ‘one by one.” 1
ments,which make up our common or atmospherie air, in such proportions as to render it
To Accommodate the Public.
much richer in the vital or life-giving quality.
It contains no medicament, unless the eleThe proprietors of that immensely popular
ments of pure air are medicines, and its adminremedy Kidney-Wort, in recognition of the
istration introduces nothing {nto
the ‘bod
claims of the publi¢ which bas so liberally patwhich the system does not welcome as a friend,
ronized them, have prepared a Jiquid preparaaccept with avidity, and appropriate as entiretion of that remedy for the special accommogdaly homogeneous to itself. - You will find many
tion of those who. from any reason dislike to
of these results recorded in our Treatise on
prepare it for themselves.
It is very concen“ Compound Oxygen, which is sent free.
Adtrated and, as the dose is small, il is mor
dress Drs. Starkey & Palen, 1109 and 1111
easily taken by many.
It has the same effect
Girard St., Philadelphia, Pa.
2
: ual action in all diseases of the kidneys, liver

larity as a writer for periodicals. ‘She
contributed frequently to Godey's Maga-

XIII.

the summons

¢ Child,
your Father calls; come home!”
Their home was always a resting place and
home for Christians.
Sister H. was a kind
and faithful mother, an «steemed neighbor and
friend.- Not long sepurated from her compar-

pound Oxygen, ‘the new remedy- for chronic
ailments which is attracting so mueh attention,
we wish to say thal we are physicians of long
practice and experience.
Our businéss is to
cure diseases. There has come_jdto our pos-

tire his wife earned more or less popu-

COLBY.

BEECHER

HARRIET

of *“ Com-

Master .until

NN

PRED

In regard to the administration

who

a

First F. B. church in Madison;
living faithfully

for the

NYA
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and biblical scholar, but

was then an acting professor in the seminary of which her father was President:
He continued in that pdsition for fourteen
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orientalist

r
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have been convicte®and sentenced to death by
banging.——Brizands near Salonica have captured an Englishaian named
Suter, manager
of the Opomelia mines, and demanded £15,000
ransom for him.——The
resignation of the
Italian ministry has been accepted by the
King.
Lord Beaconsfield is still very weak,
and his condition occasions great anxiety.

‘Wholesale

Murders

in Peru.

A Lima letter, dated March 10, says a war of
of Canete,
have been

races Lag broken out in the Valley
where more than 2,000 Chinameh

Miscellameous.

barbarously murdered by the negroes and Cholos. On one plantation 600inoffénsive men were
murdered in cold blood. All the canefields,
sugar houses, machinery, etc., have
been
burned and destroyed, and property to the vale
ue of millions has been wreeked by these mis¢reants. All the foreigners have fled the val-

Through railway
opened
between

Australia.

uge on board a couple of vessels which were
at anchor at Cerro Azul, and Mr. Swayne bas

chartered
the steamer llo and sent her to_that
port to bring ‘the refugees to Calloa. It is
feared similar scenes will be enacted through«out Peru.’
“
f
States.

A man named Herriman Sagert was shot
dgad in New York City on Thursday by an officer who was attempting to arrest him on a
charge of being engaged in ab exteusive blackmailing scheme. Loujs Strasburger, a wealthy

member of the firm of Louis Strasburger

&

Co., importers of watchs, received an anonymunication three months ago de-

condemned Mr, Strasburger to death.

been

of

.

have

operations.

:

:

Chicago and Cincinnati and Columbus, Obio,
have -elected Democratic’ mayors,
and St.
Louis a Republican.
:
The river Theiss in Hungary has overflowed,
and one thousand acres of wheat have been
| destroyed.
The Duke of Argyll bas resigned the office
of lord privy seal, owing to difference of opinion
with bis colleagues on some of the provisions
of the laud bill.

Since a sHEép was first, burned to tes. the
furnace, twelve human biidies lire, been incinerated in the Le Moyne Erpmatory at
them

the

present

year.

resident in London, will return

tempt recently made to kidnap a daughter of |to-Canaga this spring, and that he will probaenter the cabinet when Sir John A. MecMr. Strasburger, ten years of age, is traceable bly
Donald, premier and minister of the interior,
to the same source and. was .only
foiled
through suspicions aroused by the fact that in

"a letter addressed to the girl's

school teacher,

asking that she be sent home with ‘the bearer
at once, the signature was misspelled. A few
days ago another letter was received intimating that the bomb recently placed under: a
Brooklyn residence was the work of the authors,
and
stating
that
unless
their demands ‘were complied with similar weapons
would be used.
The death of Strasburger, his
wife and his daughter was threatened. Mr.
Strasburger placed the matter in the hands of
the police, who directed that the mode of conveying the money to the blackmailers, which
they themselves pointed out, be followed.
This was done and Sagert, who was on hand
to receive it, was seen by Detective Campbell.
On seeking to arrest Sagert, the latter attempted to draw a revolver threatening to blow the
officer’s brains out, when Campbell shot him
dead. Albert F. Vogel, a picture dealer, was
arrested as an accomplice.
He admits that he
planned the blackmailing scheme, andy wrote
most of the letters to Strashurger.
Encouraging Crime.
In New Milford, Conn., some sixteen years
ago,
a man named Allen,in a fit of drunken
passion, killed his brother. He was tried,
found guilty and sentenced to imprisonment

for life.

Since that tifie'he has been

in the

State Prison at Wethersfield, where
conducted himself properly and made

he has
himself

a favorite with the officials.

A strong effort

Tor bis release was successful; he was pardoned the other day by act of the Legislature.
Then he was presented with a watch and over
$200 in money, and upen visiting the State

Capitol when the Legislature

wus

in session

was given a reception in the Governor's
Room, where he was introduced to the State
officers and pembers of the Legislature.
We
do not quite’ make out whether this demonstration was on account of bis having survived
sixleen years’ imprisonment, or his proper behavior during the ‘time, or his Killing his
brother in the first instance. It is pretty certain, however; that he would never have been
made
a hero ofif he had not commitied the
murder.
And the Legislature and State officials say to the youth of Connecticut, **Go thou

and do likewise.”—N. Y. Tribune.

’
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Eight Thousand

Persons Killed by an

Earthquake!

On Sunday, April 3, the island of Chio, belongicg to Asiatic Turkey, was terribly shaken.
by an earthquake, resulting in the death of

thousands of Jives and widesprgad destruction
of property.

‘The news from the city of Chio,

the capital,is heart-rending

in the extreme,

The earlier iutelligence estimated the loss of
life at 3,000 persons;
every subsequent despatch has shown the devastation to have been
still more terrible and widespread, and. the
vietims must number eight thousand or more.
Castro, the chief-town of the island, is almost
in ruins, and in a village near Castro, which

contained, nearly 4,000

inbabitants,
only

are known

«About.

to be

alive.

thirty

towns

posite have likewise suffered, and tens of thou-

sands of people

are

destitute.

Oaly

fifty

houses remain standing in the city of Chio.
On the third day after the great catastrophe,
the following report was sent: *‘ All the open

spaces in the town are filled with

the wound-

ed, many of whom are in a hopeless condition.

There are numerous dead and wounded still
. under the ruins. ‘The survivors are emigraling in all directions. There are far more victime of damages in the villages than in the
town.
Supplies arrive daily, but they are in-

sufficient to cope with the destitution.

Owing

to the large number of corpses remaining in
the ruins there ure great fears that a plague
will appear.
On all sides, cries of distress are
heard but nobody dares to approach to render
assistance. The comptroller of Chio and his
family are still under the ruins crying for succor.” The Porte is Rakiop measures to alleviate the sufferings of the destitute inhabitants.

The United States steamer ** Galena”

. the Bosphorus with

aid

for Chio.

has

Shocks

left

of

. earthquake were also felt in the island of Lyra
and at Bmyrna on the same day that the first
oceurred at Chio.
a
«Chio, also

called -Scio, is one

of

the

best

_ known of the isles in the Grecian Archipelsgo.
1t is separated from the coast of Asia Minor by
the Struit of Scio, which is about seven miles
‘wide in its narrowest part, The island is only

508 square miles in extent, The population is
about 170,000. Scio, the capital, is near the
center of the east coast, and has a population
of about 16,000. This city has a harbor formed
' by two moles, and is engaged in the manufact

ure of velvet, silk and cotton. It is one of the
cities which claim to be the birthplace of Ho_mer. During the Greek revolution (1822) the
people of Bcio roséVagainst
the Turks, who

suppressed the revolt with extreme cruelty.
atrocities

4

were

revenged

by

Cunuris,

who,
in June, 1822, attacked the Turkish fleet
. in the barbor of Scio with Rresbipe and de.
Jioved the vessel of the Capudan
Pacha, who
+ lost his life inthe flames,
~~
°°
‘
Ae

Latest News,

A

:

‘The British government has introduced its
‘Irish land bill, after which the Parliament ad2

retires, as is expected
Extraordinarily

‘on account of his health.

jouirned for several weeks bgfore taking action
the bill.——No effort appears to have

best

success

healthfulness and bearing of the trees. Small circles cultivated about the trees were no better than
those wholly in grass, forthe obvious reason that
most of the roots extended beyond those circles.
On the other hand, and for the same reason, & circle of grass out nearly as far as the extension of
to

the limbs, did little or no harm

restrictive

been adopted by the new

measures

elective

have

The Néw York Spirit of the Times

apple crop when the fruit is quite small has been
found a very profitable operation.
Thereis a good deal of sound sense crowded
in$o this brief statement. Few people in cultivating on orchard take into account the length to,
which roots and rootlets run; and this is also

ceived from the Secretary of State of each
State in the Union a statement of the highestvote in that State for either a Democratic or

etc.

pire”

is confided to the women

Man.
The ladies whose
names have been
prominently associated
with
this suffrage
movemefit naturally appeal to their sisters to
poll a full vote at the coming election.

painted pasteboard.

The obstruction was

discovered until the engine was close upon it;
but the engineer succeeded, mevertheless, instopping bis train within a few feet of it. The
joke was rather trying to his nerves, but
afforded a capital demonstration of the value
of the brake.
.
Over four hundred persons have died of
plague in Mesopotamia.

the

Rolling’ farm

city, were destroyed
Saturday morning.

buildings, near this
by

an

incendiary
\ &

.

fire

is impending

between

France

much

upon any one farm,

unless

do

not

vary

there

is

some

>

been accustomed.
Here the studies of the chemist come to his assistance, and how him either that he can not in
this manner give the needed quantity of some ingredients, or on the other hand that he supplies

and

too bountifally of another and does thus in the
Tunis, the Barbary State on the frontier of the
latter case an injury even beyond the money value
French province of Algiers.
:
of the elements given in excess.
The
new Portsmaster-General has saved |
To choose now the proper artificial fertilizer to
$223,000 in his department during the first
supplement or to replace that of his faim yarq is
month of his administration.
.
too mpch to expect of the busy farmer, even with
The annual boat race between the crews of all the ight books and journals innumerable .shed
Oxford and Cambridge universities took place
abroad. -He musteither spend his time in experiments already often made by cthers, or trust te
on the Thames Friday, the former winning.
them ang accept the results they say they have
The Secretary, of the Treasury bas reached a
feached.
If he do the latter he must, to succeed,
decision on refunding, and the government’s
‘give all his information concerning his sol, clipolicy will be announced as soon as possible,
mate, aud surroundings to the intelligent, honest,
A pooling arrangement for passenger busi.
ness has been entered into by the Central Vermont Railway and the Montreal & Boston air
line.

he is the firm friend and believer in the results

of

scientific investigation.—
Food and Health.

ance cf ihe 17-year locusts in this country, so. far
as the records go,was in 1634, at Plymouth, Mass.,
and they have not failed to appear once in 17 years

The financial showing of Mr. Gladstone's
government the past year is a good one. The
expenditure was £714,000 Jess than the esti-

notin the same localities.
Professor Riley, the
entomologist, says that the 17-year locusts will
abound next June in Marquette and Green Lake
counties, Wis.; in the neighborhood of Wheeling,

letely
ost.

washed

away.

Over

50

lives

LOCUSTS IN 1881. There are two breeds of periodical locusts, one appearing oncein 17 years and;
the other once in 13 years.

were

mate, and there is a surplus of £933,000.

ever 8 nce.

They

West Va., and

The slaughter of the French .expedition,
which bad set out to make
preliminary explorations and surveys for the Traps-Sabara

The |

appear.

probably

in

Maryland,

Vir inia,

They may also ap-

pear, he says, in the west part of North Carglina,
in Northeastern Obio, Lancaster county, Penn,
and Westchester county, N. Yi. The Professor
says that the 13.year brood will probably be seen
in Southern 1llinois, in all of Missouri except the
northwest corner, in Louisiana, Arkansas, Indian
Territory, Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, and South Caroli-

The two kinds of locusts differ very little in
appearance.—N.

engineers had a strong bard of followers, and
were well armed and equipped, but were sur-

earliest

will appear this year but

and the District of Columbia.

proposeto pay oft ~£60.000000 of the public
debt in 25 years. Mr. Gladstone proposes to
take a penny off the income tux the current
year, and to annuylly reduce the duty on silver
plate by three pence per ounce until the whole
duty of eighteen pence shall entirely disappear.

Rullroud, is a most melancholy recital,

Buth breeds

The

Y. Observer.

AGRIOULTURAL ITEMS.. ©

(From the American Cultivator.
English farming lands have depreciated within
quin, with twenty-eight ‘vatives, was ut last a few years in rental value at least $3 per acre per
secounts fighting for his lite with another band
annum.
pi
‘
.
of murauders, and the chances of u rescue were |
England raises about 150,000,000 pounds of wool
very slender,
.
per year, and imports upwaids of 450,000,000

At the present moment England has eight

pounds pér annum.

ironcinds either on the stocks or launched
and being fitted for sea, namely:
‘The Inflexible, 11,406 tons; the Ajax and the Agamemthe

+’

The necessity of the times is to convert un.
skilled and unprofitable farming into a skilled and
profitable industry.
All cereals wan. ammonia, it is the leading ele-

non, exch of 8.492 tons; the Colossus and the
tons;

Conquéror

ment of fertilization;
root crops demand potash
and phosphoric wei:
;
the Polyphemus, an armored rum of 2,640 tons,
Pennsylvania farmers claim that bran ‘when
ie two srmored cruisers, each of over 7,000 | mixed with corn meal of the same weight will
ns, are about to be begun. France bas produce more weightin an ammal than feeding |
twelve ironclads either on the stocks or pure eorn meal.
.
;

being completed for sea, and four’ more are'to
st once,

lialy has three

Concerpiog the time for hatching the eggs of

ironcluds

‘bees, tbe worker takes 21 days to hatch, reckoning

building or completing for sea, while another

‘from the laying ofthe $48, the drone 24 days and

armored ship of about 12,000 tons is to be taken
in hapd this year. . Russin has only one
| armored cruiser in course
the

present

moment,

building any ironclad,
“Tegettnoff,

of 7,390

maritime powers,

the queen 17days.
“i

The beet sugar product

of construction at

while

but is
tons,

Denmark

Austris

comple
Of

1

ynv

is not

the

smaller J

is building an

o

:

id

.

of California

wi
for 1680

1,574,233 ponuds ; Isleton factory, 298,437 pounds;
and the Soquel factory 300,000 poumds.
Total

2,178,660 pounds.
i
SO
)
Ewes_after lambing should be allowed rest,
quiet, and the besl of feed.

;

If any of the ewes do

not seem to give millk enough for their lambs, sop-

‘

the

.
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com.

. Definition

of

prehensive book of its kind ever
‘| published.
It contains the exct Spelling,
Pronuncla-

or "es

more than 25,000 words as
used by the best“Speakers and
Writers in America and Eugland
it contains a number of

Most Valuable Tables.
and
other
Articles,
giving
mformation about Weights and
Measures
in common use; the
the Metric System, Abbreviations

"

ured in Writing, Foreign Words, Phrases and
Proverbs, &c,, making it indispensable to every
Reader, Writer and Thinker. .
lly Ivustrated.
Price, 10 cts. . By mall, 8 cts. extra. Before ordering books elsewhere, send for catalogue _of stand
ard books at very low prices.
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ir 6 ota.) and terms to agentafor this and ether
new gooda

A. E. Pratt & Co. 27 Park Place, New York.

+

of them,

send

Address

-

Go

Finney,

Noted

D.

PRESENT, a 48 Page- Gilt bound

Autograph Album, 47 select quotations,

a0

"FOR ORGANISTS
Organ

Gems.

($2.50) By F L. DAVENPORT.

By PETERS.

Reliance,

some new and light, but ali geod,

each

$1.25.

Organists will

be glad to use the longer ones intact, und to adopt

the shurier compositions as themes
from which
to
;
nw

vary.
and

He re-

NEW STYLE CHROMO CARDS. Name

Rillee Taylor, price reduced to 50 cents.
Olivette, price reduced 10 50 conts.

ily

for Harmony
‘Johnson's New Method
“The b st book
1.00). By A. N. JOHNSON:
e world’
y
by an en elastic

be, this i8 his. newest Pb

3
pupil

and can

.
on a for
hardly

EDGE

10¢. U. 8. Card Factory, Cliswntilly, Ct.
s

$2.70.
$2.50.

(10 Nos,

1

’

(No 2 alike.)
Clintonville,
261eowss

In these pix well-made books will be found a
very large number of volmutaries, some claggical,

“ney also keep a full pésortment of Antl-Mason

a

and 3

American
tleow

Complete
$6) By
EUGENE THAYER,
Zandels, Driginal Organ Compositions.

Masonry.
after his conversion to
Messrs. E. A, COOK & CO, 13 Wabash
hicago, Ill. Price in Paper covers 35
#
.
tia a
G

on, 10¢., or 40 ull GILT & BEVEL

15¢.,

All Gold, Chromo & Lit’g. Cards,
Name on, 10c.
Clinton Bros,
an.
\

Organist’s

.

Preacher,

Ohio;

[LRAT

32 column story, paper, all for
Home Journal,
West Haven, Ct.

Batiste’s Organ Voluntaries.
Batiste’s Last Compositions.

“

D,

4Llveow

Organ Selections. ($150)

ic Books, and publish’ the Christian Cynosure, a
ig-page weekly paper opposed to secret societies,

i 0

HENRY

Broadway,

yet
at

States.

be obtained

Boston, Mass.

Rev,

Best

or

243

LORD:

late President of Oberliy College,

nounced
Christ.
Avenue,
nts.

The life of this great man, from ite childhoodto |

vid

the

Kansas;

Manager,

glymyer Manufacturing Cos,

FREEMASONRY
EXPOSED!

. §L.50,

PE;

pages,

PRODUCTIVE.

The Cheapest BOOK STORE in the World.
address American Book Store, 241 B’dw’y, N.Y.
4

H. R. STEVENS,

CO., BOSTON.

its close, is a living lessen which the youth of. our

d

120

Send Post-office oder if convenient,

y

JOHN8. ROBERTS.

!

BY MAIL, 60 CTS.

y

DAVID LIVINGSTONE.

°

be

of

.

AND

Dictionary of the English Language

Also the Prac-

A Distinguished Author,

EXPLORATIONS

Latest and

Expe-

Price of Book 50 cts.

ai

18mo, Illustrated,

Practical

for

Soon.

RY.

York,

Rm

off
is

« LARD. There continues a firm feeling with sales
of Boston and Western at 11% & 11 c¥ 1b,
PogK.
KExira prime. # bbl. $1260 @ $13 00; Old
mess, $1550 @ $16 00: New mess, $1700 8 $1725;
Westen extra clear, $19 00 @ $19 50; Boston clear,
$20 00g $250.
!

Be

Lawrence,

DICKINSON,

HANDY,

If the work can not
for it by mail.

at 10 @ lle & th,

To

CO,

New

YORK
CITY.
ALL
DRUGOISTS,

My

In

@

Western

It ohutaing

the loss of a dollar. Funds
wanted
to
loan on first-class security. For references
&e.; send for pamphlet to J.
B. WATKINS &

Neuralgia,

the very low price.
For sale at all bookstores, all general stores and
all news depots in every city and town

'

SMOKED HAMS,

beside

as heing the most thorough and
practical work
published on this subject, and all are Fliriol

BEEF. Salesof Western mess and extra mess
at $10 @ $11 60, and platg and family at $1260 @
$1550%

to

In ten years we have made 4,039 loans without

Every One is Pleased With It

#275 & 2 80; Red Top, ¥ bag,$2 20 @ 2 3u; Canary,
175.

NEW
BY

: This book contains
bound in cloth..

choice coarse Hay, and some lots command $23,
bat for most of the receipts $32 is an. outside
price.
Go~d quality is seiling at $19 @ $21.
GRASS
SEED.
Clover,
Western 8%
8%¢c;
Western, New Yok 8° @ 9%; Timothy, # bu.
$150@

t

& CU., Philadelphia, I's.

SECURITY LARGE

;

Menlo Park.Manufacturing Co.

cost, on Engilage.

New

B%o
4 1b. Choice Syrup io 11 Ib tins is going
pretty well at 80 @ 850 4 gal. but poor quality
STRAW.

complaints

AND

ws
A EDISON

Gis
their experience
of feeding stock of all
kinds with Ensilage, and the practical re.
sults, conclusively showing the uundoubied suc.
cess of this procers—the Ensilage of Green For
age Crops. By this process the farmer can realize
five dollars in place of one dollar, as praciiced by
the old system of farming,
'Alse wonderful ex
periments of feeding poultry at one-half the usual

im.
Red

7%

DEVI:ED

:
THOMAS

~ With Ensilage and Silos.

alvance noat

ba madled

od

of Sugar

11 @ 12¢, and 1ubs are selling

REY

Eight Per Cent.

Ensilage

ticed early in the week is sustained. Choice cakes
commana

ing.

INTEREST GUARANTEED,
PAYABLE AT
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
NEW YORK.

Trosy-Tie Proclioal Forman

@

York Rose, 6) @ 70¢; Jacksons, 60 @ (isc; Prolifics,
65 @ 75¢c; Peerless, 60 § 6c; Seedlings, 70 a 75¢.
GRFEN APPLES. Choice
Russets# bbl, $150 @
200; Cho ce Baldwins, $150 @ $500; Common
Baldwins, 75 8 $1 25.

FORMULA

other

SOLD

@& 83c;

Vt. Rose,70@76¢c;

TO

tical Experience

sales of choice Canada at $1 @ $1 05,ard

POTA10ES.

THAT

rience.

common at 70 @ 85¢ ¥ bu.
Green Peas are selling
at $1 25 @ $1 70 ¥ hu as to quality.
Maine Central Rose,70a76¢c;

§

tht:

to

Western Farm Mortgages.

Rheumstism, Headaches, SciGout, Pain in Back or Side, or
pain exists, without abrasion of the skin,
will give prompt relief.

Giving

choice hand

roy

Guide

6i8eow

SILOS.

Y.,

low Eyes, choice 205 @
210 ; Yellow
Eyes,
roved
215 @ 220;
Common,
19) @ 200;

money

~IN—

13c;
fac-

N.

Will

Green Forage Crops

picked. 2 20g 2 25; Medium, choice screened 2 05
@ 2 10 ; Medium, common to good 1 00 @ 2 00; Yel-

idneys,
150 @ 160.

many

The

EcaGs. Eastern, # dozen 18418%e; New Yorkand

P.,2158

irit

» apd

10t7eow

—O fe

Vermont, 188 18:¢c; Canada, fresh stock 17 & 138¢c;
Western, 17 a 18c; Southern, 17 @ 17X%e.
BEANS.
Pea, Northern, H. P.,# bu $220 @ $2

H.

Li

J. U. McCURDY

Price $1.00 per Boltle.
ra
“PREPARED EY

@& l4c; Western fuetory, fair to
Western factory, skim 7 @ 10c.

25; Pea, N. Y,,

ake

MENLO PARK, N.J.
THE PREPARATION

BY MYBELF.
:

such as
atica,
wherever
Polyform

18

factory, choice, ¥ bh , 13%

Farm

Saves many ney ita nA php
Ll
111 Hiustrations, -Bend for Cirenlars and terms

lication of the following *

3

1B
XK

l4c; Northern ‘factry, fair to good 11% @
Northern iactory, common 8 @ Hc; Western

common

TELLS HOW'T

* supervision.
:
The number of remarkable cures, and the suffering Polyform has saved, attest the wisdom and phil
antrophy of this course.
ie
No higher testimony could be adduced than the
certificate of Prof. Edison, who authorizes the pube

OLD BUTTER.
Creamery, ¥1b.......cee000 Yeecaneninine 18
Dairy, fall made...cooeesennecanss heel

Send

RHINE FORPGET

Comulete

for the manufacture and sale of Polyform under his

no

a

in

arnt
rm A Roissy
Mnteting
~ 12t13
ous 21t

which gave

and attention so great, Prof, Edison finally yielded
to the solicitation of those who knew the merits of
his preparation and allowed a company to be formed

575

6

ly

The cures performed by his gifts of Polyform be-

grade at 8 @ 60c ¥ bu.
To arrive high mixed
Corn is offered at 60c ¥ bu.
OATS.
Nol and extra white 49% @ 52°; No 2
white hii @48¢; No 2 mixed and No 3 white 45 @
4c ¥
bu.’
BUTTER.
NEW NORTHERN.
Dairy lots, Vermont choice, # ib
@

Do

cle

came80 celebrated and the demand upon his time

Michigan
@
57
Indiauna.....
a 6%
THiDOiSs
ve
verers
a8 650-1
St. LoNi8.s.eerriniinaans
a8 650
Corn Meal ¥ bbl
eons
a8 263
RYO FIOUT:ceee careeeicsssansnnnsssnras
@ bi
Oat Meal, common to good Western...550 @&@ 575
Oat Meal, fancy brands. ...coceeieneaes 60" @ 625
CORN.
There is a firm feeling for epot Corn and
stocks are sold up close.
7The sales have been at

£0 @ 61%c¢ for steamer m'xed and yellow; and

al

‘DIN

pein, and in every case the relicf was perfect.

TH
700

@&®

BINCERLE

Bove

POLY FORM.

Minnesota, bikers. coerce eeneearnnnnnn, 47@
600
Minnesot. and Wisconsin, patents..... $la@ 800
WINTER WHEATS.
ar
Patents, CHOIOR, cc scvisescssreciraren: $725
Patente, common tO £00deeeen viivines 625

We G ve

Gratifled with the result upon himself, he tested
his discovery upon others who suffered from nervous |

I CERTIFY

4
475

190 for 8i3.

AGENTS
WANTED t= oa
Machine

ENOWN AS EDISON'S POLYFORM IS MADE

0a
dB0 @

for $10

s
Our NEW GUIDE
Bhat hocklate extant
prow.w. Outelegan
Treatise
ordiha Rose
Tustratid,

cation, cure him of his distress and at same time not

BOSTON, Saturdzy Morning, April 9, 1881.

FLQUR.
SPRING WHEATS,
Western superfine...... srssssenserane
Common extras. .c.oieeveas .es
eed

& CONARD

for, ROSE
alone.
We
ver Btrong Pot
suitable for
ate bloom, safely by mail,
at all post-offices. § splendid vari
esi
all labeled,
for $13 12 for $23 19 for $3 5 26 for

only temporary relief, and produced nervousness,
loss of appetite, &c. He now sought for a combine
ation of sul remedies as would, by outward appli-

Quincy Market, Boston.

~

DINGEE

1 BEAUTIFUL
EVER BL

& CO., GENERAL AGENTS.

had taken all the well known sedatives,

Boston Produce Report.

/
SEL

mun

Dover, N. H.,

would give him permanent ease. Finally he became
convinced that he must become his own physician
and seek, Dy experiments, for the desired relief. He

Test.

Régord by HILTON BROS & CO.,
erchants and dealers in butter,

v
Bue,

00. Toledo, 0,

remedy among the hundreds which he tried that

THE MARKETS.

‘was as follows: Standard refinery at Alvarade,

urmored torpedo’ ship, while Hollund, Nor’
way and Sweden bave no ironclads on the

stocks.

To

PAD

B. F. RaCKLEY,

prevailed uponto give to the world his truly won..derful discovery for alleviating pain. For years he
suffered from neuralgic pains, unable to find any

Dizziness, nausea, despondency, jaundice, loss
of appetite, inflammations, gravel, female diseases and ‘all troubles of the urinary organs and
bladder, are quickly and surely removed by Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure,
2t14

and the Collingwood, each of 6 200 tons; and

be begun

is

slow at 60 @ 70c.

with sixty-one men, to recudve from awother
trencherous tribe symp
% and
poisoned
dates, The only survivi
renchmun, Pole.

Majestic, each of 9,160

Here

HAY AND

prised by hostile tribes and all the leaders
except two were killed. These two retreated

Saved,”

E. 8. Shorrey,

CHEESE,

\

©-0Oo
0+

There have been disustrous floods in Dakota
and Nebraska, owing to the®Miseouri river
being gorged with ice. Nearly all the houses
in Vermillion, Dakota, were swept away and
all the lower portion of Yankton was submerg,
ed. The village of Green Isle has been com-

was

After much persuasion, Prof. Edison has been

taking the lead over the many bottles of trakh

There are some intelligent farmers, but the number 18 growing less, who will reject this doctrine
but the time has gone forever when book-farming
was derided by the successful cultivator, and now

KIDNEY

Life

Co,

35 Cortlandt St., New York,

POLYFORM.

R.

:

he would narrate his symptoms to the family docNEW WESTERN.
tor, leaving him to choose the medicine, and so Creanieries, choice,
#
1b..ceeareininnan 32
Do
-do
fair
to good, ..ecemunras 2%
will the land scientist select the proper enrich‘I Ladle packed, ChOiCC.c..vsreeranasrrnees 21
ment.
-

the water in some of the streets being twentyseven {egt deep. There is great suffering and
destitution among the people.
The property
loss is over a million dollars.

D.

book, “Ilow-g&

LSPeteSte
ce 8 ae
r Henderson &

PROF. EDISON'S

that now flood the market.— From Smith, Doolittle & Smith, Druggists, Boston.

student, whether he be professor or dealer, just as

The floods.in the south of Spain are the most
serious that have occurred in the present cen-

DAY

38

bottles

A RARE PLANTS "529 8)

{ be injurious to his system.
Trials and experiments followed this determine
4
Watertown, N. Y.
ation until he at last produced a compound which,
by application, entirely subdued all pain and allowed
F. W. KINsMaN, Esq.,—Dear Sir: With
and throw
off the disease.
pleasure we order ten gross Adamson’s Bo- his system to recuperate,
[i
To his discovery Prof. Edison gave the name
tanic Balsam, showing conclusively that merit has won the day, and that your Balsam is

done it all.

such radical change as from a mixed culture to a
dairy establishment.
Therefore, the good farmer who relies upon his

the effects or return bim the yield to which he has

The Newfoundland goverument has accepted
an offer from a United States company to
build 8 railway across that i-land.

War

these

two

Our

GEO. C. GOODWIN

upon her as one almost raised from the dead ; our

was

own fields for their enrichment, does not vary his
fertilizers for His different crops, for he can not
change the character of his manure heap, but
merely puts on more or less, a8 his judgment dictates, and often finds, after having harvested a
“succession of fine crops, his fields fail to exhioit

. Hon. 8. N. Stockwell, managing editor of the
Boston Journal, is dead.

Senator

circumstances

I have taken

£1.20.

For sale by

neighbors wonder what has effected such a wonderful change in so shorta time. D.R.V.G. has

to

restore

CASPER WEITZEL, Policeman, Lancaster, In.

Lictory of thisziew discovery, and a larzo reco
remarkable cures sent free. -Writoforit. Address,

Iam happy tosayD. R. V. G. is doing wonders for
ty wife; her case was a singular one, and looked

is, of
Naturdl manure, from the -farm-yard,
course, dependent upon the nature of the food
given to tre animals which produce it, and under

ordinary

.

|

p

~*1 have
been a great sufferer from Kidney complaint,
and after wearing your Pad 25 days I feel
better than I
have in 15 years.”
s
Ea
; DR. A. J. STONER, Dceatur, XIL—*Tour rd is
doing great good here, It sells every Jay and gives uniwi
She
satisfaction.”
For sale by druggists, or sent by mail (free of po
on receiptof the price—Regular Pad, $2.00; Une
(extrasize), $3.00; C1ild’s Pad (for incontinence of

W.

Guaranteed by all druggists.

entirely withheld, are at least supplied in much
less quantity toan the amount of such elements,
apparently appropriated by the—gathered harvest.

not

.

Strawberry!

Four Pags have entirely ¢ired me.”
2
LARIMORE & DEAN, Druggists, Niles, XMich,
~(30 years in business)—* Day's Kmxey Paplshavin:n
large galo and gives better general satisfactis on than uy
edy
we ever sold.”

Rochester, N. Y.

or more of these elements or ingredieuts are omitted from the envichment annually added, or, if not

In 3 recent test of an air-brake on a Brazilian
railroad, some practical joker, without the
knowledge of the engineer, had placed on the
track, in advance of ‘the train, an excellent
imitationof a hugh mass of rock, made of

Seth

Coming

me up with what they calle! Drizht’s disease, and two of

V. G., and to express myself, I feel good.
They
can say what they please, but D. R. V. G. has
done what no doctor in {Rochester could do; if
they could they didnot. = Yours truly,
D. Early,
:
No. 7 East Avenue,

all that could be required to maintain such soils in
their former fertility.
But later investigations
seem to prove that this is not the entire solution.
of the question, that something more is required,
and thaf true thrift and economy are more succeseful in the growth of certain crops, when one

of the Isle of

address.

Nay

This is the Berry fi
B | DW 3 | L use a
mart
re ro
particulars
and
price of
this supurb new variety, address
Cornwall-on-Hudson, N. XY.
L,
2t Seow
Siw

have now used DAY’s Kmo¥ay PAD thirty days, and it has
done me more good thao any remedy I ever tried.”
R. BISHOP, Spencer, 0. ~* Tho doctors had given

be

ale Complaints,

¢

free to any

with no benefit;

jthat

combized,

to

You ask me fora testimonial as to the worth of
D.R. V.G. Idon’ think I could write one strong
enough; I have had the dyspepsia ten years;
been treated by the best doctors in several cities

by analysis, what
in plant growth
the air, which by
the latter made

or

same conditions, whether free

Pamphlets

Fowle & Sous, Boston.

OUR LAND?

it was at once assumed, that to

The better way, however, is

_er Complaint,
Boils, Hutnors,’
i

the earth anpuatly-the amount of these elements
which had'bcen removed in the crops, and in the

the result is— Garfield, 4.446.628; Hancock,
4,443,106; Garfield over Hancock, 3,522.
Strangely enough, ** the proud and glorious
privilege of sounding the tirst note of the
political freedom of women in the British Em-

of

back:

The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liv-

ted far; and they can, of course, be fed near the
frank; but any tree that has been growing vigo‘rously fen or fifteen years is searching for its food
on thjgoutside-gf.the circle covered by i%s top; and
if tidebe forty or fifty feet in diameter, piling up

known,

Republican elector. Footing up these statements

a

From this period, if the weather is right, the crop
will take care of itself.

take plapt-food from the soil as the place where a

When it was first ascertained
were the elements stored up
which of these were supplied by
the soil, and the deficiencies of

day

or

appearance of the tassel and, the ear, comes the
drain on the soil for mbistare and plant food,

o-oo
eo

has re-

same

It'is said that one fogt of healthy corn grown inf
June, is Letter than two or more feet in length
grown the same month.
Slow growing at this
time makes the stalk short jointed, and will have
a tendency to render it more prolific.
After the

er, produce less fruit, of swaller size and pogter
Thionin,
quality than those well cultivated.

HOW SHALL WE FEED

season.

the

The old Indian’s maxim is not a bad one: * Plant
younygorn when the leaves of the oak are the size
“of'a mouse’s ear.”

nearest the trees.— Manchester Mirror.

preven: ingress to, or egress-from, St. Petersburg.
A chain of Cossack patrols have been
established. and all the inhabitants and strangers are subjected to the most rigid scrutiny.

*. The
For Diseases of the KIDNEYS, BLADDER, URIN:
ARY ORGANS and NERVOUS SYSTEM.
CIIAS. DAVIS, 124 Myrtle Street,
tone: “I

governed by the season. Many farmers take the
foliage of the trees ad a guide for planting corn.

fifteen-year-old:

of an orchard must be in grass, it should be

council to

at

forward

a

——

- 1y15

of yrevions living vegetation. -

the month, whether it is

—

NARROW

SHEET
LEAD,
FRANK A. BROWN, Treas.§k [[SALENM, MASS,

18 constantly

ing certain crops each year
ward

trees where the ground beyond them was cultiva
ed: Trees #f that age wholly in grass, grow sloy-

No part of
true 1m the cultivation of other crops.
by a tree’s top, and indeed, no
the space covered
grown
part of the space in an orchard of well
trees, is so far oyt of reach of the rootlets which

LEADIPIPE
AND

There are farmers who make a practice of plant

the

in

manure about the tap-root and filling that with
manare, will help.it very little. ( If any portion

150% ~tury.- The inundation at Seville is the greatest,

and villages in Chio and on the main land op-

remains

been continued to the present time, but full 1esults
‘So far,
have not yet been reached in all cases.

OF

AND MANUFACTURERS OF

taking place, and the change is simply to enable
living matter to exist from dead matter.
Mold.
sustains growing vegetation, because .it is the

the trees, leaving others n grass, and in applying
Most of these have
barn-yard manure and ashes.

tilling the land has givensthe

PURERWHITE LEAD,
CORRODERS AND GRINDERS

any.
the
deor
ex-

Change, especially

of vegetation and animal existence,

l
~
tree standsy This is a fact that needs no argu:
The notorious Russian Grand Duke Nicholas
fie most of us, when we set about feedment; but
Constantinovitch has been arrested on suspiy inl a Ang
the fertilizers about the trunk and
cion of being engaged in political intrigues in [- ave the land through which run the feeders as
favor of his father, » brother of the late Czar.
Darsén as a desert. The roots of small trees, avd
do not exItis reported that Sir Alexander T. Galt, Can. espegially ‘of those just transplanted,

adian minister

An

suspended

John T. Rich, Republican, was elected to
Congress from the seventh Michigan district
in place of Mr. Conger, by over 3,000 majority.

Washington,
Penn., four of

Nothing can be annihilated.

the
Experiments Were begun on the apple orchard
/ .in 1873, Ly cultivating the ground about some of

E

western districts of Missouri

experiments,

| says m his annual report:—

communication has been
Melbourne and
Sydney,

-SALEM LEAD.COMPANY,

oatmeal

Professor Riley says that kerosene or oil of
kind is sure death to insects in all stages, and
only substance with whichwe may hope to
stroy the egg. . Oil will mix with milk fresh
soupy and thus may be diluted to any desired
tent.
=

CULTURE.

conducting a series of orchard

give them

gruel, roots, bran slop, and if possible rowen.

ment of the Michigan Agricutural College, who bas

Nearly all the cosl mines in the northern and

ductive in Perit. Some of them have been
killed. Full particulars
are not yet at hand,
as the work of murder and plunder is still going on. It is feared the adjacent valley of
Chinchica will suffer next. The Chilians refuse to send troops to quell the disturbance.
A number of women and children sought ref-

in the United

ORCHARD

arate them from the rest, and

Beals, the head éf the Agricultural depart-

Prof.

prs

The entire railway mail
service
United States is to be reorganized.

- ley, which is one of the most fertile and pro-

Nihilism

——

Bural and Domestic.

&

Hehos Surfmary,

8

——

ow

$30 to $1000; 3f0 32 Stops.

PIANOS $125 up.
Paper
Areg.-Address Daniel F. Beatty

confines itéelf to those things thut every.o
| eve
ought to know,
peop! 3rd

OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston.
"

.

